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Forewor d

esearch Within Reach: Secondary School Reading, is a tanta-
lizing title when one considers who is reaching and who is be-

ing reached. Explicitly, products of research are offered to
classroom practitioners for application through their instruction.
Implicitly; products of practice are offered to researchers for confir-
mation through their studies. Thus, the reaching is reciprocal with
both practitioners and researchers having equal standing. When
read from such a perspective, this volume is especially enlightening.

The organization of this book reflects one of the major issues
it confronts: how secondary school reading programs can be orga-
nized and how their effectiveness can be measured; In the main; the
chapters present various processes and products which contribute to
effective reading instruction in secondary schools. They present
studies which focus on these processes and products individually or
in limited combinations. As noted in the first and last chapters, re-
search is limited on the effectiveness of combining these nrocesses
and products to establish all-school reading programs. Research
methodologies used to validate the separate processes and products
cannot be used to validate all-school programs in which these proc-
esses and products are combined in a variety of settings. The varia-
bles are too complex and uncontrollable. However, studies
conducted in the qualitative research tradition can be used to vali-
date all-school reading programs. I find in this volume an implicit



call for such studies. Acceptance of qualitative studies will move us
beyond a "Yes, but..." response to well documented reports of suc-
cessful programs.

Research Within Read': Secondary School Reading is a fine
addition to the literature on reading research and instruction in sec-
ondary schools. However, I disagree with the assertion that "Read-
ing researchers only recently have become interested in what goes
on in classrooms." 7t. is difficult to rcconcile this statement with what
researchers such as Ruth Strang, David Russell, Guy Bond, Donald
Durrell, Helen Robinson, William S. Gray, and Sterl Art ley accom-
plished over several decades. I suppose it depends on how one de-
fines recent.

Between the opening chapter on "Reading Programs" and the
closing chapter on "Staff Development," the authors present well
documented suggestions for ways to enhance reading instruction in
secondary schools. They present a judicious blending of old and
new. They acknowledge the value of some of the early practices that
were based more on intuition than on research and also acknowl-
edge that some of the more recent research affirms those early prac-
tices. In so doing, the authors give standing to practitioners and
their contributions to the advancement of knowledge in the field. On
the other hand, they (like Bruner) urge us not to take for granted as
true what we have accepted out of habit and to open our minds and
classrooms to new ways to attain our instructional objectives in
reading. To that end, they synthesize the research in several signifi-
cant areas and make concrete suggestions as to how that research
can impact on practice. The authors provide a good rationale for the
practices they recommend as well as for some practices already in
use. In this manner they enhance the reciprocity between research-
ers and practitioners as both grasp for the research within reach.

Harold L. Herber
Syracuse University



Introduction

or hundreds of years, the ability to read has been regarded as
the definitive mark of the educated person. More than any

other intellectual skill, reading has been identified with educational
prowess. We know, for example, that Chaucer's Clerk of Oxenford
was an educated man because, not only could he read, he actually
owned the books!

One of the primary goals of education in our country is to
teach people to read. Reading was viewed as being of such impor-
tance to the maintenance of the Republic that the Constitution ex-
pressly protects the _right of Americans to read virtually anything:
Today the success of a school is often judged by students' scores on
tests of reading performance. While our world seems infinitely
more complex than Chaucer's or Jefferson's, we still equate educa-
tion with reading.

Students at basic, intermediate, and advanced levels of read-
ing performance can be found in most secondary schools (Goodlad;
1984). Educators who wish to promote literacy at all levels of devel-
opment require informed perspectives on this topic.

In order to help secondary school administrators and teachers
improve reading instruction, we must heighten awareness of the
need for change and provide some research based answers to ques-
tions teachers ask about the teaching of reading. That is what this
book is intended to do.

VII



How This Book Was Written
The ReSealch and Development Interpretation Service (km;

of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AELJ was established tc
develop ways to translate research into_practical terms for teachers.
Sponsored by the National_InStitute of Education (now the Office ol
Educational ReSearch and Improvement) of the U.S. Department of
Education, RD1S has conducted a number of activities that help
teachers put research into practice. One of the Most successful of
these activities has been the creation and publication of the Research
Within Reach SerieS of bulletins and monographs. This Seri6
presents research based answers to practical queStions. It is impor-
tant to realize that the books in this series are not meant to function
as detailed teachers manuals, aS general methods texts or as reports
of individual StudieS; they are meant to synthesize the available re-
search that applies to particular questions.

Since 1978, this series has preSented individual volumes that
synthesize and translate reSearch in elementary school reading, ele-
mentary school mathematics, oral and written communication, sec7
ondary Ool mathematics; science; and, now, secondary school
reading. While the development of each of these volumes has been
marked by individual differenceS, the same general method has
been used.

FirSt. ttbiS begins by identifying the questions teachers want
ansWered. One of the reasons teachers cite for not attending to re-
search is that they perceive it aS only marginally relevant to their
real needs and concernS. Therefore, each of the Research Within
Reach projectS iS begun by asking teachers to identify questions they
have about a particular curricular area. In thiS project, the president
of each state's International Reading ASsociation affiliate was con-
tacted for help in collecting questions. Help also was enlisted from
the Staff at each of tbe Regional Exchange projects, operated pri:
marilY by the regional educational laboratories. These Exchanges
are funded as dissemination projects, charged with helping school
people use research based knowledge. As in the past, RIMS received
subStantial Support from the Exchanges. Some Exchanges spon-
sored wOrkshops on various aspects of reading research and practice
and used these as an occasion for collecting questions. Others sent
questionnaires to teacherS. MOre than 300 questions were collected.

9
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After the questions are collected, a consultant panel iS estab:
lished. The panel studies the questions and selects those to be inve§-
tigated in an attempt to identify questions of widest interest

The next step of the process is to select editors and chapter
writers to §ynthesize and report research based answers to the ques-
tions. Using Bloom's definition of synthesisthe discovery bfá pat-
tern that was not clearly there extensive original syntheses are
conducted. For this project, research was limited to studies that con-
tained secondary school students as subjects or that addressed sec=
ondary school concerns.

A first draft is prepared and the consultant panel convenes to
discuss it. Members of the panel point out weaknesses and areas for
elaboration and provide added insights about ways to Strengthen it.
While the panel is reviewing the draft, teachers are given a chance
to comment on the manuscript: All of these suggestions are returned
to the editc rs and writers, whi polish On drafts.

The last step is to puulish and disseminate the report. This
manuscript followed the International Reading Association's regular
review process for monographs. Reviewers' comments were taken
into account by the IRA Publications Committee and the Director of
Publication§ when deciding to accept, reject, or suggest modifica-
tions in this report.

Overview of Contents
Because learning from text is diffused throughout the §econd-

ary school, this volume has bc..en written for all secondary school
teacherS, nOt just those who specialize in reading. Teachers who
have no particular background in reading might find new ideas in
this book. The book might have a familiar echo for some teacherS,
either because many of their intuitions about teaching are confirmed
by research, or because research has examined problems teachers
often encounter. Reading specialists might find that our synthesis of
the research helps them attain new insights about their work. Rather
than isolating the problems of teaching reading in either remedial or
enrichment situations and then writing chapters focused on those
extremes, we elected to describe the researtla and then apply it in
examples drawn from many different contexts.

Ix 10



The chapters are patterned after a model. Each chapter opens
with a question posed by a teacher; some chapters present more than
one question. A discussion of the research based answers to the
questions follows. The discussions include many examples and im-
plications.

Each chapter concludes with a summary and a list of refer-
ences. Each chapter is written so it can be read in isolation: Al-
though this practice may ha ,. created some repetition, it has been
deemed valuable because it allows readers to select chapters of par-
ticular interest.

The book is divided into five parts organized arouad a model
of knowledge use: Knowing Why, Knowing What, Knowing How,
Knowing When, and Knowing Who 13aris, Lipson, & Wixson,
1982). The parts represent types of knowledge known to affect
teaching and learning at the secondary school level. Each part is
further divided into chapters: Chapters in the first part, Knowing
Why, provide a rationale for the goals of secondary reading pro-
grams, for applying what research has to say about effective schools
and effective teaching, and for instilling in students a desire to read.

Part Two, Knowing What, is concerned wiiit the knowledge
base that undergirds all teaching at the secondary school level but
more specifically with helping students read to learn. That knowl-
edge base consists of research implications for helping students
learn from text. Two of the chapters focus on the comprehension
and vocabulary skills necessary for that learning to occur. Part Two
also describes what effect the ranges in student reading ability and
text difficulty have on learning from print.

Part Three focuses on Knowing How, the procedural aspect of
knowledge use. One chapter spells out what research and theory
have to say about selecting materials; another deals with oral and
written language instruction; and the final chapter addresses group-
ing procedures in the secondary school classroom.

Part Four, Knowing When, contains important information.
Unless teachers and students know when to apply what they know
about reading, they will not make full use of their knowledge. Chap-
ters in this section include one on teacher decisionmaking and one
on student use of metacognitive strategies.

1 1



The final part, Knowing Who, contains a single chapter on
staff development. If the information contained within the other
chapters is to reach its intended audience, teachers must be ener-
gized to respond to the reading needs of their students.
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PART ONE

(ming Why



David W Moore

1 Ann G. Murphy

Reading Programs

What are appropriate goals for a secondary school
reading program?
This chapter preseritS groundwork for the succeeding chapters; It
examines the goalS of secondary school reading programs, presents
a theoretical perspective on goals, and describes four MiSSibri_StAte=
ments. The second section of the chapter investigateS the viability of
a common approach to secondary school reading instruction, the
reading laboratory approach.

The Nature of Goals
Clearly stated goals are crucial to educational effectiveness.

Gdals allow educators to ensure curricular continuity across grade
levels; they serve to identify priority areaS And help aSSure alloca-
tion of educational resources to those priority areas; they assist in-
structional planning by clarifying purposes of learning; they
facilitate identification and strengthening of weak curricular areaS;
they assist communication with studeritS and parentS by serving as a
framework for reports of Student progress; and they make possible
assessment of how well School districts accomplish their priorities;

There are several levels of goals. The broadest level, which
may be called a mission statement, describeS a general purpose, in-
tent, or direction and iS not concerned with defining a particular
achievement within a specified time period. The second level, re-
ferred to as instructional goals; program level poformance objec-

2



tives, or curriculum objectives; relates to district or schoolwide
priorities (Krathwohl, 1965). These goals may indicate a desired
exit level of performance (mastery), but they stop short of specify-
ing instructional practices: The third (and most specific) level of
goals is written for specific courses, disciplines, units, and curricu-
lar areas and may be called instructional level_performance objec-
tives, student learning objectives, student performance objectives,
subject area competencies, or just plain objecnves. In this chapter;
we focus on the broadest level of goals; mission statements:

Educators need to take care that they do not establish either
too few or too many goals. In his analysis of secondary education,
Boyer found both extremes. Too many high schools "seem unable to
find common purposes or established educational priorities that are
widely shared" (Boyer, 1983, p. 63). At the other extreme, he found
that some so-callee goals trivialized education, being so numerous
as to be unrealistic. In Horace's compromise, Sizer (1984, p. 78)
identified a related problem:

The rhetoric of high school purpose has been uniform and
consistent for decades. Americans agree on the goals for
their high schl .als. That agreement is convenient, but it
maSkS the fact that virtually all the words in (these) goal
statements beg definition.

Finally, Goodlad (1983) reported that meaningful and com-
prehensive lists of goals were hard to find. Instead, the school visita-
tion teams that he headed found long lists of goals or objectives,
although there was "little evidence of goals consciously shared by
the teachers" (p. 50).

In brief, goals for secondaly reading programs are important
because they provide direction. Goals provide a basis for making
decisions about which students to serve, what materials to purchase,
and what teaching techniques and staffing patterns to use. Educators
with a clear sense of direction certainly are to be preferred over
those who make decisions based on random thoughts. Indeed, it is
hard to imagine any convincing support for purposeless, haphazard
secondary reading progralas. The difficulty comes in distinguishing
appropriate from inappropriate goals.

Reading Programs
1 8
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The next portion of this chapter presents a theoretical per7
spective on secondary reading programs that provides background
for specifying appropriate goals.

Belief Systems
Walmsley (1981) argued that goalS for SectindarY reading

programs are derived from particular belief systems: We suggest
that belief systems only partially drive a program; practical con-
straints such as funding and available personnel al86 detertnine the
nature of a program. Nevertheless, knowing alternative belief sys-
tems provides a context for understanding and evaluating alternative
goals that help shape reading programs. Walmsley presented four
belief systems: cultural reproduction, academic; calttiral teprOdtic=
tiOn. utilitarian; romantic; and cognitive developmental.

cultural Reproduction: Academic. The cultural reproduction
belief system that stresses academics is derived from classical de-
pictions of the educated person. This ideology seeks to educate indi=
viduals grounded in great literature who can analyze, synthesize,
and evaluate literary concepts. Knowing the concepts traditionally
presented during literature study (e.g;; Macbeth was ruined by his
lust for power) is considered as important as applying literary atialy=
SiS skillS (e.g., interpreting symbolism). Althdugh WalriiSley limited
his diScussion of the academic belief system to English literary con-
cerns,_ we would extend that ideology to other content areas: There
are concepts traditionally found in social studies (the assassination
of Archduke Francis Ferdinand touched off World War I), Seience (a
Covalent bond is formed by shared electrons); mathematics (a ray is
any of a group of lines diverging from a common center), and other
content areas; These subjects contain time honored knowledge as
much as does the subject of English.

StUdents who excel in traditional content area classes de-
-signed for college bound students exemplify the outcomes sup-
ported by the academic belief system. Secondary reading programs
that are based on materials from these content areaS and that einpha-
siZe reading skills assumed to be prerequisite for understanding
these particular materials follow the academic tradition; For in-
stance; reading programs that include the study of imagery and sym-

1 9 Moore and Murphy



bolism in literaturealbeit with materials written at relatively low
levels follow the acaoemic tradition;

Cultural Reproduction: Utilitarian. Rather than seeking to
help students cope effectively with their academic heritage, the utili-
tarian tradition emphasizes more pedestrian, functional concerns.
This belief system seeks to produce individuals who can effectively
handle the reading demands found in work, home, and society. The
ability to survive and succeed in a complex, technologically ad-
vanced world depends in part on reading, so the requisite skills are
emphasized. Advanced utilitarian skills such as comprehending le-
gal documents and occupational brochures are presented along with
rudimentary skills such as reading street signs and labels on medi-
cine bottles.

Students who excel in career education; vocational agricul-
ture, auto mechanics, and consumer mathematics exemplify the out-
comes supported by this ideology. Reading programs that
emphasize materials and reading skills applicable to these courses
follow the utilitarian tradition for example, reading programs that
include the study of graphic aids associated with car repair man..als:

Romantic. The romantic belief system emphasizes the use of
reading to promote self:awareness. Attitude toward -.-eading is em-
phasized, insights into human nature are sought, values are clari-
fied; sensitivities to life are sharpened, and understandings of
oneself are deepened. Teaching techniques that follow the romantic
tradition reflect a psychoanalytic approach. Open-ended questions
are -led (What do you think is the most important part of this
story?), probing questions are interspersed (Why do you think so?),
and attempts to connect readers' experiences with the passage pre-
dominate (Have you ever acted like the main character?). Propo-
nents of romanticism might use the same reading materials as
proponents of the academic tradition; but students would be guided
to fundamentally different responses.

Cognitive Devetopmental. Unlike the three belief systems al7
ready described, the cognitive developmental tradition takes a neutral
stance on concepts that students should acquire. Cognitive develop-
mentalists ignore questions about whether students should cope with
their academic heritage, with everyday concerns, or with self-aware-

Reading Programs 5



ness. Instead, this view emphasizes the general reading processes
needed to cope with reading tasks and seeks to develop skills not tied to
any field of lmowledge: An auth -r's message, or a mader's personal
interpretation of a message, is thought to be a by-product of the skill
developed. For instance, one objective of a cognitive developmental
program might be to teach students to summarize passages; the source
of the materials would be incidental.

Another facet of this belief system is its emphasis on learners'
progression through stages of development. This belief borrows
heavily from the work of Piaget. Cognitive developmentalists em-
phasize learners' movements through increasingly complex stages of
growth. Readers' strategies are seen to progress from simple to com-
plex.

Secondary Reading Program Goals
Totally discrete, ideologically pure secondary reading pro-

grams are difficult to find in practice. For instance, a romantic
stance might underlie reading instruction certain days, and a utili-
tarian stance might be evident on other days. Such a blend allows
educators to accommodate the range of students they encounter. We
realize the existence of eclectic programs and choose to present pro-
gram goals that represent ideals drawn from the different belief sys-
tems.

We also realize that belief systems are not the only forces af
fecting actual instruction. Practical concerns about available materi-
als and student receptivity influence the directions a program takes
(Brophy, 1984). Nevertheless, the ideologi8 proposed by Walmsley
help set the stage for articulating goals for secondary reading pro-
grams. The broad goals that follow are presented in terms of teacher
behaviors for secondary reading programs.

Teachers will direct students to key concepts in their reading
materials. Students become confused when reading their school
texts. Nicholson (1984) described several sources of this confusion;
a frequent source came from students substituting the everyday
meanings for the technical meanings of words. For instance, in a
social studies lesson, availability af markets was presented as a fac-
tor that determined the location of factories. The text explained that
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factories were built in areas where a demand existed for the product.
One confused student associated markets with the everyday mean-
ing associated with buying food, and concluded that factories are
situated close to grocery stores so workers can eat conveniently.

Guiding students to concepts is a time honored function of
classroom teachers. Their goal is to provide the most efficient direc-
tion possible.

Teachers will help students acquire and use independent
learning fronz text strategies. Independent learning from text strate-
gies allow students to direct their own reading and to interact on
their own with the information contained in unfamiliar passages
Students control their own learning processes when independent
strategies are available. The value of independent strategies is sum-
marized by the popular aphorism, "Give me a fish and I eat for a
day. Teach me to fish and I eat for a lifetime."

One survey described by Tierney (1982) suggested that sec-
ondary school students' predominant study strategies were to read a
text all the way through only once and to memorize portions of the
text. More powerful learning strategies such as notetaking, summa-
rizing, self-questioning, and predicting were used less frequently
Thus; helping students use independent learning from text strategies
means providing appropriate learning situations while teaching stu-
dents to use suitable learning strategies.

Teaching students independent learning from text strategies
see s to best fit the cognitive developmentalist ideology. This
stance emphasizes reading strategies that can be applied to any con-
tent for any reason. The teaching of learning strategies can occur
during the study of the content areas (Herber, 1978); but the cogni-
tive developmentalist stance emphasizes the development of strate-
giesnot the concepts developed by the strategies.

Teachers will promote positive attitudes toward reading. The
romantic tradition emphasizes attitudes toward reading more than
the other traditions described by Walmsley: This tradition views atti-
tude as valuable in its own right. Students who will not read are
thought to be as disadvantaged as students who cannot read. More-
over, promoting attitudes fits with other belief systems due to the
finding that students who value reading and read willingly tend to
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achieve at a higher level than students who do not. To illustrate, one
study compared achievement and attitude data on 2,300 seventeen
year old students who participated in the 1979-1980 National As-
sessment of Educational Progress (Walberg & Tsai, 1983). Mea-
sures of attitudes toward reading were found to correlate
substantially with measures of reading achievement

Although attitude toward reading frequently is presented as
an all or nothing construct, a multidimensional conceptualization of
reading attitude among high school students has been presented

2wis & Male, 1980). Dimensions of reading attitude were mea-
sured reliably with items such as "Being able to read is a great help
to me in my school work," "I can have a better job if I am a good
reader," and "The more I read, the more I learn about myself?' The
match between the dimensions of attitude tapped by these items and
the academic, utilitarian; and romantic belief systems articulated by
Walmsley is striking. Attitude deserves attention by teachers, and
different facets of attitude are candidates for such attention. For in-
stance, attitudes toward learning concepts traditionally taught de-
serve attention, as well as attitudes toward reading in order to learn
about oneself:

Teachers will accommodate readers who are at different lev-
els of development. Standardized test score results in the 1930s and
1940s substantiated the fact that secondary school students exhibited
wide ranges of reading achievement (Moore, Readence, & Rick=
elman, 1983). Some students were found to_be barely literate while
others were judged to be achieving at proficient adult levels. The
prevalence of this range of achievement today is confirmed by nu-
merous reports (Education Commission of the States, 1983; Educa-
tional Testing Service, n.d.; Jencks, 1972).

Levels of reading achievement have been categorized accord-
ing to various stages (Chall, 1983; Educational Testing Service;
n.d.; Estes & Vaughan; 1978). A common feature of descriptions of
reading stages is that students attend to_different aspects of written
messages. At some stages, students focus mainly on decoding
words, and at other stages, students focus on integrating the infor-
mation they gain with what they already know. Students at such dif-
ferent levels of reading development need assistance from secondary
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school teachers in order to progress; The cognitive developmentalist
viewpoint described emphasizes challenging students with tasks ap-
propriate for their levels so they can progloss to higher levels of de=
velopment.

A Caution
Many educators assume that students are directed to portions

of textbooks and other materials to satisfy academic; utilitarian, or
romantic concerns. Students arc thought to depend heavily on read-
ing in order to succeed in school. However, several independent in-
vestigators have pointed out that reading might actually play a
relatively minor role in the lives of secondary students (Dolan;
Harrison, & Gardner, 1979; GreF.tnewald & Wolfe, 1981; Ratekin et

1985; Rieck, 1977; Sniith & Feathers, 1983). Teachers fre-
quently make reading assignments, but seldom expect students to
develop understandings from the passages; That is; teachers assign
a portion of text to be read but later, through lecture or discussion,
they present the concepts the students were to have learned. Thus,
many students can paiticipate adequately in class without reading.

Because of the limited role of reading in some schools, teach-
ers might have difficulty changing their instruction in order to direct
students to key concepts in their reading materials, help students
acquire and use independent learning from text strategies, promote
positive attitudes, and accommodate readers at different levels of
achievement Any change is exceptionally difficult to implement in
secondary schools (Cuban, 1982). Secondary school teachers face
tremendous pressures from sources other than a desired reading
curricuilum (Cusick; 1973; 1983). Secondary teachers encounter
from 100 to 200 students each day in class: Normal teaching loads
consist of five or six daily classes and two to four daily preparations:
Keeping the lid on potential outbursts requires much effort. Isola-
tion from other teachers inhibits shared decisionmaking. Further-
more, improving students' reading performance is often perceived
as the role of a trained reading specialist.

Educators concerned about secondary school reading pro-
grams should realize that secondary teachers typically require sub-
stantial changes before they focus on improving students' reading
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performance during daily instruction. The literature on teacher
change is clear; teachers need to assume ownership of a program
and actively participate in its development for such a change to hap-
pen (Farr & Wolf; 1984; Fullan, 1982; Lieberman & Miller, 1984):

We caution educators to consider the goals presented in the preeed:
ing section only as stArting points. The goals we described are broad
statements of the general mission of an 1,bstract seconda:y reading
program: Educators who are developing goals for a specific, con-
crete program should use these statements as a springboard for dis-
cussion with their colleagues to devise goals appropriate for their
particular situation.

Is the reading laboratory approach a viable one for
secondary schools?

The viability of the reading labolatou approach to instruc-
tion is an important question to consider because this approach
counters the schoolwide approach implied in the preceding discus-
sion of appropriate goals. Educators who seek the pals described in
this chapter would likely implement a schoolwide approach to read-
ing. Schoolwide reading approaches include reading instruction be-
ing integrated into all classrooms, content area teachers providing
instruction, and teachers using the same materials for content and
for reading instruction (Singer & Donlan, 1985). All students come
into contact with reading instruction. Schoolwide reading programs
show wide variation in operation; ranging from management and
organization of reading skills instruction by a reading specialist,
who provides assistance to all staff on a request basis, to intense
involvement (and inservice training) of all faculty in providing this
instruction.

Unlike a schoolwide reading approach, a secondary school
reading laboratory approach typically consists of a separate class-
room, a teacher who specializes in reading instruction, and materi-
als designed specifically for reading instruction (Singer & Donlan;
1985): Placement in a reading laboratory generally comes as a
result of low reading test scores, although content area teachers may
refer students for assistance. Individualized (usually self:instruc-
tional) materials are frequently assigned to the students.
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Surveys of secondary school reading programs reveal that
schoohvide approaches are rare; most reading instruction occurs in
separate classes devoted specifically to reading (Witte & Otto,
1981). Nevertheless, research evidence in support of separate rc :d-
ing classes is rare. Palmer and Brannock (1982) reviewed research
related to the value of specialized reading services for students in
high school. Few studies were located, and the quality of the re-
search frequently was flawed. Palmer and Brannock tentati:ely con-
cluded that special high school classes focusing only on reading
skins produced few effects on students' long term reading perform-
ance. We suspect that isolated successes with individual students
and schools exist, but the overall success rate seems to be modest in
terms of improved reading achievement.

Although the research literature offers little support for sepa-
rate secondary school reading classes, it should be noted that it also
offers little support for any other approach. Nelson and Herba
(1982, p. 151) recommended schoolwide reading programs "with
confidence because we see this kind of instruction occurring in a
variety of school districts and we know that it works." Despite this
testimonial, there is little published research evidence to support
schoolwide reading programs:

Conclusions about the value of reading laboratories, as well
as other approaches to secondary school reading, seem to be based
on personal beliefs and on information specific to one school or
school district Universal statements; such as "reading laboratories
work," cannot be made because labs vary so much from school to
school. Funding guidelines and local resources clearly affect the
success of programs. A reading lab in one school might emphasize
skill development through extensive use of library books, while an-
other might emphasize only work sheets. One lab might support a
schoolwide reading program, while ai.other might exist in isolation.
The enthusiasm and expertise of teachers might cause one lab to be
successful, while the apathy and ineptitude of teachers might sub-
vert another lab. One program might be supported by effective con-
sultants; another might receive no consultative services. Rather than
attempting to determine which types of reading programs are most
viable, current researchers attempt to identify characteristics com-
mon to all successful programs.
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Summary
Goals for secondary school reading programs help eduCatbrS

work toward a clear consistent outcome: Knowing which belief sys-
tems accompany programs helps to evaluate program goals Four
belief Systems are cultural reproduction, academic; cultural repro-
duction; utilitarian; romantic; and cognitive developatental. FeW
programs exemplify these belief systems in pure form; SeCOndarY
reading programs tend to combine them. Some broad program goals
deriVed frbiti theSe beliefs are that teachers will direct students to
key concepts in their reading materials, will help studeritS aCqUire
and use independent learning from text strategies, will promote pos-
itive attitudes toward reading; and will accommodate readers who
are at different leVels of development. Educators might use these
four goals as the basis for developing more specific oneS tb fit their
particular programs:

Conclusions about the value of the reading laboratory ap-
proaCh are diffietilt to form because each lab exists in a unique situa-
tion. Mils, educators who seek to know if teading laboratories are
viable would do well to investigate characteristics that cOntribute tb
the viability of all programs and to carefully study the results of
their own particular reading program.
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Mark W. Conley
Ann G. Murphy

Effective Schools/Effective Teaching
Research

What impact has effective schools resezrch had en reading
instruction in the content areas in the secondary school?
Reading researchers have only recently become interested in what
goes on in classrooms (Hoffman, 1986). Effective schools research
has yet to have a broad impact on content reading instruction at the
secondary level. This chapter discusses the findings of effective
schools research, offers some reasons why effective schools re-
search often fails to become integrated into secondary school read-
ing, and describes some emerging trends in content reading
research related to effective teacher decisions.

Effective Schools Research
The findings of effective schools research offer at least three

definitions of effective teaching: teaching as classroom manage-
ment, teaching as a relationship between process and product. and
teaching as decisionmaking (Rupley, Wise, & Logan, 1986). Early
research focused on the effectiveness of discipline and management
techniques. In the 1960s and 1970s; research examined process-
product relationshipsrelationships between instruction (process)
and student achievement (product). Recently, effective teaching has
been considered in the context of teacher intentions, goals, judg-
ments, and decisions. Researchers usually study the classroom as
the context for a teacher's decisions, yet research also has focused
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on the larger context of the school and the community. Each of these
areas of research will be described.

Effective teaching as classroom management. Effective class-
room management can be defined as "teacher behaviors that pro-
duce high levels of student involvement in classroom activities,
minimal amounts of student behaviors that interfere with the teach-
er's or other students' work, and efficient use of instructional time"
(Emmer & Evertson, 1982, p. 342). Many studies on classroom
management occur in settings that involve reading (elementary
reading or junior high English classes), yet few consider the rela-
tionship of effective management to effective reading instruction.

Teacher behaviors play a role in effective management The
purpose of defining these behaviors is not to recommend that, to be
effective; teachers should use all of them in every classroom situa-
tion. The purpose is to present behaviors that, when used appropri-
ately, can contribute to effective teaching.

"With-it-ness" is how much the teacher lets students know he
or she is aware of their activities. "Overlapping" refers to a teacher's
ability to take care of multiple classroom events. "Momentum" in-
volves the smoothness with which the teacher moves from one activ-
ity to the next. "Group alerting" consists of the teacher's attempts to
involve everyone in a classroom task. "Accountability" is how well
the teacher holds students responsible for their work. "Challenge
arousal" refers to a teacher's use of statements that motivate students
to participate in an upcoming activity Finally, effective classroom
managers vary activities and continually present students with ap-
propriate challenges. Teachers rated high on these behaviors gener-
ally get greater student involvement and less deviance from learning
tasks than teachers rated lower on these behaviors (Kounin, 1970):

Considerable attention has been given to how teachers suc-
cessfully apply these behaviors during the school year. An impor-
tant step is to communicate expectations to students as early as
possible, setting aside time in the first few days to discuss rules and
procedures: Other recommendations include teaching classroom
rules just like any other concept, that is, by demonstrating, model-
ing, and explaining one's expectations. Teachers also need to time
explanations to coincide with the need for rules. For example, the
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first few days might be spent on procedures for grading. PrcicedureS
for Small group discussion, however, can wait until the procedures
need to be implemented (Emmer et al., 1982).

It is helpful to begin the year with simpler taskS, thUS aSSur-
ing a high rate of success. Students then can proceed to the more
complicated tasks with a positive attitude and a clear sense of what
is ékpected. ThiS iS particularly true of tasks requiring discussion
(Emmer et al., 1982). It also may be better to start taskS in a whole
class versus a small group format: Students usually are more accuS:
tomed to whole class discussion and may need to learn procedures
for conducting diScussions in small groups (Johnson, 1981).

Effective teaching as process-product. Process-product re-
search deals with instructional activities, such as teacherS ques-
tions, their use of feedback, and the rate at which instruction occurS.
In contraSt tci management activities, which are responsible for sup:
porting and maintaining instruction, instructional activities are the
central focus of teaching; usually to build students' underStanding.
Process-Troduct research is interested in the impact of instruction on
studentS' academic achievement (Hoffman, 1986):

Reading reSearch contains few examinations of process-product
relationships in the secondary classroom. In one study, Br Ophy and
Evertson (1976) found that carefully structured; teacher directed read=
ing actiVitieS OgitiVely influenced the achievement of seventh and
eighth graderS. Greater amounts of time spent on these activities also
increased achievement.

More recently, studies have looked at ways to imprOve teach=
erS' uSe of time during instruction. Effective use of time; often mis-
takenly referred to as "time on task; is one predictor of academic
success (Brophy; 1986). Time on task is the amount of time students
spend completing an academic task. A student can spend a conSider=
able ambunt of time completing a task; but the use of time may not
be effectiVe. For eicample, students might be attempting to complete
tasks for which they lack the necessary prior knowledge or skill
Effective use of time spent means that a student is prepared td corn:.
plete an academic task efficiently, given the demands of the task.

A typical approach to improving use of time in the classroom
is to study teachers' current use of time and then, for improvement,
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draw from effective schools research. For example, Stallings (1986)
espouses a three stage approach to teaching basic skills: analyzing
the existing classroom, using research findings to redesign lessons,
and helping teachers train other teachers. Teachers in Stallings' pro-
gram learn how to apply verbal interaction strategies such as guid-
ance and reinforcement of student responses. These straiegies can
have a positive effect on achievement

Other programs organized in this fashion emphasize the impor-
tance of planning and preparation, presentation and explanation, verbal
feedback, and the provision of guided practice and seatwork. These
behaviors contribute most to academic success when they are teacher
directed and consistent. Some approaches incorporate classroom man-
agement strategies, such as presenting rules and procedures and hold-
ing studentS responsible for behavior (Griffin & Barnes, 1986). When
applied effectively; programs based on process-product research can
make teachers more knowledgeable, improve instruction, and increase
studcnt achievement (Haggard & Retter, 1986).

Recently, Shulman (1985) noted that process-product pro-
grams often reveal a mixed pattern of results. Not all behaviors
work equally well in each classroom. In addition, there can be an
overemphasis on standardized test scores instead of an attempt to
understand why some practices work better than others. Effective
programs attempt to match specific teacher behaviors to the needs of
different contexts while focusing on explanations for the effective-
ness of different practices.

Effective teaching as teacher decisionmaking. Research on
teacher decisionmaking grew out of the belief that classroom man-
agement and instruction are necessary but not sufficient conditions
for student success (Duffy, 1983). Missing is a concern for the com-
plexity of the classroom and how teachers provide substantive in-
struction to students within the classroom environment. Duffy
(1983) argues that; in the face of complexity, most teachers make
decisions in favor of establishing productive routines based on man-
agement principles. A prevailing routine is "turn taking," in which
instruction is assumed to be occurring when a teacher asks a ques-
tion, a student responds; and the teacher reinforces or corrects. Un-
fortunately, while this approach maintains the flow of activities, it
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does not guarantee attention to heping students understand what
they are required to learn (Duffy & Ball, 1986).

While most of the decisionmaking research has been con-
ducted at the elementary level, there have been some attempts to
describe secondary teachers' decisions. The findings of these studies
parallel those derived from research on elementary teachers. For ex-
ample, "recitation" is the focus of many secondary teachers' deci-
sions (Hoetker & Ahlbrand, 1969). Like turn taking, recitation is a
routine involving teacher questions, student responses, and teacher
reactions. A teacher's decisions about recitation are often guided by
a textbook: the teacher uses the text to ask questions and to deter-
mine whether a response is correct.

Routines like recitation contribute to classroom stability; that
is, a predictable pattern is established in which both teachers and
students know what is expected. However, routines can have a harm-
ful effect on classroom instruction. Recitation can center more on
factual recall than on developing students' thinking skills. Further,
by overemphasizing the textbook, recitation can replace rather than
support teacher decisionmaking (Cuban, 1984).

Effective classroom decisions are those in which a teacher
uses knowledge to choose or design instruction that best meets the
needs of a particular context (Shulman, 1985). A teacher can tap
into subject matter knowledge, knowledge about instruction, and
knowledge about textbook concepts. Textbooks, time constraints,
and pressure of the curriculum can all interfere with a teacher's abil-
ity to make knowledgeable decisions (Roehler & Duffy-, 1986).

Research is rare on how to help secondary teachers learn to
make better classroom decisions based on their own knowledge and
constraints. CLapter 11 provides specific recommendations in light
of what is known about teacher ciecisionmaldng at the secondary
school level.

Why is researc A effective schools rarely integrated with
secondary school reading?

One reason effective schools research is rarely integrated
with secondary reading has already been identified: little research
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deals specifically with school effectiveness and reading at the sec-
onclAry level (ODA, 1982). Other problems include requiring teach-
ers to implement all of the findings of effective instruction; ignoring
the subtle and complex interactions between teachers, students, and
situations; and mandating excellence without providing proper sup=
port and feedback. The Se problems are significant since they often
result in staff development programs that sideStep a requirement
identified by research on effective schoolingthe need to directly
involve teachers so they can develop their own decisionmaking abili-
ties (Hunter, 1985).

Consider one program of instruction Implemented in two sep-
arate contexts (Little; 1986). The program specified that teachers
would learn to implement principles of effective instruction; but
Only through tollabc ation with staff developers, teachers; and prin-
cipals. After three years, the program led to widespread, positive
changes in one school districtfrom renewed professional commit-
ments to changes in teachers' classroom behavior. In o second
SchOol district, teachers continued to express support, yet few prac-
tices from the program could be found in any classroom. These
results can be attributed to differences in teacher involvement. Con-
siderable collaboration among participants in one school helped ih
dealing with problems in the secondary curriculum; while collabo-
ration in the second school WaS incorisistent and diffuse.

Successful programs are adept at fostering direct teacher in-
volvement. Interactive Research and Development describes a pro-
gram that engages secondary teachers; staff developers; and
researchers in selecting and conducting research that can be trans-
lated into staff development training (Tikunoff & Mergendollar,
1983). Research and staff development in this program emphasize
What is practical to classroom teachers. As a result; teachers are
drawn into the research process and can focus on problems unique
to their own situationE. These programs implement the findings of
effective schools research more than programs that ignore teachers'
needs or the complexities of the secondary classroom.

School effectiveneSs research has had an uneven record of
implementation in secondary schools becauSe of the need to con-
sider how the research is applied in school settings. It is crucial to
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incorporate effective schools research with what research says aboul
creating chinge in schools.

Some DA-et-ging Mends in Content Reading Research

Recently; proponents of content reading have stressed greater
attention to staff development and itS relation to teacher effective-
ness (Nelson & Herber, 1982). This trend could integrate effective
schools and content reading research and address needs overlooked
by many effective schools efforts for example, the need to directly
involve teachers. Much of this Work iS Summarized in the chapter on
staff development later in this volume.

A SecOnd trend is to examine how knowledge about content
reading can help teachers make better classroom decisions about us-
ing textbooks and guide materials mote effectively to help students
learn from text (Conley, 1984). Effective use of textbooks and
guides can be defined as use that facilitates rather than replaces
teacher decisionmaking during instruction. In some secondary
classrooms; teachers cover facts at the expense of more impcii-tant
ideas. In turn, studems cOme to view the teacher; not the texts, as
the primary Source of information. This can defeat the overall objec-
five of helping students become independent learners (Smith &
Feathers; 1983):

Teachers who partitipate in long term staff development pro-
grams in content reading use knowledge about textbooks and guide
materials to make purposeful classroom decisions. In one study,
teachers who had spent three years learning about content reading
consistently demonstrated gOal Oriented adaptations in their use of
three level comprehension guides (Conley; 1986). Three level
guides contain declarative statements written to require responses at
literal, interpretive; and applied levels of comprehension. At the lit-
eral level; students place checkS next to the statements that occur
explicitly in the teXt. Interpretive statements embody an author's
meaning if they can be supported by implicit relationships among
explicit text statements. At the applied level, students are encour-
aged to integrate information gained from experience at the literal
and interpretive levels with their own prior knowledge (Herber,
1978). An example of a three level guide appears in the Figure.
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An Example of a Three Level Guide

Content Objective. To learn that a person can keep self-respect without harming
other people.

theta Place a check next to the statement if it says what the author says in Shane.
Be ready with one example from the boa to support your answers.

I. Shane has a very mysterious past.
2. Joe is a hardworking farmer:
3. All the homesteaders respect and rely on Joe's good judgment.
4. Shane and Marion have a strong affection toward one another.
5. Shane and Joe battle Fletchees men in Grafton's bar.
6. Shane and Joe pay for the damages to the bar.
7. Shane goes to face Wilson and Fletcher in a gun battle.

Interpretive. Place a check next to the statement if it says what the author means
Shane. Be ready with two examples from the book to support your answers.

1. hoe wanted to prove that he and Shane could conquer the valley.
2. Shane keeps Joe from the gun fight because he knows Joe will die.
3. Shane fights Wilson and Fletcher for Marion.
4. Shane never really could stay with Marion.
5. Shane leaves because of his love for Marion.
6. Shane leaves because he's a troublemaker.

Applied. Place a check next to the statements you can support from Shane and from
your own experiences. Be ready with an exampk from both places to support your
answers.

I. Love conquers all.
2. Friendship is more Important than anything.
3. It is not always easy to do the right thing.
4. It is more important to like yourself than to worry about what others

think.
5. You don't have to fight someone to keep your self-respect.

Teachers in the Conley study (1986) used their knowledge
about content reading to adapt their approach to the guides. Teach-
ers talked about these adaptations as attempts to achieve different
lesson goals. For example, teachers varied the distribution of ques-
tions they asked about each level of the guides. They asked more
questions about literal statements in some lessons to make topics
more familiar and ei.iphasized interpretive statements in other les-
sons to bring out important text concepts. Sometimes, they stressed
applied statements to develop real life problemsolving.
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In a followup dstu bnglish teachers who were just learning
hoW to use the guideS deMonstrated limited effectiveness in making
decisions (Conley, 1985b). Having eXperienced less than one year
of a staff development Program in content reading, teachers in this

goal directed decisions; for example, t -study made similar hey em-
phasized interpretive Staternents to develop text concepts like char-
acterization in a novel. TheSe teacherS decisions were not as
consistently effective as teachers in the previous study. Their ques-
tions sometimes deterred rather than supported lesson goals. In ask=
ing questions about aPPlied statements to personalize ideas from a
novel, one teacher overlOoked the need to first develop a clear un-
derstanding of concepts in -the nbvel. This second study suggests
that teachers need time to acquire and apply knowledge about con=
terit reading if it is to pia)? a role in effective decisions.

Teachers who become knowledgeable about content reading
know tow to use texttooks according to leSson goals and student
needs. They can prianiPulate their use of content reading guides to
help Students understand ideas for different purposes. Further, they
become more aware of the ProceSseS they use in making classroom
decisions;

These implicati onS are particularly important given recent
work on the role of different types of context in reading (Smith,
Carey, & Harste, 1982). Recall that context here refers to features of
the classroom as well as to the School and the surrounding commu-
nity. Teachers who learii to be sensitive to different contexts are in a
better position to create sitnations in which reading will occur. ThiS
has been demonstrated with content' reading in Alaska (Conley,
1985a). Teachers who iearried about content reading in the Arctic
were able to use reading t° Promote crosscultural understanding be-
tween themselves and their tskirno students. Teachers who learn
about content reading b_eonle more adept at making effective deci-
-Mons in relation to varying tasks, cultureS, and contexts.

Summary
Effective teacher5 choose management and instructional ac-

tivities that foster direct stildent involvement. Teachers should offer
students a clear sense of what is expected and should carefully struc.--
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ture activities to sustain interest and increase opportunities to learn.
Effective schools research has yet to have a broad impact on reading
instruction in the content areas in secondary schools. Research deal-
ing specifically with ,-.ffective schools and secondary reading is rare:
Staff development efforts need to build on direct teacher involve-
ment. Staff development that combines effective schools and content
reading research has the potential for broader impact. Effective sec-
ondary teachers use knowledge about content reading to make pur-
poseful classroom decisions; rather than being dominated by the
textbook; they use textbooks and guide materials to further students'
understanding. The research on content reading can help secondary
teachers make better classroom decisions:
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3 Donna E. Alvermann

Developing Lifetime Readers

What are some motivational techniques for working with
secondary school readers to develop lifetime reading
habits?
In the past decade we have witnessed an information explosion in
the area of cognitive processes related to reading, but little or no
activity related to motivation and reading (Shanahan; 1982). This
imbalance between cognitive and affective concerns is perhaps par-
tially explained by an observation made by Wigfield and Asher
(1984, p. 423) in their chapter on motivational influences on read-
ing in the Handbook of Reading Research:

On the one !land, researchers interested in the development
of achievanent motivation processes generally have not ex-
plored how such processes operate in particular achieve-
ment contexts such as reading. On the other hand, reading
researchers...often have conceptualized motivation in
rather general terms and have not attended to specific proc-
esses or components of achievement motivation.

Regardless of the cause, the effect remains: we know more about
how information from a text is stored and retrieved from memory
than we do about why an individual might elect to interact with a text
in the first place. Clearly, the shortage of research on motivational
techniques for working with secondary school students to develop
lifetime reading habits is indicative of the need to establish a re-
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search agenda aimed at improving our understanding of that area of
literacy development:

The lack of research on mOtivation and its influence on read-
ing has not kept that topic froM Surfacing regularly in practitioner
Oriented journals, methods textbooks; and popular trade books. A
search of the past four years of the Current Index 16 JOhrhah ih
Education uncovered more than tWO doZeri jdurnal articles about
motivational techniques for working with secondary school readers
to help them become lifetime users of print. Methods textbooks,
particularly those that deal with young adult ribvelS_(DorielScin &
Nilsen, 1980; Reed, 1985),_and trade bOOkS, Written for the general
pnblic and distinguishable froth tektbOOkS (Carlsen; 1980; Fader et
al., 1976), provide guiding principles and activities for motivating
secondary school students to become lifelong readerS. Six princi:
ples and their corresponding activitieS, choSen for their ease of im-
plementation using fiction and nonfiction; follow:

Guiding Principles and Suggested Activities
1. "The best way to motivate teenagers to read is to allow them to

read books based on their needs, interests; and abilities....The
difficulty for the teacher is in organizing a curriculum that Will
help students learn necessary skillS, concepts, and ideas while
they are reading books based on their individual needs; interests;
and abilities" (Reed, 1985; pp. 195-196)

English teachers can avoid the pitfalls associated with plung-
ing students too quickly into the "daSsics" if they will use young
adult novels as starting _points (or working models) for studying
plot; setting; characterization, theme, and :;ymbolism. Acc Ording to
Small (1977, p. 58), "Other subjectS,_mathematicS and the sciences
particularly, have made great uSe of the concept of the working
model; but as literature teachers we have turned directly to the great
and complex for examples of art and frequently experience not too
surprising failure." A young adult ii vel that can serve as a model for
understanding plot_ and interrelated subplots is The Chocolate War
(Cormier, 1974). The importance of setting to the classic works of
Austen can be introduced through a young adult novel entitled Soul
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Catcher (Herbert, 1979). Similarly, the characterization of Updike
can be modeled through the character development in The Great
Gil ly Hopkins (Paterson, 1978).

Social studies teachers can use the thematic unit as a vehicle
for teaching the skills and concepts typically associated with the so-
cial sciences curriculum: For instance, a unit on political censorship
and its control of people might include The Kolokol Papers (Bograd;
1983) or The Beggar Queen (Alexander,_1984). In The Kolokol Pa-

pers, the budding romance of the son of a human rights activist is
pictured in contrast to the scene of turmoil created by those who
dare to oppose the Soviet way of life: In The Beggar Queen, the
turmoil caused by resistance to tyranny and the moral dilemmas
evoked by fighting for a just cause are played against love, loyalty in
friendships; and hopefulness. These two young adult novels can be
used to pave the way for such classics as Brave New Wbrld (Huxley,
1932) and 1984 (Orwell, 1949).

Science teachers, too, can make use of young adult literature
to motivate teenagers to read. Because most quality science fiction
has a base in scientific fact, students can be helped to discuss the
fictional book's plausibility in terms of the scientific facts presented
in their content area text. Stranger in a Strange Land (Heinlein,
1963); for example; is a particularly appropriate book to use be-
cause the author extrapolates from scientific fact the necessary in-
formation for building a science fiction story.

2: "Related readings greatly aid in conceptualization development
because they broaden readers' background and help them make
associations between materials" (Smith, 1971, p. 485).

According to Wiesendanger (1986), the aim of related read-
ings is to encourage students to read a variety of materials on the
same topic. She suggests that teachers who use this technique need
to provide materials ranging in difficulty from three reading levels
below to three above the students' grade placement. The materials
should include plays, television scripts, newspaper and magazine
articles, pamphlets, and other print sources in addition to the tradi-
tional book. Varying the form of print sources can aid the develop-
ment of concepts in the different content areas. For example,
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teachers can encourage studentS to read biographies, teen magazine
book reVieWS, and newspaper accounts of famous individuals. Com-
paring the information learned from these varied sources can
broaden students' perspectives on a particular concept. USing ideaS
from newspapers or magaZineS tb tie infornhatien to particular con-
tent areas might lead to better informed citizens, as well as more
mOtivated readers. Suggesting several books by the same author=
for ekample; Hughes' The Keeper of the Isis Light (1981), The
Guardian of Isis (1982), and The IrsiS Peddlar (1983) is another
form of providing opportunities for related readings. When multiple
copieS cif Several books are available for related readings, students
can share their reactions.

3. "The only way to improve reading skill is by reading: Reading;
like any other skill, takes practice" (Reed; 1985; p. 320).

With increased reading activity come8 increased reading
skill, which, in turn, can lead to a lifetime of reading (Yap; 1977).
Turning reluctant readers at the middle or junior high school level
into lifetime readers is a goal attainable only through practice, ac-
cording to Beckman (1984). To enSure that unSeasoned or reluctant
readers gain the practice they need, Beckinan offers several guide-
lines, based on observations of students over the years. She suggests
introducing new or reluctant readers to stories that begin On page 1.
As Beckman puts it, "they don't want to knoW all the details of the
flora, fauna, and Smells Of the setting before getting into the plot"
(1984, p. 84). Thirs Time Count Me In (Wood; 1980) is one paper-
back that exemplifies what Beckman is talking about.

Selecting books that have a small cast of characters who use
lively dialogue (as opposed tb long descriptions) to carry the action
is ahcitf:er guideline useful for turning reluctant readers into eager
readers. Preparing students adequately for stories that have flash-
backs or shifts away from the normal story Sequence is a third
guideline. Books with dual narrators, like those with flashbacks;
will present too many complications to make them motivate an uni-
nitiated reader (Zindel, 1968). With teacher assistance, however, re-
luctant readers will learn to enjoy the variety offered by these
literary conventions.
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Beckman (1984) also suggests a technique that motivates stu-
dents to read based on their peers' evaluation of books. StudentS can
use index cards to record their ratings of a book along with two or
three sentences giving personal reactions. The cards can be stored
in plaStic postcard holders (similar to billfold picture holders) and
hung from chalkboard hooks. These displayed "silent book talkc
provide other students with highly valued peer information about
boOkS. At year's end, students may elect to take their cards home as
tangible evidence of their progress toward becoming lifetime read-
ers.

The New Hooked on Books (Fader et al., 1976), first pub-
lished in 1966 as Hooked on Books: Program and Proof has influ-
enced many English teachers to consider young adult literature in a
favorable light (Donelson & Nilsen, 1980). One of Fader and hiS
colleagues techniques for motivating students to read, "saturation=
diffusion," is based on the notion that students should be surrounded
With paperbacks, newspapers, and magazines. The small amount of
research that exists on the saturation-diffusion technique Suggests
that surrounding unmotivated, poor readers with paperbound boa§
can tu. n them into motivated readers (at least motivated in compari-
son to other poor, unmotivated readers). McNeil (1976; p. 200)
concluded that "reading appears to be an age related phenomenon
whose joys are learned by practice and whose pleasures increaSe
with the growth of greater skill." Reed (1985) surveyed 250 unmoti-
vated, poor readers in high school who had been exposed to the sat-
uration-diffusion technique. She found they were not Only choosing
young adult paperbacks; they also were requesting instruction in the
"classics."

4. "Students must be helped to feel good about their ability as read-
ers. They must be convinced that they can read and must be
shown that reading need not be punishing, but can be enjoyable"
(Reed, 1985, p. 323).

Students who are highly motivated to read perform better on
measures of reading achievement (Ryan, 1979) than do students
Who are less motivated; even slow learners, when properly moti-
vated. are able to respond to complex source materials (Curtis &
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Shaver, 1980). Numerous research studies have shown that individ-
uals who feel in control of their own learning achieve better on tasks
requiring reading (Stone; 1984). These individuals are better at re-
taining relevant information than their counterparts who perceive
others as being in control of their learning. Stone (1984) has drawn
several implications from this research that can help teachers over-
come students dislike and fear of reading: For students who have
feelings of low control over their ability to learn by reading, teachers
can give more explicit instmctions on how to complete a particular
reading assignment; for example, they can break the larger task into
several smaller ones so that students will feel a sense of accomplish-
ment at shorter intervals. Teacher; also can structure learning from
text activities so that students feel less dependent on the teacher for
reinforcement. Finally, teacher impoced standards of excellence can
be replaced by grading systems that take into account performance
contracting and increased student responsibility for learning.

Whether individuals perceive ability, effort, task difficulty, or
luck as the cause for success or allure in reading will influence their
future expectations (Wigfield & Asher, 1984); For instance, a student
who attributes success to luck and failure to lack of ability will more
than likely feel personally inadequate and incapable of sustained
achievement. If low ability is the percei'M cause (not necessarily the
true cause) for an individual to dislike or fear reading, a teacher can
manipulate the learning environment so that the low ability reader is
made aware of the relationship between personal effort and achieve-
ment. A teacher might Ikgin by helping students persist in accomplish-
ing a specific reading task; whether for pleasure or in relation to a class
assignment; Once students have perceived that persistence, not lack of
ability, accounted for the positive outcome of a specific reading task,
they are on the way to self-motivated learning. Even students "who
have had many failure experiences early on [can] become better
achievers if they are given tasks at which they can succeed, and they
learn to attribute failure to nonability factors" (p. 438).

Be the Focus is a strategy that can be used with unmotivated
readers who have a low degree of self-confidence and who are un-
willing to take risks (Gold & Ye lin, 1982). The strategy is based on
Atkinson's theory (1964) about the need to provide a learning envi-
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ronment wherein readers meet praise and support rather than fail:
ure: It also incorporates an inquiry approach ta learning and
emphasizes the development of categorizing; organizing; inferring,
and verifying. A teacher who uses Be the Focus can provide each
student with an equal opportunity_ to express opinions in a struc-
tured; safe; small group setting. The three phases of the Strategy
follow.

The prereading discussion. In this phase, which takes approx-
imately 20 minuteS, the teacher presents in one statement one irn-
portant issue from the reading assignment. Students are divided into
groups of three and within those groups they decide who will go
firSt, second, and third (i.e., "be the focus" person) in responding to
the teacher'S Statement. Each focus person is free to agree, disagree,
or present new information relative to the statement. Each haS tWo
minutes to speak, after which the group takes two minutes to sum-
marize its reactions and to designate the individual who will present
the summary to the class during the whole group discussion. After
the summary, the teacher emphasizes the new vocabulary the Stu:
dents will need to know in the second stage of the strategy.

The silent reading stage. In this stage the students read their
texts Silently td diScover which of their group summaries from
those the teacher has written on the chalkboardare Subqantiated,
refuted, or not addressed by the textbook author. As they read, they
make notes to remind themselves of the facts they will use in the
poStreading discussion.

The postreading discussion. In this final phase of the Strategy,
the teacher guides students' attempts to substantiate or refute their
prereading responses. Notes are made on the chalkboard to help stu-
dents remember What they read. The unaddressed issues become
springboards for a supplementary list of reading activities from
which the individual student is free to choose.

The teacher who uses Be the Focus may prefer to substitute
news magazines or other suitable print sources for the students' reg-
ular content area textbooks. Whatever the print source, the content
should be of high interest and contain easy vocabulary. Interesting,
easy material will help unmotivated; poor readers feel good about
their ability as readers.
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5. "Reading aloud is motivational. The teacher who reads aloud to
students is a model who embodies the fact that reading can be
fun" (Reed, 1985; p. 372).

The annual Books for Young Adults Roll is a combined effort
of the College of Education and the School of Library and Informa-
tion Science at the University of Iowa. It samples the reading
choices of tenth through twelfth graders. Using the results of this
poll (or any similar poll that seeks students' opinions on books) can
be helpful to the teacher who wishes to read aloud to stidents a few
pages a day. A recent Books for Young Adults Poll turned up such
favorites as these:

Asher, Sandy, Missing Pieces, Delacorte, 1984.
Bethancourt, F.rnesto T.; The Great Computer Dating Game;

Crown; 1984;
Coleman, Hi la, Nobody Told Me What I Need to Know, Mor-

row, 1984.
Howe, Norma, God, the Universe, and Hot Fudge Sundaes;

Houghton Mifflin; 1984:
Perske, Robert, Show Me Aro Mercy, Abingdon, 1984.
Ruby, Lois, 77us Old Man, Houghton Mifflin, 1984.
Sleator, William, Interstellar Pig, Dutton, 1984.

Another source content area teachers can use in selecting
books for reading aleud is the annotated book list that appears at the
end of most teachers' editions of textbooks. Reading aloud from
books on this list is a way of broadening students' understanding of a
particular area of study.

Storytelling can be a form of sharing books aloud. A sam-
pling of titles that teachers and students can use to motivate others to
read include these:

Danziger, Paula, This Place Has iVo Atmosphere, Delacorte,
1986.

Fox, Paula; One-Eyed Cat, Dell; 1985.
Hall; Lynn; Just One Friend, Scribner's, 1985.
Mazer, Harry, When the Phone kang, Scholastic, 1985.
McKinley, Robin, Beauty, Pocket Books, 1985.
Zindel, Paul, Hany & Hortense at Hormone High; Bantam;

1985;
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The important thing to keep in mind aboilt reading aloud and
engaging in storytelling is that these experiences may provide the
studentespecially the one who has never finished a bookwith a
feeling of the enjoyment that can come from reading and completing
a 'ouok. Also; if teachers choose wisely the books they read aloud,
students' interests in different forms of writing may be expanded.

6: Conflict is part of our world and it presents itself in meaningful
wav::. which; in turn; dernand critical decisions from each of us
(Lunstrum, 1981).

A motivational technique using conflict to enhance content
area learning is Lunstrum's plan for heightening students interest in
what they are reading. According to Lunstrum, using controversy in
the classroom is a tradition. In 1933, Dewey advocated introducing
problematic situations in the belief that in: ights arising from such
situations would increase learning. From a psycholinguistic per-
spective, the technique takes into account the notion that reading
consists of interacting with an author as a reader, taking risks to pre-
dict meaning, and using one's background of experiences to under-
stand language (Goodman & Burke, 1980; Smith, 1971). From the
field of psychology, the technique is derived from the notion that
inner conflict, or dissonance, makes a person feel uncomfortable
until equilibrium is again established. That is, readers faced with
controversy will set their own learning goals in an attempt to recon-
cile opposing elements and thus bring about a reduction in disso-
nance (Festinger, 1957). In actual classroom situations; a teacher
who uses Lunstrum's technique might proceed as follows:

Step 1. Introduce the class to the idea of planned controversy
and to the need to read to settle points of contradiction and uncer-
tainty. Assure students that their rights to privacy and to ideas not
held by others will be respected.

Step 2: Establish background for the controversy by having
students read their textbooks plus primary source materials (diaries,
collections of personal letters) or view films and videotapes on the
topic. Predictions made before reading and viewing can be used to
stimulate interest and build involvement. Always check or verify the
accuracy of these predictions through postreadir.,:; discussions.

Step 3. Create an awareness of the controversy by involving
students in a simulation in which they are forced to take positions
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and make decisions related to the controversy.
Step 4. Increase the dissonance level, and then initiate activi .

ties for reducing it; for example, assign Additional readings or invite
authorities on the topic to speak to the class: If students remain rela-
tively uninvolved after participating in these dissonance reducing
activities; create a role playing situatiOn around A particularly emo-
tional issue in the controversy. When the dissonance level is appro-
priately high, encourage students to read further to identify the
motives or values that may have led persons involved in the contro-
versy to behave as they did.

Adolescent Redding Preferences
Finally, regardless of which guidibg principle (Or sets of prin-

ciples) are followed, teachers must keep abreaSt of students' reading
preferences if students are tO become lifetime readers. Until re7
tently, knowledge about adolescent reading preference§ WAS based
primarily on descriptive research that fbcused On librarY selections
(McCarty, 1949); book club orders (Algra & Fillbrandt, 1970);
checklists of adolescents favorite books (Larocque, 1974); arid
guiths for teachers, librarians, and parents (Agee, 1984 ; CarlSen,
1980). Beyard-Tyler and Sullivan (1980) departed from this de-
scriptive approach of inferring preferences from books selected or
read. They systematically manipulated two variables, preference for
the type of theme and preference for the gender of the main charac-
ter, while carefully controlling other variableS that may affect
reader preferences. There were 576 SubjectS representing grades
seven, nine, and eleven in the theme preference study, and an addi-
tional 576 from the same grade levels in the gender preference
study. Students read the synopses of fourcoritethpbrary novels. With
respect to theme preference, stories in Which adolescents success-
fully overcome their problem§ were favored over stories in which
they 'meet failure or in Which no solution is offered. There Was a
preference for same gender main characters, although girls' prefer-
ences for female characters diminish as they grow older while boys'
preferences for male character§ grow stronger with age. Beyard-
Tyler and Sullivan speculate that any significant changes in gender
roles will have an effect on adolescent preferenceS.
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Summary
Although there is a shortage of research specifically related

to motivational techniques for developing lifetime reading habits
among secondary school students; the literature written for practi-
don.zs is filled with a variety of ideas for stimulating reading, some
of which were presented in this chapter. The guidelines include per-
mitting students to read materials basë d. on their needs, interests,
and abilities; encouraging students to read a variety of materials on
the same topic; providing students with many opportunities to read;
showing students they can succeed in reading; modeling for students
through reading aloud that reading can be fun; and introducing stu-
dents to controversy as a technique for heightening their interests in
reading matezials. A knowledge of adolescents' reading preferences
should influence what a teacher does to develop lifelong reading
habits.
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PART TWO

owing What



Donna E Alvermann

Learning from Text

What influences how and what secondary school students
learn from text?
According to the latest National Assessment of Educational Prog-
ress (n.d., p. 6) of reading trends in the United States (conducted
between 1971 and 1984), "virtually all thirteen and seventeen year
old students can read basic material, and 84 percent of the seventeen
year olds still in school have acquired the intermediate reading skills
and strategies necessary to understand specific and general informa-
tion in relatively lengthy reading passages." From these data, it
would seem that secondary school students are able to learn from
text, particularly text that requires only intermediate level reading
skills. The more difficult reading skills and strategies (those requir-
ing students to restructure and synthesize textual material) are dem-
onstrated by less than 5 percent of the seventeen year olds and less
than 0.3 percent of the thirteen year olds. Understanding why stu-
dents are not experiencing success with the more difficult kinds of
reading will be a prime research objective in the decade to coine.

In this chapter, we look at t .vo factors that influence how and
what students learn from their textbooks: text structure and the read-
er's background knowledge.

Text Structure
Text structure refers to the hierarchical arrangement of sen-

tences and paragraphs within a text: The hierarchy exists so that
some content can be superordinated or subordinated to other con-
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tent. Some of the more common structures found in expository; or
informational, text are these four organizational patterns: simple
listing of ideas related to a topic, time order, comparison/contrast,
and cause/effect (Herber, 1978). Literary texts do not lend them-
selves to such clear-cut distinctions in text structure; though typi-
cally they are lumped together and described as having narrative
type structure. One example of a narrative structure is the common
arrangement of content in children's stories; setting, people, their
goals, and the actions they take to reach their goals.

Although text structures are typically classified as being one
of two general types, expository or narrative, some theorists (Spiro
& Taylor, 1980) argue that this conventional text classification
scheme is misleading and should be abandoned. In its place; they
would substitute a classification scheme that takes into account the
various psychologically relevant properties of all text, such as the
underlying organizational structure, sentence complexity, vocabu-
lary difficulty, and discourse function (i.e., whether text was written
to persuade, inform; entertain; or aesthetically please). Despite our
intellectual support for the latter classification scheme, we use the
more conventional labels of "expository text" and "narrative text" be-
cause they permit greater ease in discussing the major research find-
ings related to text structure.

Expository text. Some research points to the conclusion that
the better a text is organized, the better it is remembered (Armbrus-
ter & Anderson, 1981; Calfee & Drum, 1986; Goetz & Armbruster;
1980; Meyer, 1984). The work of Meyer and her associates (1980)
has demonstrated the effectiveness of the structure strategy in pro-
viding ninth graders with a systematic learning and retrieval aid.
The use of the structure strategy involves a reader in following the
organizational pattern of a text. For example; students who follow
the author's comparison/contrast structuring of a textbook chapter
on deserts of the world will look for relationships in text that sub-
sume all or large chunks of information pertaining to deserts in the
Eastern Hemisphere; They do this so they can contrast that subset of
ideas to a similarly derived subset about deserts in the Western
Hemisphere.
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In the study by Meyer and others (1980), students who did
not use the structure strategy merely listed ideas from the passages
they had read. There was no evidence of any attempt to interrelate
ideas. In contrast, the students who did use the structure strategy
contrasted doctors viewpoints about the loss of body water with
coaches' views on voluntary dehydration. Similarly, students
matched solutions to specific components of a problem after reading
a passage that described various solutions to the problem of oil
spills from supertankers. Compared to nonusers, students who used
the structure strategy had better recall of the textual information.

The practical applications of this line of research are some-
what limited by the type of text students encounter in their regular
content area courses. For instance, students rarely have the opportu-
nity to read materials as well-formed as those that appear in re-
search studies. Chapters that appear in actual textbooks frequently
contain a mix of organizational patterns. It is not uncommon for
students to encounter simple listing, time order, comparison/con-
trast, and cause/effect within one chapter. When this situation oc-
curs, the teacher may choose to focus students' attention on the
dominant organizational pattern or; alternatively, on the pattern
most useful from a meaning point of view. Herber's (1978) organi-
zational patterns guide (see Figure 1) is one type of instructional aid
for focusing students' attention on a particular text structure.

For purposes of sorting ow the hierarchical relatio::,.;Yps
among ideas, students must first be able to recognize the diftiiit
types of text structure common to their subject matter texts. Initially,
teachers may cue students to rely on signal words such as "however:'
"although" (comparison/contrast text structure), or "therefore,"
"consequently," and "as a resule' (cause/effect structure). Vacca
(1981, p. 143), has provided a series of verbal signals (see Mgt: -e 2)
useful m cueing the reader about the different text structures.

Teaching students to recognize different patterns of text orga-
nization is not enough. Students also must be shown how knowing
the structure of a text helps them to understand the relationships
among ideas in the text. For example, they can use text structure to
locate main ideas and supporting details. Some research suggests
that "instruction in identification and utilization of text structure

40
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Figure 1
Example of a Time-Order Pattern Guide

Content Objective: Interest in alchemy spread across continents and centuries.

Part I. Directions: Authors use the time-order pattern when they want to show you
how something grew or developed. Below is a list of developments that
mark the growth of alchemy. Beside each development is a blank. You are
to find the "time" associated with that development and write it in the blank.
(Hint: Sometimes authors give you a date; other times, they may use a sig-
nal word such as "later" or "thereafter.")

Time Development
(Answers given)

litthe beginning I. Alchemy was rooted in the Bronze Age cultures of Egypt
and Mesopotamia (p. 24, para. 2).

Fouratetitutly_A.D_ 2. Through wars and trading, alchemy spread to other cul-
tures, so it was not surprising to find a Chinese alche-
mist (p. 25, para. I).

Later 3. As the Moslems conquered the ancient lands where al-
chemy had begun, they adopted it (pi. 25, para. 6).

Still later 4. Arabic alchemists developed the theory that metals were
composed of mercury and Sulfiir (1). 26, para. 2).

Fly the fourteenth 5. The _great interest in alchemy died down
mitury (p. 27, para. l).
Sixteenth century 6. Alchemists turned from trying to change metals_ into

gold and began to prepare medicines (p. 27, para. 5).

Pth-t 2. Directions: Below is a list of statements. If you agree with a statement,
place a check in the blank next to the statemcnt in the Agree column: If you
think the author would agree with you, put a + in the blank next to the
statement in the Author column. Be ready to discuss your answers with
other members of your group.

Agree Author Statements
I. Every scientific discovery makes the one preceding it

seem silly.
2. The past is but the beginning.
3. What we do in life depends on what others did before

us.

should precede instruction in identification of main ideas" (Meyer;
1984; p; 137). This is a departure from the traditional approach:
teaching students to find main ideas so that text relationships such as
cause and effect can be followed.
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Figure 2
Verbal Signals for Four Text Structures

Comparison/
Enumeration Time Order Contrast Cause/Effect

to begin with on (date) however because
first not long after but since
second now as well as therefore
next as on the other

hand consequently
then before not only...

but also as a result
finally after either...or this led to
most Important when while so that
also although nevertheless
in fact unless accordingly
for instance similarly if...then
for example yet thus

As Pearson and Camperell (1981, p. 28) have noted, "That
text structure influences comprehension...is not really at issue; what
is at issue is the precise way in which the influence is exerted?' More
information is needed on how the use of text structure influences
what students learn from text.

Using text structure to comprehend an author s message aids
students' retrieval of information at a later time, as on a test. Some
researchers attribute this ease LA- retrieval to the greater levels of
processing required when students actively search their minds and
their texts for meaningful relationships between superordinate and
subordinate ideas (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).

Another approach to understanding how the use of text struc-
ture influences what students learn from their reading involves look-
ing at less than optimally constructed text. When textbook writers
ignore certain principles of good writing and fail to signal the reader
explicitly as to how the text is structured, we say the text is inconsid-
erate (Armbruster & Anderson, 1981). Inconsiderate text, as its
name implies, makes learning from print more difficult A text is
judged on its degree of "considerateness" according to the following
criteria:

Structure. A plan for how ideas are arranged and con-
nected in text
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Coherence. The clarity of relationships among ideas both
within and across sentences and paragraphs.

Audience appropriateness. A match between what the
reader already knows and what the author of the text has assumed
the reader knows.

Unity. The degree to which only relevant information is
included to support the author's assumed purpose:

Of these text features; structure has received the most re-
search attention (Goetz & Armbruster, 1980; Meyer, 1984), fOl:
lowed by coherence (Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Halliday &
Hasan, 1976; Pearson; 1974-1975), and audience appropriateness
as it relates to prior knowledge (Anderson et al., 1977). Unlike the
other three text features, unity has received little or no attention. In
fact, according to Armbruster and Anderson (1981; p. 33), "a case
for the importance of unity can be made more firmly on theoretical
than empirical grounds:" The theoretical argument rests on the no-
tion that short term memory constraints may prevent a reader from
integrating incoming information with the information present in
short term memory when the text contains many irrelevant ideas
(Miller; 1956): Thus; text that adheres to the unity maxim may
guard against short term memory overload and subsequent compre-
hension failure.

Narrative text. At the secondary school level; studies that fo-
cus on the influence of narrative text structure on students' learning
from text are less numerous than those dealing with exposition.
Most researchers interested in studying the effect of narrative text
structure on learning have tended to focus on the young child more
than on the student in middle; junior; or senior high school. Two
exceptions, important because of their large scale designs, are stud-
ies conducted as part of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP, 1981) and the International Evaluation of Educa-
tional Achievement (Purves; 1973):

The NAEP report on students' ability to read, think, and write
pointed out that certain characteristics (such as genre, form, and
content) of a narrative selection influence students' responses. For
example; selections that contained metaphors embedded in unfamil-
iar themes produced greater inferential responses than any other se-
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lection type. In contrast, selections dealing with themes more
closely tied to students' own backgrounds of experiences produced a
larger percentage of personal analytic responses.

The International Evaluation of Educational Achievement fo-
cused on literature education in ten countries, including the United
States. Basically, the results of this study and the NAEP are in agree-
ment: The nature of a selection definitely shapes the reader's re-
sponse. In short, whether we are talking about the influence of
expository text or narrative text, the following generalizations seem
to hold (Beach & Appleman, 1984):

Texts, including expository and literary (narrative) texts,
differ considerably according to their organiz.b.:;onal structure.

These different structures require differ= reading strategies.
Readers' ability to employ these strategies varies with their

cognitive skills and prior knowledge.

Suggestions for the Teacher
Authors of secondary reading methods textbooks have begun

to incorporate what is known from the research on text structure into
several suggested practices for content area teachers. These sugges-
tions include:

Take into account the effect of a text's structure and its de-
gree of considerateness in the assessment of reader comprehension
and retention.

Examine a text for its structural organization as one of the
criteria used in adopting a textbook.

Judge the appropriateness of a text from the perspective of
the student reader.

Compensate for any deficiencies in a text by teaching stu-
dents the appropriate strategies to use in comprehending inconsider-
ate text (Vaughan & Estes, 1986).

What effect does prior knowledge have on learning from
text and how can teachers help students use their prior
knowledge?
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An interesting paradox about learning from text is that you
must know a lot about a topic before you can learn more. An exam-
ple drawn from the work of Charniak (1972), a researcher in the
area of artificial intelligence, illustrates just how dependent we are
on our background experiences, or prior knowledge, to comprehend
even a simple, two sentence text such as:

The little girl heard the ring of the ice cream vendor's bell.
She ran inside to get her piggy bank.

As readers, we have to know that an ice cream vendor sells a prod-
uct that tempts young children and that requires money in the
amount a little girl is likely to have in her piggy bank. More specifi-
cally, we have to know that piggy banks usually hold coins. Al=
though none of this information is stated explicitly, we used our
prior knowledge about ice cream vendors and the likelihood that the
little girl would want some ice cream to infer that she dashed inside
to get her money before the vendor moved on.

If the simple, two sentence text that you just read made sense,
it is probably because you evoked your buying-ice cream-from-a-
vendor schema. The term schema (Bartlett, 1932) is used to repre-
sent information stored in an organized way in an individual's
memory and based on repeated encounters with a particular person,
place; thing; or event

Cognitive psychologists like Rumelhart (1980) have sug-
gested that prior knowledge facilitates learning from text because
the reader can use it to fill the empty "slots" of a partially completed
schema. Having prior knowledge about the function of a piggy bank
let us fit the incoming text information into our buying-ice cream-
from-a-vendor schema. Our interpretation of what the author has
attempted to communicate is gradually refined until we are confi-
dent that our meaning makes sense.

Prior knowledge of a situation is not always sufficient in it-
self; it is also important to have the appropriate context, or setting,
in which to make sense of what is read. A widely quoted passage
from Bransford and Johnson (1972; p. 719) illustrates the impor-
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tance of an appropriate context for determining the meaning cf
print Read the following passage and; if it doesn't make sense, refer
to Figure 3.

If the balloons popped the sound wouldn't be able to carry
since everything would be too far away from the correct
floor. A closed window would also prevent the sound from
carrying, since most buildings tend to be well insulated.
Since the whole operation depends upon a steady flow of
electricity, a break in the middle of the wire would also
cause problems. Of course, the fellow could shout, but the
human voice is not loud enough to carry that fan An addi-
tional problem is that a string could break on the instru-
ment. Then there could be no accompaniment to the
message. It is clear that the best situation would involve less
distance. Then there would be fewer potential problems.
With face to face contact, the least number of things could
go wrong.

Helping Students Use Their Prior Knowledge
John Carroll, an educational psychologist; pointed out that a

student s learning is a function of the time spent on learning divided
by the time the student needed to learn. Mindful of Carroll's princi-
ple of learning (1963)4 it seems reasonable to suggest that a student's
degree of success in using his or her prior knowledge to learn from
text will be in direct proportion to the quality of instruction pro-
vided. Some guidelines for what that instruction might look like are
adapted from an excellent chapter on learning to learn from text by
Tierney and Pearson (1982).

Guideline L Prior to reading, the teacher would assess
whether there is a match between what an author assumes students
Will know and what the students' background knowledge actually is.
This assessment might be as informal as discussing with students
what they know about a specific topic prior to making a textbook
assignment related to that topic. Or it might involve using PReP, a
strategy especially designed to assess students' prior knowledge of a
specific concept (Langer, 1984). (See Chapter 12 for a description
of PReP.) Knowing the availability of a particular schema enables the
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Figure 3
Appropriate Context for the Balloon Passage

DO

0 13

* From J.D. Bransford and M.K. Johnson, "Contextual Prerequisites for Understanding:
Some Investigations of Comprehension and Recall:" Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior, 1974. 11. Reprinted by permission.
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teacher to develop the necessary concepts with the students prio.. to
their reading the text. Even more important than assessing the avail-
ability of a particular schema is the determining of whether students
hold misconceptions about a topic: Failure to take into account stu-
dents' conflicting and culturally specific prior knowledge may result
in inaccurate learning from text (Alvermann, Smith, & Readence,
1985; Lipson; 1983); In short; to neglect assessing students' prior
knowledge is to invite potential problems in comprehending what
might otherwise be considered appropriate learning materials.

Guideline 2. Determining whether schema engagement prob-
lems are present prior to reading, during reading or after reading is
another way to help students make use of their prior knowledge;
This guideline assumes that readers already possess accurate and
appropriate background knowledge but do not use it. An instruc-
tional tool that is useful in helping students engage their background
knowledge about a topic is a prediction guide (Herber; 1978); Es-
sentially, this guide consists of several statements related to impor-
tant ideas in the to-be-read material. Students place check marks
before the statements or ideas they believe they will find addressed
in the text: Then, working in small groups; they discuss their rea:
sons for believing as they do. After reading, students compare al;,1
discuss in their groups what they predicted they would learn with
what they actually learned. Prediction guides should include dis-
tractor statements as well as text related statements;

Guideline 3. During guided reading, the teacher might need
to assess whether students' problems in learning from text are the
result of being "too reader based" or "too text based" in their ap-
proach to understanding the author's intended message; Students
who tend to be too reader based are not aware of what they don't
know. Their insensitivity to comprehension monitoring may be the
result of falsely assuming that they know more about a familiar topic
than they actually do; Several options are open to the teacher in
terms of helping this type of reader. For example, the teacher might
call attention to subtle but important text signals such as time order
words (before, when, after) in a science experiment. Or the teacher
might encourage students to monitor their interpretation of a text by
inserting questions after each of several key paragraphs: Students
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who tend to be too text based may deny what they know to be true
from their experiences outside of school, perceiving those experi-
ences to be of no use in school related tasks such as reading (Spiro;
1977). This type of reader can be helped to apply background
knowledge through prereading and postreading discussions in which
the teacher praises the student for seeing relationships between in
and out of school learning.

Guideline 4: As a postreading followup, the teacher would
assess the adequacy and the extent of a student's understanding of
text. Two issues are at stake: the notion that adequate understanding
is relative to an individual's purpose for reading and that the real test
of learning is whether it is transferred: What is considered adequate
understanding may vary with the person's purpose for reading; for
example, one may read to get the gist of a passage or to memorize
specific details of that passage. Both are legitimate purposes; and as
long as teachers assess according to purpose, determining the ade-
quacy of a given response should be straightforward (Champagne &
Klopfer, 1984). The second issue, whether students can apply what
they have learned in one situation to a new but similar situation; is
somewhat more difficult to measure: Unlike elementary teachers,
secondary teachers do not have the opportunity to observe how stu-
dents may attempt transfer of learning from one subject area to an-
other. At best, secondary level teachers must rely on teaching for
transfer. One simple but effective way for teachers to foster greater
transfer; and thus independence, in student learning is to hold post-
reading discussions in which students are given an opportunity to
justify their responses on the basis of their prior understandings in-
teracting with the newly acquired textual information: The resulting
modification or refinement of students' existing schemata will help
to ensure that they are that much more ready to learn the next time.
In short, analyzing the effect of prior knowledge on learning from
text may enable students to learn how to learn.

Summary
Secondary students do learn from text, but they are proficient

in applying only basic and intermediate level skills and strategies to
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what they read. Based on data reported for a thirteen year period by
the National Assessment of Educational Progress concerning read-
ing trends in the United States, secondary school students lack the
necessary skills for restructuring and synthesizing difficult mate-
rial.

The structure of a textbook's content influences comprehen-
sion. Students who use their knowledge of how a text is structured
comprehend and remember more information than students who ig-
nore the structure. Teachers who make use of the research on text
structure can affect both student learning and the procedures used in
assessing comprehension and adopting textbooks for classroom use.

Encouraging students to use their prior knowledge of a topic
can lead to improved comprehension of text. Teachers who include
in their instruction plans for tapping and assessing students' prior
knowledge before, during, and after reading can assist students in
developing the necessary concepts for understanding what they
read.
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Donna E. Alvermann

ComprehensioWThifiking Skills

What kinds of classroom instructiOn Ordinate increased
Comprehension of text and learner independence?
There is no shortage of methods for teaching Students to compre-
hend. Professional journals and methods texts regularly feature de-
Scriptions of teaching strategies specifically designed to increase
students' ability to comprehend text No wonder subject matter
teachers often find themselves in the difficult poSition of choosing
strategy A over strategy B, or even of relying entirt3y on the lecture
method.

Not all instructional strategies are equally effective in pro-
moting students comprehension at the SecOndary School level.
Some are backed by conventional wiSdam or A long tradition of use;
but there iS no empirical basis for believing in their effectiveness.
We recommend using instructional strategies that have withStood
the rigor of scientific investigation, especially if evidence suggests
that these strategies also facilitate tranSfer cif learning (and; hence,
learner independence).

A convenient way to categorize the various instructional
strategies for teaching comprehension is to use the elementS of ef-
fective learning as category headingS. TheSe elements include fo-
cusing attention on the moSt informative aspects of the text to be
read, elaborating on and organizing new material so it can be eaSily
remembered and recalled, and knowing when And hoW to use a read-
ing strategy effectively (Gagne, 1985).

The rest of this chapter discusses the elements of effective
learning in relation to increasing students' comprehension of text.
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Strategies for Focusing Attention
Instructional strategies that focus students' attention prior to

reading on material that is most rdevant to comprehending the text

are thought to create expectancies within the learner. These atten-
tion focusing, or prereading, strategies typically include cither ac-
tivities that enrich or questions that activate learners' background

knowledge.
Enrichment. Strategies that enrich background knowledge

add relevant information to students existing store of related infor-
mation. Four successful methodS are the use of analogies, oral pre-
views, thematic organizers; and Structured overviews. From
research that has looked at the use of analogy to explain unfamiliar
or abstract conceptS, We have learned that students' attention must
be focused on the task of finding the relationship between the two
sets of information in the analogy if it is to be a successful strategy
for increasing comprehension (Hayes & Tierney, 1982). For exam-
ple, the analogy that uses the word curtain to explain fog will be
understood only if studentS aSSociate the characteristics of a blocked
view with curtain. To check studentS' ability to focus on the appro-
priate characteristics of curtain, a teacher might ask, "How is a cur-
tain like the fog?"

A long line Of research has Strengthened the case for presenting
students with oral previews just before they read a selection. These pre-

views, which attempt to relate the students' prior knowledge to the con:

tent of the Selection aS well as to provide them with specific
information about that content, have been eftective with students at
various grade levels and with different types of texts; for example, with
eleventh grade students of average abihty whO were assigned two short
stories to read (Graves & Cooke, 1980), with low ability junior high
students reading Short StorieS (Graves, Cooke, & LaBerge, 1983); and

more recently with eighth grade students t_tading social studies texts
(Graves & Prenn, 1984). Typically, an oral preview consists of (1) an
interest capturing Section that bridges the gap between what the stu-
dents know and What the text contains; (2) a discussion question to en-

courage students to speculate about the material to be read; (3) an
informational section that provides the necessary background knowl=

edge for understanding the text; and (4) directions that give students a
purpose for reading.

Comprehension/Thinking Skills =
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Like the oral preview; the thematic organizer is a textbook
learning aid that explicitly defines the central theme of a passage
and relates the theme to the Studente prior knowledge. It differs
from the oral preview in that it Sötnetimes provides cohesion among
the text s implicit superordinate and subordinate ideas by means of a
structured overview Unlike the structured overview, however, the
thematic organizer always contains a proSe deScription of the theme
of the passage. Using a thematic Organizer, Risko and Alvarez
(1986) reported enhanced literal and inferential comprehension for
students of different ages and ability levels (good/poor readers), as
well as transfer of learning for studentS at the elementary, second-
ary, and college levelS (Alvarei., 1983).

High school social studies and science classes have served as
the primary testing grounds for an intuitively appealing textbook
learning aid known as the structured overview (Barron, 1969; Earle;
1969). (See Figure 1.)

The structured Overview; or graphic organizer as it is some-
times called, is a visual representation of a selection's key concepts.
A hierarchical ordering of those key conceptS iS thought to represent
the text's logical structure. The Structured overview helps students
relate new content to concepts leart1;x1 in the past Althoot the re-
search is mixed; students with high verbal ability generally benefit
from using the structured overview more than do students in any
other ability group (Moore & Readence, 1980).

Example of a Structured Overview

Europe

Climatic Types

/
Desert Thldra Markme Continental Mediterranean

I 7--- 1----- / \ ILowlands Arctic Britain Central Germany LoWlands
north and coast Norway EUrcifie and around the
east of the Denmark Russia Alpine Mediterranean
Caspian Sea France countries Sea
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Activation: Asking questions is one approach teachers can
use to help students selectively activate their background knowledge
prior to reading. Although few of the studies we reviewed included
only secondary school students as subjects, our conclusions are
based on findings that emerged in numerous contexts with numer-
ous age groups. There is general agreement in the research litera:
ture that answering questions affects reading comprehension in a
positive manner. Students who read a passage and answer questions
about it generally learn more than students who only read the pas-
sage (Hamilton, 1985; Klauer, 1984; Tierney & Cunningham;
1984).

Most reviews of written questions indicate that the placement
of questions is a powerful factor in their impact on learning. In gen-
eral, the studies indicate that prequestions questions presented be-
fore reading tend to improve students' learning of targeted
information. To illustrate, a passage might briefly describe the
events that led to the Civil War. Teachers who prepare their students
for the passage by asking; "What was the fundamental cause of the
Civil War?" or by directing "Read in order to be able to list the
events leading to the Civil War" could expect their students to grasp
the events as well as the fundamental cause better than students who
received no prequestions or directions before reading.

It is important to know that the facilitative effect of preques-
tions is limited to the targeted information at the expense of inciden-
tal information. Students who received prequestions about the
causes of the Civil War most likely would miss information relating
to other concerns. Thus, only those teachers who wish to direct stu-
dents to specific information should rely c: prequestions.

Teachers who want students to gain an overall, general under-
standing of a passage should rely on postquestions questions asked
after reading. Like prequestions, postquestions seem to improve stu-
dents' learning of information, although postquestions do not have
as strong an impact on targeted information. The special value of
postquestions is their impact on readers' grasp of incidental informa-
tion not taprcd specifically by any one question. This impact might
be due to students attempting to leara everything possible in prepa-
ration for an upcoming assessment.

Comprehension/Thinking Skills
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Ela orating and Organizing Strategies
Students attempting to read their content area texts are often

handicapped by a limited knowledge of the subject matter and a lack
of an effective strategy for committing the macerial to long term
memory in a form that is easily retrieved. If students are to be suc-
cessful in reading their content area assignments, they need to de-
velop expertise in using two learning strategies: elaboration and
organization.

Elaboration. Elaboration is a three step strategy. Students
first are taught to recognize when they need to remember some-
thing; then they are taught to check for a basic understanding of
what it is they want to commit to memory; and finally, they are
taught to engage in an action sequence to reach their goal of remem-
bering the target information. This sequence of events (when, what,
and how) ws taught to a group of seventh grade students during
regular ychca l.. periods of 50 minut.:: each day for ten days (Gagne,

c'Sa). A variety of reading passaus (math, history, science, and
hierature texts; directions for the Heimlich maneuver; a Superman
story) provided students with materials on which to practice the
elaboration strategy. Students taught this method were compared to

control group on a posttest. Both groups were asked to study new
material and were told to expect a test on the material later, but were
not prompted to use the elaboration strategy. The students in the
trained group performed significantly better than those in the con-_
trol group. An important outcome of this research was evidence of
transfer of learning (Gagne et al., 1984).

In general, the research suggests that readers who contribute
prior knowledge to the information in the text increase their chances
of remembering the textual material. The elaboration strategy helps
the reader bridge the gap between the new (textual information) ai,d
the known (the reader's prior knowledge). Examples of several strat-
egies known to be effective in helping students elaborate on text can
be found in Chapter 12 of this book.

Organization. Organization, the other strategy that leads to
effective encoding of information, includes summarizing skills.
Brov n and Day's five rules (1983) for summarizing are listed in or-
der of increasing difficulty:
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delete trivia in a text;
delete redundancies, or repetitions_of the same idea;
substitute a superordinate term for several subordinate
ones;
select the main idea; or
invent the main idea if one is not present in the text.

Interesting findings regarding individual differences have surfaced
during studies involving the summarization strategy. In one study;
good and poor eighth grade readers exhibited marked differences in
summarizing ability, even in their sensitivity to what was important
in expository text adapted from tradebooks and social studies, sci-
ence, and readin2 textbooks (Winograd; 1984). Poor readers chose
as important information that which held high personal interest for
them, but not the ,ntn- 'anon the author had placed high in the tex .
as a sign of its imp

Variations on the summarization strategy continue to prolifer-
ate. An interesting research study by Bean and his colleagues (1983)
mOdified Brown and Day's summarization rules to include these five
steps.

Selection: Locate a topic sentence that organize all the
ideas in this section of the chapter:

Invention: If there is no clear topic sentence, invent and
write your own.

Generalization: Write a statement that organizes the ideas
in this section. (This statement would incorporate the ideas ex-
prersed in the topic sentences stated in a more general way.)

Questions: Write up to three questions based on the gen-
eral statement.

Conclusion and Evaluation: Write the position you support
and, if_possible, how you might test the truth of this position:

High school students enrolled in two sections of an honors
world history class participated in the study. Consistent with several
earlier studies; findings indicated that summarization training
helped students ynthesize expository te-t and present it in a brief
and well-organized fashion. However, c t a with the addition of the
questioning step, students trained in the summarization stratecy did
no better than the control group students on tests of coxprehension
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and selecticm of key ideaS. This fact could be attributed to the type of
students who participated in the study. They were all honors stu-
dents and could be expected already to have some fairly effective
summarization strategies.

Mixed results as to the effectiveness of a strategy (such as
summarizing) may depend on factors other than ability level. First,
like so much of the educational research literature on strategy train:
ing; it is difficult to teach a strategy exactly the same way in a repli-
cation of the study. Second, as Graves, Prenn, and Slater (1985)
pilinted Out, negative or positive findings from one study to another
may be accounted for by the variation that occurs naturally from
one grade level to the next. What may work for high school students
may not work for seventh graders.

groWing number of researchers are testing the efficiency
With Which students at the early levels of secondary schooling can
be taught to summarize content area materials. Taylor and Beach
(1984, p. 139), for instance, .4everoped a hierarchical summary
strategy that they used in a study of seventh graders enrolled in a
Suburban junior high school. (See Figure 2.) Students in the Taylor
and Beach study were taught how to produce a postreading hierar-
chic& summary of their social StudieS ASSignments. Briefly. the
summarization strategy consisted of these six steps:

Students made a skeleton outline by drawing two ines at
the top of a sheet of paper which would serve later (Step ,.)) as a
place to record the key idea of the paSSage.

For every section (designated by a subheading) in the pas-
sage they read, students listed a letter down the left side of their
paper.

After students had read each section and generated their
own main idea statement for that section, they recorded the state-
ment next to the appropriate letter

Then the students listed two or three sui.porting details un-
der each main idea statement.

Students generated their own topic heaaings, wrote the
headings in the left margin of their paper; and then joined sentences
that were on the same topic:
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Figure 2
An Example of a Hierarchical Summary for a Three Page Social

Studies Text Segment Containing One Heading and Six Subheadings

I. Johnson developed many programs to fight injustices and poverty. (Key idea)

A. Lyndon Johnson became President of the US. after Kennedy was
assassinated.
Hard worker, tried to carry out some of Kennedy's programs.

B. Johnson fought for ciril rights taw
Purpose:To protect blacks from discrimination in hotels and res-
taurants: blacks had nottzen &lowed in some hotels or restaurants

_Civil in the South.
Rights C. Joluzson persuaded congres to pass a law ensuring all people the

right to vote.
Protected black people's right to vote: literacy tests now illegal.

-D. Johnson started a "War on poverty."
Job training, education for poor people, plans for a "Great Society!'

E Johnson persuaded_congress to develop a medicare program.
For people at least 65 years old. hospital bills paid, doctors bill
paid in part.

Great
Society

Programs

F. Johnson perszau.'2d Congress to pass a law giving money to schools.
Purpose: To iiwrove education of children from poor families, one
billion dollars in aid to schools.

Finally; students generated the key idea for the whole pas-
sage and wrote that idea at the top of their paper.

Results of the study indicamd that students who learned to
produce hierarchical summaries over a seven week period (one hour
per week) recalled unfamiliar but not familiar social studies material
better than the control group; The group having hierarchical sum-
maries also performed better than the group involved in conven-
tional question and answering tasks. Further, hierarchical summary
training had a positive effect on the students' expository writing.

Knowing When and How to Apply Strategies
The teacher's role in lelping a student learn how and when to

apply a particular strategy cannot be overemphasized. Drawing on
their own experiences and on the research of others (Brown, 1980;
Dansereau, 1978) Vaughan and Estes (1986, pp. 151-152) devel-
oped the following suggestions for teachers:
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Teach Students strategies for learning from text in mean-
ingful context. As Herber (1978) and others have noted, strategieS
taught outside the content area in which they are to be used do not
transfer Students need to be shcwr. that the strategy they are learn-
ing has direct application to the course in which they are enrolled,
and, more specifically; to the material they are required to read in
that course.

Model or demonstrate for students how you, the teacher,
would use certain strategies. Sometimes this modeling may take the
form of reading orally from a passage that you then go on to para-
phrase. As you paraphrase the information, explain why you are
leaving out some information, sutstituting a common term for a
more esoteric term, or merely incorporating large chunks of infor-
mation under one superordinate descriptor. In sum, make public
your thinking about the strategy you are modeling.

Encourage students to expand their repertoire of learning
strategies by shoWing them how to add new strategies to old: For
example, if they already know how to distinguish information that is
important from that which is unimportant, show them how they have
the foundation for learning to paraphrase. Or demonstrate how mak-
ing decisions about what will or will not be read in a text forms the
basis for learning about comprehension monitoring strategies.

Provide students with opportunities for feedback as they
practice newly learned strategies. Pairing students for learning ac-
tivities can provide students with safe settings in which they can ex-
plain to a peer what strategy they learned, as well as how they went
about learning it Fader eta'. (1976), in fact, built their highly Slit:
cessful writing instruction program around feedbatk giveh by
groups of three students working together. These heterogeneously
grouped triads were responsible for approving each member's writ-
ten WOrk before it was turned to the teacher.

Evaluate students in a inanner that reflects your concern
for what they understood, not v, hat they merely remembered. T=II-i-

matcly, this means relying less on closed book; recall types of tests
and more on tesu that ask students to make connections between
concepts they have !earned. Students need to know that the Strate:
gies they have learned will contribute to their improved perf6rm-
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ance on tests that ask them to clarify, elaborate, and apply what they
have read.

Direct instruction and modeling are two other means for de-
veloping in students the ability to know when and how to apply strat-
egies for learning from text. By direct instruction, we mean the
domain of instructional behaviors usually associated with the whole
class, teacher centered orientation described by Brophy and Good
(1986) in their review Of the research on teacher behavior and stu-
dent achievement. Direct instructional behaviors are aimed at pro-
moting on task student behaviors. For example, teachers who want
to help students learn how to attend to an author's signaling of text
structure might inform their classes about the need to look for an
alternative point of view when however, but, or on the other hand
appear in a passage: Instructing students to be alert for such verbal
signals would serve to focus their attention and keep them on task.

Modeling involves thinking aloud while demonstrating the
"how to" aspect of strategy teaching. A small but growing body of
research suggests that thinking aloud is a valuable technique to use
in helping students identify and use certain comprehension strate-
gies tBereiter & Bird, 1985). Thinking aloud is an attempt to let
students "in" (so to speak) on the covert mental processes a teacher
may go through in applying a particular strategy to a particular text.
For example, a physics teacher inte:csted in teaching the structure
strategy (see Chapter 4) might skim a portion of an assigned chapter
on Newtonian m;:chanics and make these oral comments: "Hmmm;
I see the author has contrastcd Newton's theory of motion with the
impetus theory. I must remember to pay close attention to the differ=
encff in those two theories when I get to that part of the chapter. I'll
try to look for any verbal signals the author gives. I'll also look for
relationships that exist between the two theories, particularly those
relationships that embody smaller bits of information?'

Summary
Focusing attention on relevant material prior to reading is

thought to create expectancies within the learner. Attention focusing
strategies that enrich or activate students' prior knowledge include
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using analogies, oral previewS, thematic organizers; and structured
overviews. Each is knoWn to vary somewhat in its effectiveness, de-
pending upon the learner, the text; and the setting.

Committing information to long term rnemory in a form that
is easily retrieved is essential to content learning. Two strategies for
aiding students in thiS type of learning are elaboration and organiza-
tion. Elaboration involves the learner in a three step process: recog-
niZing a need for remembering something, checking for a basic
understanding of what is to be remembered, and engaging in an
action sequence for rethembering the target information; Organiza-
tion includes primarily summarizing skills.

Direct instruction is one way of helping students learn when
and how to apply a strategy effectively. Knowing when and how to
apply strategies also can be modeled by the teacher Modeling for
students what they are expected to be able to do when they read their
content area textbooks places the instruction of learning strategies in
a relevant context the content area claSSroom. Modeling provides
students with an explanation cif why a strategy is useful and how it
works.
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David W. Moore

Vocabulary

What is the relationship between vocabulary and reading
comprehension?
Comprehension of individual words is strongly related to compre-
hension of passages. This logical relationship is supported by re-
search. For example, correlations between vocabulary test scores
and passage comprehension test scores for U:S: high school stu-
dents generally fall in the 60s (Anderson & Freebody, 1981). Corre-
lation coefficientS of this magnitude are considered to be
suostantial. In studies of passagc readability; measures of word diffi-
culty consistently have been found to predict passage difficulty
(Klare; 1984). There is little doubt that readers who do well with
individual words also ,7:nd to do well with passages.

This chapter b....;ms with an examination of the relationship
between understanding individual words and understanding pasr
sages: Next, it presents research based information about teaching
vocabulary. Information is presented about which words to teach,
the impact of teaching the vocabulary of a passage on subsequent
comprehension of that passage; and four methods of teaching vocab-
ulary: semantic categories; passage contexts; imagery, and morphe-
mics.

The Relationship between Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension
Anderson and Freebody (1981) describe three views_ of why

vocbulary is so strongly related to comprehension. One view, the
instrwnentalist position; contends that understanding words enables
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readers to under...22J passages i7g the individual words of a
passage is tl c ..ght to bc. piereg, . )r knowing what all the words
add up to. Etha --ators who rzaca students the new words from a pas-
sage before havirlo students read the passage follow a practice that is
consistent with the instrumentalist position.

A second view, called the aptitude position, hypothesizes that
get-feral verbal talent underlies both word and passage understand-
ing. Mental agility is thought to affect students' capacities to acquire
vocabularies as well as to comprehend passages. Students with
quick minds when dealing with verbal information do well with vo-
cabulary as well as with passages: Teaching practices that focus on
developing students' strategies for making sense of language are in
line with this aptitude position.

In the third view; general knowledge is stressed as the com-
mon feature underlying word and text comprehension: The conten-
tion of_ the knowledge position is that what readers already know
about the world affects their abilities to assimilate the meanings of
words as well as passages. Readers with deep and broad understand-
ings of the world have the background to know to what their text-
book passages are referring. Readers' backgrounds of information;
organized in schemata, are brought into play when meaning is as-
signed to verbal information. Biology teachers who present new vo-
cabulary in an organized: meaningful framework such as
presenting the features of crustaceans, myriapods, arachnids; and
insec's whcn introducing a unit on anthropods follow a teaching
practice consistent with the knowledge position.

Each one of the three views about the strong relationshit
tween vocabulary and comprehensior probably is correct, at lea
some extent. The instrumentalist, aptitude, and knowledge positions
shed light on why students who understand individual words also
tend to uriderstand passages. However; none of the positions is
thought to exclude the o'hers; none of the three is fully supported by
research as the single explanation of the relationship between vocab-
ulary and comprehension. Thus, a program of vocabulary instruc-
tion that includes the instrumentalist, aptitude, and knowledge
positions seems appropriate:
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Whai does research show is the best way toi teach
vocabulary?

Determining which words students should be taught should
be decided before describing how to teach the Worth. After all, the
number of words in printed school EngliSh iS estimated to be about
88,500 (Nagy & Anderson, 1984). Teachers need to be selective
because they cannot present all the English words to their StudentS.

Approaches to Selecting WordS to Be Tanght
Two approaches; isolated and functional are available for

determining which words to teach students (Herber, 1978). The iSo-
lated approach consists of locating liStS Of randomly arranged words
deeMed appropriate for_particular grade levels: The lists typically
are presented word by _word, _with each word's pronunciation and
definition: This approach is isolated because the Wcitdg Ate nOt
nected by topic or by spelling pattern. The fUnctibrial approach con-
SiStS of identifying words important to units of subject matter and
then presenting the words as the units come up during the schoOl
year:

Although the isolated approach iS eaSily managed; its effec,
tiverieSs has been criticized (JenkinS, Stein; & Wysocki; 1984): The
itinctional approach generally_is _recommended by secondary read-
ing methods texts because terms are tied together meaniiiiliblly. An;
other case for the functional approach is that many words assume
different Meanings in the different subjects; and content area teach-
ers are morc likely to emphasize the word meanings particular to
their arel (Carroll; 1964); For example, the words iri the following
list oi relatively common terms are defined one way in Mathematics,
another in science, and still another in sOCial studies:

root satellite plain
table dividend plot

ASSuming that a functional approach is employed and students are
taught new vocabulary when the words occur during units of study,
several issues remain.
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Vocabulan, Instruction and Passage comprehensl, :

The instrumentalist position on the relationship between vo-
cabulary and passage comprehension emphasizes the role of under-
standing the individual words contained in passages. Those who
accept this position advocate teaching students the meanings of kt.)
words before these words are encountered in text. Teaching the vo-
cabulary of a passage before reading is a standard recommendation
in directed reading activities, although the prevalence of this prac-
tice in secondary school classrooms is not known.

Teaching the key vocabulary of a passage in preparation for
students' reading of that passage seems to be a logical practice.
However, the research support for this practice is mixed (Calfee &
Drum, 1986; Mezynski, 1983; Tierney & Cunningham, 1984).
Less than clear-cut support for this practice with high school stu-
dents also comes from the fact that few studies have included sub-
jects from this age group.

At present, two conclusions about the impact of teaching vo-
cabulary on high school students' subsequent reading comprehen-
sion appear warranted. First, the effect of teaching vocabulary
depends on the value of knowing the words. Some words are rela-
tively unimportant and can be skimmed over with little loss of com-
prehension. For instance, a narrative r)a.isage might mention that a
minor character wore a taupe shirt. If this characteristic had no
bearing on the story, then readers could safely ignore it. On the
other hand, if the story were a mystery and the color of the charac-
ter's shirt were an important clue, then readers might need to know
the meaning of taupe. Along with relative importance, contextual
setting helps determine the value of teaching certain words before
having students read a passage. Teaching taupe would not be neces-
sary if the passage contained sufficient context to reveal its meaning
(The suspect's shirt was taupe; a brownish gray color): Finally; the
expected level of understanding of a passage determines the value of
knowing the meanings of certain words. If rote recall questions are
presented, students simply repeat words for which they have no
meaning (e.g., "What color was the suspect's shirt?" "Taupe."). If
higher level questions are asked (e.g., "What does the suspect's shirt
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color reveal about his personality?") then students might need
greater understanding of specific word meanings:

A second conclusion about teaching vocabulary is that its im-
pact depends on how well students learn the words (Vaughan et al.,
1982). Students need to understand meanings of words that accu-
rately fit particular passages; and they require automatic access to
those meanings. That is, students need to be able to apply correct
word meanings in given contexts. For instance, readers need to
know the technical, mathematical meanings of cube and root in or-
der to make sense of the directive; "Obtain the cube root of 27.7 Stii-
dents also need to be able to apply the meanings effortlessly
Readers who interrupt their processing in order to assign meaning
to unfamiliar words have uifficulty concentrating on the overaH
meaning of a passage:

Thus, teaching the vocabulary of a passage before reading
will probably affect comprehension of that passage if the words are
important, if they are not defined by their context, and if knowing
their meanings contributes directly to performance on later tasks.
Also, students require automatic underAandings of appropriate
words in order to comprehend a passage. The next section presents
research based recommendations for teaching words to students.

Methods of Teaching Vocabulary
Before presenting methods of teaching vocabulary, it is im-

portant to repeat that readers with enriched backgrounds of infor-
mation tend to do well on both vocabulary and comprehension
tasks because they have the necessary concepts to draw from dur-
ing verbal tasks. Readers who already know a lot about Rlants,
for example; have an advantage when reading about them. Teach-
ing students concepts deserves attention as well as teaching stu-
dents names for the concepts. Developing concepts is a ecrnplex
task and one that has received much research attention (Medin &
Smith, 1984; Tennyson & Cocchiarella, 1986).

Numerous suggestions are available for vocabulary develop-
ment (Dale, O'Rourke, & Bamman, 1971; Johnson; 1986; Johnson
& Pearson, 1984). In this section, we present four approaches, well

R 3
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supported by research, for developing high school students' vocabu-
laries. The approaches are based on semantic categories; passage
contexts; imagery; and morphemics:

Semantic categories. A common way mature readers remem-
ber vocabulary terms is by relating them to other words; that is,
readers form semantic networks; or categories (Chall & Stahl;
1982; Graves; 1986). Mature readers categorize words along many
dimensions as they strive to create integrated sets of knowledge. For
instance, the word boat might be associated with its functions (trav-
eling, skiing, fishing), its types (sailboat, hydrofoil, naval de-
stroyer); its components (hull, propeller; beam); its coordinate
concepts (car, train, airplane), and its superordinate concepts (yes-
;el, craft). Studying information with the help of graphic organizers
and analogies promotes the creation of semantic categories and
seems to be effective under certain circumstances.

Graphic organizers. Graphic organizitr is a research
based teaching practice grounded in the creation of semantic catego-
ries. Graphic organizers, originally called structured overviews,
portray relationships among terms in the form of hierarchical tree
diagrams. They differ from traditional outlines because terms are
not arranged according to their order of presentation and the forms
Of the diagrams are not governed by tradition. They differ from
webs and matrices because these latter two structures are not orga-
nized hierarchically (Calfee & Drum, 1986). . nc Fieure is an ex-
ample of a graphic organizer for edible plant rrns.

Moore and feadence (1984) review ' research on
graphic organizers and p, ,....nted several conclu,lolis. First; graphic
organizers affect vocabulary test scores to a moderate degree. Sec-
ond, learners' maturity might influence the effectiveness e/ :aphic
organizers: University students seem to benefit substantiz from
eraphic organizers, whereas elementary and secondary studeats ob-
tain smaller effects. Third; students who produce graphic organiz-
ers following the presentation of content do better than those who
only interact with graphic organizers before the content is pre-
sented. A possible exnlz..tation is that students were actively in-
volved with the construction of the graphic organizers; For instance;
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Graphic Organizer

Fruit

Edible Plants

Grain Vegetable

Citrus Noncitrus Leaf Root

lemon plum rye lettuce beet
orange pear oats spinach carrot

the involvement consisted of students freely grouping words written
on index cards and filling words into prepared tree diarams that
included superordinate terms. This involvement seemed -oduce
active, organized thinking about word meanings.

A fourth c.:.iclusion about graphic organizers was that teach-
ers who led students through graphic organizing perceived themsel-
ves to be better prepared and more :onfident than usuaL Tcach.:rs
who used graphic organizers liked having a inap of the course con-
tent the! were presenting. Finally, little was known about how
graphic organizing fit the dPily routines of secondary schooling. In-
serting graphic organizers ;:;io the instructional repertoire of teach-
ers calls for change, and teachers' reacticins to this particular change
were not documented.

In brief; graphic organizing is a teaching practice based on
semantic categories that holds promise as a way to increase students'
vocabularies. Graphic organizers that are produced after content is
presented seem to especially benefit mature students.

Analogies. Analccz, are a type of semantic category that
appear to substantially affect !:;311 school readers' learning from text
(Bean, Singer, & Cowan, 1935; Hayes & Tkrney, 1982). Analogies
differ from graphic organizers because analogies explicitly compare
similar concepts, whereas graphic organizers d: 4gram a network of
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relationships. For instance, in analogies, an airplane propeller's for-
ward movement caused by its biting into the air might be compared
to a screw's forward movement caused by its biting into wood; the
aume of cricket might be compared to baseball; and the interdepen-
dence of cells in the human body might be compared to the interde-
pendence c people in a society. For a good presentation of various
types of analogies and a summary of their prevalence in science text-
books ,it various grade levels, see Curtis and Reigeluth (1984).

To present vocabulary through analogies, teachers first think
of something students know that is similar to the word to be learned.
Thc old term used te teach the new one must be familiar to students
for the analogy to be effective (Baldwin, Luce, & Readence, 1932):
Telling students that the rules of cricket are quzte similar to the rules
of rounders is not helpful if the students doii A/ rounders either.
Once a fa' .iliar term is matched with an unfamiliar one; explicitly
point out how th two concepts are alike and not alike.

Passage c9ntexty. A 'ong with semantic categories, mature
;ca''crs use contextual knowledge to understand end remember the
me:nings of words (Chai' 1/47r Stahl, 10R17.; Graves; 1986). Passage
contexts consist of the the target word. Mature
readers always use cot- degree because it allows_fluency
by .:nabling them to p:-.\!7c1 ancl 'y upcoming words. In addi-
tion, context determines the meanings of words. The app---nriate
meaning of a multiple meaning word like s1,--ing can be inferred
only by noting its context. This value of context is difficult to over-
estimate because all meaning depends on the situations in which
c occur (Mishier, 1979). Teaching Fracdces that develop read-
ers' attention to passage contexts seem to be effective for vocabulary
development when certain conditions are met.

Fluency is one condition readers need in order to use context
as an aid for vocabulary development. Readers need to make auto-
matic use of basic reading processes in order to use context as an aid
for determining the meanings of unfamiliar words (Johnson &
Baumann, 1984; Vernon, 1977). Students whO read word by word
because they have limited strate:-!ies or because their texts are too
difficult generally are unablc to attend to the meanings conveyed by
the sentences, paragraphs, and longer units of discourse. Nonfluent
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readers have little mental capacity left for using context to learn the
meanings of unfamiliar word:

Time spent reading affects students' ability to lear words
through context. Nagy. Herman, and Anderson (1985) ieported a
study that provided some empirical support for providing readers
time to read as an aid to vocabulary. Their study is noteworthy be-
cause it examined secondary school students and it employed nor-
mal textbook passages. An important feature of the study was that
the subjects knew they w2,,Id tesf...d on the reading material; so
they probably read the i lite carefully. Nagy, Herman, and
Anderson determined ti; .ri grade students of average Lind
above average reading ability acquired meanings of some unfamiliar
words during one reading of selected passages: This study provided
limited support for educators' assertions that careful reading pays
off in improved vocabulary. We emphasize this study's findings
that time spent reading slightly improved good readers' vocabu7
laries because reading time is scarce both inside and outside
secondary schools.

Having listed some general conditions needed for readers' vo-
cabularies to benefit from the use of context, it is important to list
some qualifications_about context First; the value of context de-
pends on the experience of readers and the information that is pro7
vided (Schatz, 1984). For instance, "Bo:abaisse is a seafood
goulash" is a sentence that ,,ugge:,ts the meaning of bouillabaisse
only for readers who already know ti meaning of goulash: Readers
who have eaten bouillabaisse but didn't know what it was called w:'!
benefit from this sentence aiore than those who have not experi-
enced the dish. Readers who have the concept for an unfimiliar
term but not its label tienetit the most from context.

Second; vocabulary development through attention to context
is a gradual matter. Years ago, Deighton (1959) pointed out the need
for frequent contacts with an unfamiliar word in order to learn all its
meanings. ierrris such a rube and root require numerous contexts
for all their meanings tc c:iled: In addition; one contact with
an unfamiliar word mi ce only partial knowledge of one
meaning of the word. r .nan, and Anderson (1985) reported
that learning word meann, 'tom context took place, but their mea-
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z;ures of learning included three levels of knowledge ranging from
minimal to complete. The point is that readers might know a word,
but only partially, after encountering it in one context.

A third qualification about the use of context is that the rela-
tive values of particular contextual forms are not clear. Researchers
such as mes (1966), Quealy (1969), and Sternberg, Powell, and
Kaye (1983) have suggested specific types of context cues such as
direct explanation; comparison and contrast, enablement, and class.
Others suggest that pictorial and graphic aids (charts, graphs, foot-
notes) be considered context cues. However, the relative informa-
tional value of these types of context cues for secondary students has
received little research attention. For example, Carroll and Drum
(1983) reported that high school students benefited the most from
context that explicitly provided the meanings of words. Contexts
such as "Seamen s-ffered regularly from scurvy, a terrible_disease
caused by lack of vitamin C. that sometimes carried off whole
crews" were found to improve vocabularies more than contexts such
as "Seaman suffered regularly from scurvy that sometimes carried
off whole crews" (p. 158). At present, the following rule given to
middle school students for using context in one study seems most
appropriate: "When there's a hard word in the sentence, look for
other words that tell you more about that word" (Carnine, Ka-
meenui, & Coyle, 1984, p. 198).

In brief, high school readers can benefit from encountering
unfamiliar words in cc .:;xt: however several qualifications should
be observed. Time spent fluently reading a passage in preparation
for a task seems to produce vocabulary growth. The value of context
is limited hen readt--- tre Lnable to relate to the available cues. In
addition, learning words through context is a gradual process that
seems to require exposure to . -any ; about the meanings of par-
ticular words.

Imagery. Visualizing the concepts represented by words has
been demonstrated to be a useful device for understanding and re-
membering word meanings (Paivio, 1971; Parrish & Cook, 1983).
Imagery takes many forms, and visual imagery is only one type; but
visual imagery has received the most attention. Some vocabulary
terms that represent concrete objects (Joseph Stalin, Taj Mehal,
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barbed wire) are easily pictured mentally while terms that represent
abstract concepts require more complex processing. For instance,
visualizing the vapor coming off dry ice might be used to represent
the science term sublimation; thinking of the moisture that forms on
cold iced tea glasses during the summer might be used to represent
condensation; and recalling a freeway noticeably close to a farm
house might stand for eminent domain.

A specialized use of mental imagery for vocabulary develop-
ment that has received a great deal of research attention is the key-
word method (Pressley, Levin, and Miller, 1981; Pressley, Levin,
and Deli. zy; 1982): The keyword method is a two step procedure;
First, analyze an unfamiliar word (puteen, which is Irish whisk-,,)
and identify the part of it that sounds like a farr ;liar word (pot).
Then visualize a connection between the meaning of the unfamiliar
word and the familiar word part (e;g:; imagine a bottle of Irish whis-
key inside a pot). When introducing students to his method, pic-
tures are helpful so that clear examples of the connect'ng images can
be displayed. The use of pictures can be gradually faded out so that
the students generate their own images:

Studies have demo Istrated that the keyword method estab-
lishes a strong connc-tion between unfamiliar words and their
meanings. However, its applicability to subject matter terms en-
countered daily in high school remains to be seen, This method is
rather cumbersome and artificial. At least the keyword method re-
search has been useful for focusing educators' attention on devices
for vocabulary growth beyond semantic categories and passage con-
texts to 5nnemonics such as visual imagery.

rforphemics. An often recommended vocabulary develop-
ment practice is to have studenl- attend to prefixes, bas,...s, suffixes,
and the parts of compoun words. Readers who discern these mor-
phemes in unfamiliar words are thought to have an advantage in un-
derstanding and remembering word meanings; The longest word in
English, pneumonouli .4microscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, the
name of a lung disease caused by the inhalation of very fine silicate
dust, is a striking example of a long word that can be learned by
applying morphemic analysis; Indeed; morphemic analysis fre-
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quently seems to act as a _mnemonic device for new words. Al-,
though some students might have difficulty applying morphemic
analysis to unfamiliar words; these same students might understand
and retain the meaning of individual words when their morphemic
structure is highlighted (Otterman, 1955). Highlighting the mor-
phemes in the 45 letter word above might help students learn that
word.

Research into the effects of teaching students morphemic
analysis is mininial (G7aves & Hammond, 1980; Johnson &
Baumann, 1984. ) In fa, .. the most compelling case for teaching stu-
dents morphemic analysis is presented by those who study English
word formation rather than education (Aronoff, 1983; Chomsky &
Halle, 1968; Venezky, 1970). Linguistic analyses have established
the fact that numerous words in English are based on common mor-
phemes Fusthermrc, the analyses point out that morphernes tend
to be spelled the same; even though their pronunciation might
change substantially. This characteristic is illustrated by word pairs
such as sign/signal ard metal/metallic. As can be seen, one mor-
pheme underlies each word pair; but the pronunciation of each mor-
pheme changes even though its spelling remains constant. Given
this role of morphology in_ English, _teaching students to discern
morphemes seems reasonable. The following recommendations for
teaching morphm!...: analysis to high school students also seem rz:a-
sonable; although they are prime candidates for further investiga-
tion:

E;lphasiz. base words in semantic word families (Chomsky,
1970). For instance, in English literature, the terms drama; dramatic;
dramatist; dramatize; and dramatization might be presented when that
concept first occurs. In science, the terms humid, humidity, humidift,
and dignwridifi? might 15e presented.

Mach only morphemes that are productive (Shepnerd.
1975). For instance; knowing the meaning of ceive is not strongly
related to knowing words that contain that root, such as receive and
conceive. Similarly, the prefixes ab and ad seldom reveal the mean-
ings of words.
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Summary
High school teachers are unable to teach students all he

words they will need throughout their lit cs. A Allis require word
analysis techniques that enable them to figure out words on their
own. The key here is the use of strategies. Readers need selfzii
at J. flexible control of strategies for determining the meanings of
urrarniliar words. Teaching students word meanings certainly is im-
portant, but teaching students how to learn words on their own also
deserves attention.

Teaching students independent strategies is an area that is just
beginning to appear in vocabulary research, Calfee Intl Drum
(1986) report that some training 'adies have been successful in
teaching limited sets of strategies (e.g., applying knowledge of eight
prefixes to words), but research based suggestions are few. A gen-
eral suggestion is based on models of direct instruction. That is,
teachers should first demonstrate and discuss the vocabulary strat-
egy they want their :,:tudents to perform. Teachers who think aloud
as they perfot.m the strategy present a model for their students to
follow. Such teacher modeling is like a slow motion film of tht ac-
tual process. After demonstrating and discussing a vocabulary strat-
egy; students perform it under gradually decreasing teacher
direction and feedback.

Teachers might begin their instruction in developing students'
independence by pointing out that they have been leading students
through ways to learn words; but it is now time for students to lead
thems.: .es. For instance, if teachers have been leading students
throt, organizing, then the question might be asked, "How
do wc -out graphically organizing a passage?" Responsibility
for selecting and diagraming the words is gradually shifted to the
students until they can independently produce their own graphic or-
ganizers. The following vocabulary strategies, presented ii this
chapter, might be shifted to students' responsibility:

determining the words in a passage that need to be known
in order to understand the passage,

iorming semantic categories such as graphic organizers
and analogies,
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locating passages that allow fluent reading in order to learn
new vocabulary,

allocating time to read passages containing new vocabulary.
focusing on contextual cues that define unfamiliar words;
visualizing concepts represented by words; and
applying morphemic analysis to unfamiliar words when

possible.
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David Holdzkom

Readability

What is the "average" reading level of a twelfth grade
student?
For the most part, teachers in secondary schools are not present
when students read texts. Good lad (1984) reports that the teachers
and students his team observed devoted less than 5 percent of their
class time to reading. Students use their textbooks outside the class-
room, reading and studying texts largely without teacher assistance.
Matching students to texts to ensure that the books are useful to and
used by students is a critical activity for teachers. In perfecting this
match of students to text, three things need to be considered: the
range of the reading ability among students, the readability level of
texts; and structural features of text that facilitatc or improve the stu-
dents' processing of the information !I the book.

Teachers have long observed that many students in the same
class appear to read below or above grade level. Sometimes, teach-
ers who have been frustrated by asnigning text readings that prove
too difficult for students wonder what these students were taught in
their elementary reading classes. Actually, American Oementary
school t-achers are successfully teaching stu&nts to reaJ. (Nelson &
Herber; 1982). However; it is unreasonable to expect thct tile read-
ing skills acquired in elementary school will be sufficient to enable
students to _perform secondary schoolwork. Materials used in ele7
mentary school reading instruction, for the most part, consist of
general vocabulary, concepts for which cuildren have some back-
ground of experience; and fairly simple sentence forrris. Secondary
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school students, on the other hand, need to acquire strategies for
dealing with increased technical vocabulary, concepts that are not a
part of their background knowledge, and comple,:. linguistic struc-
tures.

Within any group of students, a range of reading achievement
naturally exists, reflecting individual differtlic:es. Singer and
Donlan (1985) po ' out that the expected reading levels of a class of
students with avf.:i :,e IQS fall within a range that is equal to two-
thirds of the average chronological age (cA) of the group. If the av-
erage age of a group of high school seniors is 18, then the expected
range of reading achievement is 12 years. For the expected reading
age range, half the range is subtracted from and half is added to the
chronological age (an age range from 12 years to 24 years for a
chronological age of 18).

Expected reading range = 2/3 x CA
= 2/3 x 18
= 2 x 6

12

expected reading age range = (18 - 6) to (18 + 6)
= 12 years to 24 years

Expected grade level range = sixth grade to graduate school

At any grade level, the reading age or grade level range in-
creases each year. Even if teachers select a text wan a readability
score appropriate for the grpcle level, some students in the class will
find the text too difficult, while others will find it too easy. The
range, of course, decreases if students are grouped homogeneously
by reading ability.

What is readability? How can I determine i*?
Readability refers to the ease of understanding of a text

chiefly because of features of writing style. From our own experi-
ence, we know that very long sentences or sentences with a high
proportion of difficult words are more difficult to understand than
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sentences with fewer words or easy words. Al So, We knoW that sen-
tences with complex subordinate clauSeS can be difficult to under-
stand becailSe of the complex relationships among the ideas.
Generally speaking, readability formulas have been based on two
variables: sentence length and complexity of words. These variableS
can be easily recognized by most people and can be quantified.
When these variables are fed into a formula, a grade level can be
assigned to a given book or text.

However, readability formulas are at best only a rough indi-
cator of how students will respond to a teXt. Readability formulas
fail to consider many of the factors that make up a student's learning
potential, including prior knowledge; motivation; and reading skill
leVél. In addition, readability formulas ignore the mfluence of other
text factors; such as text structure and the degree of coherence
within and between sentences (Davison, 1984).

Readability Foi-thulas
The earliest readability formulas (many of which are still

widely used) Were baSed on Thorndike's frequency count of word
uSe. By analyzing the number of times a particular word appeared in
print; Thorndike was able to determine the relative familiarity or
frequency of words. Based bn thiS Work, other people developed
readability formulas (Klare, 1963).

AlthOugh different combinations and equations have been de-
veloped; they take into account only the number of Words in a sen-
tence and the length of the wordS. No conSideration is given to the
difficulty of the concept behind the word (hexus vs; hippopotamus)
or to the structure of the sentence (simple vs. complex).

Some developers have tried to reduce the burden of the proc-
ess; since a formula is unlikely tO be uSed if it cdnnot be used easily,
while retaining the high correlation with reading scores; Optic scan-
ning equipment And computers have reduced the tedium and poten-
tial for error that made formulas developed earlier in this century
difficult to use.

One formula that is widely used will be presented here in
some detail. The Fry R6adability Graph focuses on two aspects of
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text: sentence length and word length; or the number of syllables per
hundred words (Fry, 1977). To use Fry's formula for estimating the
readability of the passage below, follow the directions under the
graph.

Use this passage for practice:*

Teachers who decide to use the process approach to writing
instruction in their classroom will find several things hap-
pening. Children will spend more time talking with one an-
other and with the teacher. The teacher's ability to diagnose
the needs of individual children and to guide their develop-
ment will be strengthened. Children will also spend more
time writing. They will be more highly motivated to write,
not just in the language arts, but in all of the subject areas
and during the hours that they spend away from the class-
room. Finally, the level of trust between the children and the
teacher/will increase, becaus.; the teacher's role as editor
will take precedence over the teacher's role as evaluator.

*Research Within Reach: Oral and Written Communication. D.
Holdzkom, LI Reed. D.L. Rubin, and E.J. Porter. cEmaEL, 1982.

Number of words 100 (to the slash mark)

Number of sentences 5.4
Average words per sentence 18.5 (sentence length)

Number of syllables 152 (word length)
The point where the two lines intersect falls within the ninth grade
level.

Typically, readability formulas of the computational type
have two uses. They can be used to determine the readability of a
given text and thus predict the ease with which a reader can handle
the text. Klare (1984) points out that prediction research has primar-
ily a psychometric orientation and that; since the appearance of the
first readability formula, correlations in the low .90s have been re-
ported. Textbook publishers routinely publicize the readability lev-
els of their books, expressed as grade levels. However, this practice
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Graph for Estimating ReadabilityExtended

Expanded directionS for working readability graph

1. Randomly select three, (3) sample passages and Count but exactly_ 100 words
each; beginning With the beginning of a sentence. Do count proper nouns; ini-
tializations, and numerals.

2. Count the number Of Sent:thee& in the 100 words, estimating length of the frac-
tion of the last sentence to the nearest one-tenth.

3. Count the total number Of Syllables in the 100 word passage.Jf you don't have a
tiand counter available, an easy way is to simply put a thark above every syllable
over one in each Word, then When you get to the end of the passage; count the
number of marks and add 100. Small calculators tad be_used as counters by
pushing numeral 1, then pughifig the + sign for each word or syllable when
counting.

4. Enter graph with aveoge sehtehee logo, and average number of syllables; plot
dot _Where the two lines intersect. Area where dot is plotted will give you the

_ approximate grade level.
5. If a_grgat deal of variability is found in syllable count or Sentence count, putting

more samples into the aVerage iS desirable.
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6. A word is_cletined as a group of symbols with a space on either Side; thus, Joe,

1RA, 1945, and & arc each one word.
7. A syllable is defined as a phonetic syllable. Generally, there arc as many sylla-

bleS AS Vowel sounds: For example; stopped is one syllable and wanted is tWo
syllables. When counting syllables for numerals and initializations count one
Syllable for each symbol: For example; 1945 is four syllables, IRA is three syl-

lables, and & is one syllable.

Source: Edward Fry, "Fry's readability graph: Clarifications, and extension to level

/ 7,"Tournal of Reading, 1977; 21; 242-252. Reproduction permitted no copyright.

raises a problem in interpretation, because grade level is not an ab-
solute term. Chall; Conrad, and Harris (1977) have demonstrated
that the reading level of texts has consistently declined over the years
and that there has been a corresponding decline in Scholastic Apti-
tude Test kSAT) ScoteS. Moreover, when various readability formulas
are applied to the same passage, they may have different re.,ults.
Different formulas do not always assign the same rating to the varia-
bles of word or sentence difficulty.

EffórtS have beth made to help text authors write at specific
levels of difficulty, especially when they are writing textbooks for
specific grade levels. When readability formulas are used_ for pro-
ductiOn p-rposes to guide writersother problems surface. For
example, redueing the number of words per sentence by separating
clauses with periods rather than by conjUnctions results in a lower
readability score. However; conjunctions Often serve to clarify rela-
tionShipS between clauses; their deletion may require higher level§

of reasoning. For example:

Similarly; the story of Pandora appeals to us because it gives
an ingenious explanation for the presence of evils and dig=
eases on earth; and because the figure of Pandora herself,
despite the troubles she brought, is an attractive One.*

Similar4,, the stoq Of Pandora appeals to us. It gives an
ingenious explanation for the presence of evils and diseases
on earth. Also, the figure of Pandora is an attractive one,
even though she brought troubles to earth:

*Myths and Their Meaning. Max1. Herzberg. Allyn & Bacon, 1984, 20.
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The changes can SOmetimes increase difficulty of under-stand-
ing even though, on a formula_basis, the readability levd has been
decreased. Reducing sentence length is often used to dilute literary
classics for younger readers. While rewriting for improved clarity is
sometimes desiraNd, editing merely to reduce sentc.nce length often
create as many problems as it soives.

41ternative Procedures
Bearing in mind Singer and Donlan's formula (1985) for esti-

mating the expected reading age range of any group, it is clear that
simple reference to a grade level number is not sufficient for select=
ing the most appropriate texts. Moreover, only a limited number of
teachers_participate in textbook selectiOn. The course text may be
adopted by a school district committee, or it may be chosen by de-
partment chairs. In any caSe, the text is chosen without specific
knowledge of the ability of the sl.adents who will use it. SOmetimes
several texts, at various reading levels, are available; often a single
text must be used by all students in a given class. No matter what,
the teacher will need to determine the ability of students to use thetext or texts available. There are procedures teachers can apply i^
classrooms to estimate the difficulty of text for individual students;

The use of cloze procedureS haS been studied as an alternative
to traditional readability formulaS (Bormuth, 1975). In a cloZe pro=
cedure, the first and laSt sentences are left intact, and wordS are de-
leted from a passage at regular intervals (e.g., every fifth word
might be deleted);

Bobby and Willy are good friends. Bobby loves to play
but has never been to hit the ball.
SenSe of frustration is when the

other boyS him about his record
strikeouts. HiS friend Willy him some tech-
niques and him to work hard keep
practicing. Now Bobby is improving in his ability to hit the
ball.

The student fills in the blanks with words that fit the context. Exam=
ining the student's responseS enables the teacher to identify students

I
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for whom the text is toe_ difficult; too easy, or about right; This pro-
cedure has several benefits. First, it allows the teacher _to_select sup-
plementary materials at_ the appropriate level of difficulty for
students; second; it alerts _teachers to differences among students;
and third; it allows the_ teacher to decide how much reliance can be
placed on the text or_other materials as eonveyors_ of informatkin;

Speeifically; thiS prdcedure involves the following steps.
1; Select textbooks at several grade levels from your content

area: Take a passage of about 125 words from each book.
Leaving the first_ and last sentences of each passage intact;
delete every_ fifth Word and replace each with blanks of
uniform length.

2; Ask students to read the passages in order of diffieulty,
beginning with the easiest text. Ask them to insert_ the_ cor-
rect Word in eath blank. Count ag etottect onls those
words that are exact replacements (excluding spelling) of
the words in_the original text

3. Using this formula, determine the percentage correct
score:

Percent Correct = Words Correct x 100
Total Number of Blanks

4. For ease of scoring, an answer sheet can be used With
numbered spaces that correspond to the blanks.

Generally; a score between 40 and 60 percent correct indi-
cates the student can read the text at the instructional level; the stu-
dent can use the text with the help of the teacher. A score below 40
percent indicates that the text is at the frustration level; it is too dal:
cult A score above 60 percent indicates that the text is at the inde-
pendent level; it can be used without assistance;

The doze procedure results also indicate the range of reading
ability in the class. Using this information, the teacher can select
and assign supplementary reading materials at the appropriate level
of difficulty for each student. Many school libraries have reference
books that list and annotate textbooks, supplementary instructional
materials, and other print resources. The annotations include read-
ability levels that can help teachers make appropriate selections for
students when the assigned text is too easy or too difficult;
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Two words of caution are important. Fir St, remember
Goddlad's observation (1984) that in classes he studied less than 5
percent of class time was devoted to reading. If readingeither
orally or silently is expected to be an independent task fOr Stu:
dentS, care must be taken to select books that studentS can read inde-
pendently. Second; cloze techniques work beSt When the passage is
near the student's reading level. Often, very good readers choose
synonyms for the cOrrect word when filling in thl blanks. TheSe
synonyms must be counted as incorrect because they are inexact re-
SponSes. Therefore; when using cloze techniqueS, ãcàrëful review
of scores is needed to insure that the results are not artificially low.

Another tool for teachers who are trying to arrive at agood
match betWeen text and students is the Degrees of Reading Power
(okP) test developed by the New YOrk State Education Department
in cooperation with Bert Koslin of Touchstone Applied Science As-
sociates. Currently the College Board (n.d.) has the rights to the
DRP test.

Essentially, the test provides a continuous Scale of reading
achievement scores for students from grade three to twelve and be-
yond. The student achievement tests use a doze format. All infor7
rnation needed to answer the test questions is included in the reading
passage, so the effect of any individual's memory or perSOnal expe-
rience is minimized. In addition to measuring Student reading skill;
the same scale can be applied to reading passages or textbooks. Us7
ing a readability formula, the College Board analyzes textbookS and
aSSignS a readability score that is expressed in the Same terms as the
Student achievement score. Thus, a single scale is the basis for as-
sessing both the text's readability and the students' reading power.

One additional feature Of the DRP is especially important to
teacherS. From the student's raw score, three other Score§ can be
interred: the independent level of reading, the irWructional level of
reading; and the frustration level of reading. These levels indicate,
respectively, the level of passage difficulty a student Can handle
alone, with instructional assistance; or the level beyond Which the
Student is unlikely to comprehend the text even With the assistance
of the teacher. By comparing these three scores for the students in a
given class, the teacher can determine the range of reading ability of
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the class. The information can guide text and supplementary materi-
als selection. Teachers can decide which materials can be reason-
ably assigned to specific individuals for use inside or outside class.

The recognition that a single student reads on a variety of lev-
els suggests that individuals read some texts with greater facility
than others. Klare and Schumachet. (1981) have pointed out that
prior knowledge, incentives for gaining knowledge, and reading in-
terest all incluence a student's ability to comprehend different texts.
The student who reads a history text with ease may find it very diffi-
cult to read a physics text, even though both books are written at the
same level of difficulty according to a readability formula.

What are the features of a text that make it readable?
Recent research on the nature of the interaction between the

reader and the text suggests that many extrntextual features influ-
ence the reader's ability to learn from text Re&kTs' prior knowledge
influences the degree to which they will be able to make text mean-
ingful. This prior knowledge, however, is more than content knowl-
edge. It also includes the reader's understanding of how language
works, how texts are structured, and how various parts of the text
work together. Consequently, it is important to consider one more
factor when examining texts and other reading materials: the lan-
guage structures in the text itself that facilitate or interfere with the
ability of students to comprehend (Estes; 1982):

Some research has been conducted that illuminates the con-
gruence between the rules for structuring text that are known to
young readers and the application of those rules in stories, or narra-
tives. However, Estes (1982) points out that this line of research has
been less fruitful when it examines the rules that govern content area
textbooks. Chapter titles, paragraph divisions, subtitles, and illus7
trations with captions are all intended to help the reader understand
the text. Unfortunately; when Anderson; Armbruster, and Kantor
(1980) examined a variety of textbooks for different age groups and
in different subject matters, they found that the texts were organized
around misleading titles; the main ideas were often obscure, crucial
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information was omitted, the tektS Often presented contradictory in-
formation, and the tea§ Were ambiguous.

The struettireS inherent in text are; of course, only half 6f the
issue, if Orie believes that text and reader interact. Estes (1982) re-
ports research that examines the Other half of the partnership. In an
effort to understand MO readers perceive text; Estes designed a pro:
cedure using these steps:

1. Readers were asked to divide texts into "idea units," indi-
cating where in the text ail idea began and where it ended.

2: Readers were aSked to rate the importance of these ideaS
with re-SO-et to their perception of the author'S Main
points.

3; Readers were asked o Mte the familiarity of these ideas.
4: Readers were aSked to read text passages and to reCbtd

everythihg they bOiild recall from the reading.
Using théSé procedures; Estes has begun to develop a picture

of several texts as they are perceived by readers. One of the interest-
ing outcomes of this work iS that there is only a moderate relatioti=
ship between the inipOrtance of an idea and the likelihood 6f its
being reme,-fibered. Upon examination, EStes noticed that these im-
portant, but poorly recalled ideas, are Often expressed in very dense
chunks of prose:

A species is a population of individuals that are more or less
alike and that interbreed and produce fertile offspring under
natural conditions.

Similarly, important principles often we -e not stated explicitly Or
were not given Sufficient emphasis. The use of inconsistent 6r un-
representative examples of principles alSo leads to conftision for the
reader. Often, the details of the example are remembered more
clearly than the principle the example illustrates.

Several réSearchers have attempted to rewrite textbooks to see
if comprehension could be increased. Wetmore (1980) developed
seven guidelines for making tekt mcire clear:

I. Write unimportant ideas as briefly as possible. avoiding
the use of vivid examples.
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2. Tighten the relationships between examples and important
ideas.

3. Turn negative statements of important principles into posi-
tive ones.

4. Enumerate important points.
5: Attach semantic labels to important concepts:
S. Underline technical terms.
7. Indicate straw men, or arguments that are set up to be dis-

proven.
Wetmore found that rewriting text passages following these

guidelines led to an increase in the total number of ideas recalled, in
the number of important ideas recalled, and in the correlation be-
tween the importance of an idea and the likelihood of its recall.

While it is unlikely that teachers will restructure or rewrite
text, the guidelines do suggest two ways teachers can help students
learn from text. First, these guidelines can be used as the bas's for
the teacher's lecture, whether the lecture illustrates the principles
contained in the text or uses the text as the elaboration of the lecture.
Second, the teacher can directly assist students in using their text-
books by drawing attention to technical terms, straw men argu-
ments, and important concepts or key points. Specific suggestions
for helping students learn from text can be found in Chapters 4; 5,
and 9 of this volume.

Summary
For a long _time, readability formulas have been recom-

mended as a way for teachers to gauge students potential difficulty
with textbooks. Readability formulas typically indicate text diffi-
culty by using a quantitative measure of word and sentence length;
that is, longer words and sentences are assumed to be more difficult
than shorter words and sentences. More recently, however, it has
been argued that readability ft,tmulas are at best only a rough indi-
cator of how students will respond to a text. Alternative procedures
that tcadv-trs can use to estimate the match between students' reading
achievement and the difficulty level of the text include the doze pro-
cedure and the DRP test. Both of these procedures yield estimates of
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readability in terms of the independent; instruction; and frustration
levels of reading. However; like readability formulas, the clo2e and
the DRP do not adequately measure three other factors that influence
how well students will comprehend their assigned texts. These addi-
tional factors include the reader's interest; background knowledge,
and the Structure of the text itself: Although teachers are liniited in
what they can do to alter any of these three factorS, they can make
students aware of the importance of using prior knowledge and text
structure to comprehend what they read.
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PART THREE

owing How



David W. Mooreoo Ann G. Murphy

Selection of Materials

What are the best procedures for textbook selection in the
content areas?
Textbooks are a central feature of secondary Scheel instruction. De-
Seriptive research into U.S. secondary Scheel instruction indicates
the prevalent use of textbooks (Fancett & Hawke, 1982; GOodlad,
1984; Jarolittiek, 1977; Stake & Easley, 1978). FurtheritiOrc, his-
tbrital research indicates that this prevalente haS persisted for at
leaSt the past 100 years (Cuban, 1984). In Most schools; each stu-
dent receives a copy of the ;ext adopted for each class. The texts
then constitute the core of Mc curriculum; teachers rely bri them as
the prirhary sources of the informatiOri tb be ithparted to students.
HOWever, as noted in the first chapter Of thiS volume; the actual reli-
ance students place on texts is suSpect. Students seem to rely to
varying degrees on teacher's' restatements or explanatibriS Of textual
materials.

This chapter presents information abeut selecting textbooks.
First; reasons for the authority of teXtbooks are depicted in order to
emphasize the necessity for careful textbook selection. Then tWo se-
lection prOcedures are presented, checklists ahd field tests.

The Authority of Textbooks
The centrality of textbooks to schoOling come§ in part from

two sources of authority. One sourceis the nature of the written lan-
guage they contain (Olson, 1980). Written materials dissociate the
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author from the reader; the sender of the message is separated from
the receiver. This separation provides an impression of objectivity
and validity that frequently is missing in face to face conversation.
Students are unable to argue with or question an author who is ab-
sent Along with the dissociation of writer and speaker, the writing
style of textbooks grants them much authority. Textbook authors
generally assume an all knowing stance. Textbooks cover substantial
amounts of information, so detailed accounts that informally con-
nect phenomena to readers' lives are rare. Finally, textbooks can be
difficult to understand. Readers who struggle for basic comprehen-
sion of textbook contents have little capacity left for thinking crit-
ically about those contents. Thus, the magisterial tone o Atbooks
leads readers to grant them much prestige.

Another source of text authority comes from the ideology of
traditional schooling _(Luke, DeCastrell, & Luke, 1983). A preva-
lent ideology of U.S. schools is cultural reproduction; that is,
schools are expected to transmit a common body of knowledge to
their students. Secondary school students are expected to know the
Bill of Rights and be familiar with the periodic table of elements.
Graduating seniors are expected to know about the contributions of
Confucius, Marie Curie; Ernest Hemingway, and other historical
figures. Such expectations lead teachers to rely on textbooks be-
cause they are handy repositories of this approved information.

Teachers rely on textbdokS for reasons other than the authority
textbooks assume. Teachers save preparation time by systematically
presenting information from a textbook; finances limit materials availa-
ble; and managing students is easier with only a few materials because
routines are easier to control. Indded, reliance on textbooks occurs
only because many powerful forces contribute to it.

Selection Procedures
Given the prevalence and authority of single textbooks in sec-

ondary schools, procedures should be followed for selecting only
the best ones. Although data based evidence is lacking, the most
effective textbook selection procedure seems to involve the use of
checklists and field tests. These procedures are recommended be-
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cause few worthwhile alternatives are available; Readability form.=
las, the cloze procedure, and the Degrees of Reading POwer (bkii)
test (as presented in the preceding chapter) provide Some informa-
tion about the difficulty of a textbook, but they are not acceptable
criteria by themselves. Additional information is needed to decide
the suitability of a particular text

Farr and Talley (1985) report that ad-option cornmi,tees select
most textbooks. In some cases, review talc-6S place at both state and
district levels. In studying the processes of selection, thesc research;
ers found a need for improvement and suggested a focuS on
Strengthening the validity and utility of the criteria uSed in the selec-
tion process; Their review of 70 criteria Sheet§ used by school dis-
tricts found only one common criterion the copyright dt.te of the
textb-ook.

Farr and Talley recommend the following for improving
adoption practices:

1. Recognize that selecting a tektbook is not the same as se-
lecting a curriculum.

2. Focus attention on those factors moSt likely to identify ef-
fective textbooks. Shorten and focurs criteria lists; include
criteria from research on effeetive learning.

3. Review specific examples of each of the criteria. Identify
specific strengths and weaknesses of each textbook re-
viewed.

4. Try out and revise all evaluation procedures to be used in
the adoption process prior to implementing the actual re=
v iew.

5. Take time for committee memberS to learn about the re-
view process, to develop valid and reliable procedures,
and to actually review the textbooks in depth.

6. Conduct review and adoption processes at the local dis-
trict or school level.

checklists. As Farr and Tulley indicated; checklists can be
valuable tools for evaluating textbooks and other instructional mate=
rials; they focus attention on specific aspects of materialS that might
be overlooked. Checklists also can be derived from re-search into
features of text that affect understanding. There is research evidence
that supports certain conventions of writing (Klare, 1984). For in=
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stance, clear textual headings, illustrations, and graphics produce
reasonably consistent effects on reading comprehension under cer-
tain conditions (Levie & Lentz; 1982; Wright; 1977). Items that fo-
cus textbook selectors' attention to these features can be placed in a
checklist. Finally, checklists go beyond the aspects of a passage that
readability formulas assess. For instance, they can focus evaluators'
attention on the effectiveness of introductions and conclusions found
in chapters. This characteristic allows checklists to provide perspec-
tives that are more complete than the perspectives provided by read-
ability formulas (Davison, Lutz; & Roalef; 1981).

Many checklists have been proposed for evaluating second-
ary textbooks (Armbruster & Anderson, 1981; Clewell & Clifton,
1983; Harker, 1977; Irwin & Davis, 1980; Jevitz & MeintS, 1979;
Readence; Bean; & Baldwin, 1986; Singer, 1986; Vaughan & Estes,
1986). Although many of the criteria included on these checklists
are derived from research based infOrmation about what is associ-
ated with readable texts, it is important to realizethat none of the
lists has been validated; no study of the outcomes of using checklists
was found. Two checklists that illustrate the status of this tool for
textbook selection follow (Irwin & Davis, 1980; Singer, 1986).

Irwin-Davis Readability Checklist*

This checklist is design:A to help you evaluate the readabil-
ity of your classroom texts. It can best be used if you rate
your text while you are thinking of a specific class. Be sure
to compare the textbook to a fictional ideal rather than to
another text. Your goal is to find out what aspects of the text
are or are not less than ideal. Finally, consider supplemen-
tary workbooks as part of the textbook and rate them to-
gether. HaVe fun!

Rate the questions below using the following rating system:

5 Excellent
4 Good
3 Adequate
2 Poor
1 Unacceptable

NA Not appropriate
* From J.W. Irwin and C.A. Davis "Assessing Readability: The Chet:1'11,A Approach." Jour-
nal of Reading. 1980. 24. 129-130.
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Tektb6ok Title
Publisher
Copyright Date

Understandability
A Are the assumptions about students' vocabulary

knowledge appropriate?
B. Are the assumptions about studentS' priot

knowledge of this content area appropriate?
C Are the assumptions about students general ex=

periential background appropriate?
Does the teacher's manual provide the teacher
with ways to develop and review the StudentS'
conceptual and experiential backgrounds?

E. Are the new concepts explicitly linked to the
students' prior knowledge or to their eXperien=
tial backgrounds?

F. Does the text introduce abstract conceptS by ac=
companying them with many concrete example?

G. Does the text introduce new concepts one at a
time with a sufficient number of examples for
each one?
Are definitions understandable and at a loWer
level of abstraction than the concept being de=
fined?
Is the level of sentence comillexity appropriate
for the students?
Are the main ideas of paragraphs, chapters, and
subsections clearly stated?

K. Dcres the text avoid irrelevant details?
L. Does the text explicitly state important complex

relationships (e.g., causality; conditionality)
rather than always expecting the reader to infer
them from the context?
Does the teacher's manual providelists ofacces-
sible resources containing alternative readings
for very poor or very advanced readers?
IS the readability level appropriate (according to
a readability formula)?
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Learnability

Organization
A Is an introduction provided in each chapter?
B. Is there a clear and simple organizational pat-

tern relating the chapters to each other?
C. Does each chapter have a clear, explicit, and

simple organizational structure?
D. Does the text include resources such as an in-

dex, glossary, and table of contents?
Do questions and activities draw attention to the
organizational pattern of the materials (e.g.,
chronolog'.cal, cause and effect, spatial, topi-
cal)?
Do consumable materials interrelate well with
the textbook?

Reinforcement
A. Doe. the text provide opportunities for students

to practice using new concepts?
Are there summaries at appropriate intervals in
the text?
Does the text provide adequate iconic aids such
as maps, graphs, illustrations, etc. to reinforce
concepts?
Are there adequate suggestions for usable sup-
plementary activities?
Do these activities pro-ide for a broad range of
ability levels?

F. Are there literal recall questions provided for
the students' self-review?
Do some of the questions encourage the stu-
dents to draw inferences?

H. Are there discussion questions which encourage
creative thinking?
Are questions clearly worded?

Motivation
A Does the teacher's manual provide introductory

activities that will capture students' interest?
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B. Are chapter titles and subheadings concrete,
meaningful, or interesting?
Is the writing style of the text appealing to the
students?

D. Are the activities motivating? Will they make
the student want to pursue the topic further?
Does the book clearly show how the knowledge
being learned might be used by the learner in
the future?

F. Are the cover, format, print size, and pictures
appealing to the students?
Does the text provide positive and motivating
models for both sexes, as well as for other ra-
cial, ethnic, and socioeconomic groups?

Readability Analysis
Weaknesses

1. On which items was the book rated the lowest?
2. Did these items tend to fall in certain categories?
3. Summarize the weaknesses of this text.
4. What can you do in class to compensate for the weak-

nesses of this text?

Assets

1. On which items was the book rated the highest?
2. Did these items fall in certain categories?
3. Summarize the assets of this text.
4. What can you do in class to take advantage of the assets

of this text?

Singer Friendly Text Evaluation Scale*

DIrecuons: Read each criterion and judge the degree of
agreement or disagreement between it and the text. Then
circle the number to the right of the criterion that ind'cates
your judgment.
1. SA = Strongly Agree 4. D = Disagree
2. A = Agree 5. SD = Strongly Disagree
3. U = Uncertain

* Harry Singer in E.K. Dishner et al. tEds ). Reading in the content Areas, second edition.
Copyright 1986 by Kendall/Hunt. Reprinted by permission of Kendall/Hunt Publishing Com-
pany.
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L Organization SA A U D SD
1. The introductions to the book and

to each chapter explain their pur-
poses.

2. The introduction provides infor-
mation on the sequence of the
text's contents.

3. The introduction communicates
how the reader should learn from
the text.

4. The ideas presented in the text fol-
low a unidirectional sequence.
One idea leads to the next.

5. The type of paragraph structure
organizes information to facilitate
memory. For example, objects
and their properties are grouped
together so as to emphasize rela-
tionships.

6. Ideas are hierarchically structured
either verbally or graphically.

7. The author provides cues to the
way information win bc pre-
sented. For example, the author
states: "There are five points to
consider."

8. Signal words (conjunctions,
adverbs) and rhetorical devices
(problem-solution, q...:stion-
answer, cause-effect, comparison-
contrasi, aigument-proof) inter-
relate sentences, paragraphs, and
larger units of discourse.

Discourse Consistency
9. The style of writing is consistent

and coherent. For example, the
paragraphs, sections, and chapters
build to a conclusion. They begin
with a general statement and then
present supporting ideas. The text

1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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has a combination of these pat-
terns. Any one of these patterns
would fit this consistency crite-
rion.

Cohesiveness
10. The text is cohesive. That is, the

author ties ideas together from
sentence to sentence, paragraph to
paragraph, chapter to chapter.

II. Explication
11. Some texts may be read at more

than one level, e.g., descriptive
vs. theoretical. The text orients
students to a level that is appropri-
ate for the student.

12. The text provides reasons for
functions or events. For example,
the text, if it is a biology text, not
only lists the differences between
arteries and veins, but it also ex-
plains why they are different.

13. The text defines terms as they are
introduced at a level that is famil-
iar to the student.

14. The text provides necessary back-
ground knowledge. For example,
the text introduces new ideas by
reviewing or reminding readers of
previously required knowledge or
concepts.

15. The author uses examples, analo-
gies, metaphors, similies, person-
ifications, or allusions that clarify
new ideas and make them vivid.

16. The author explains ideas in rela-
tively short active sentences.

17. The explanations or theories that
underlie the text are made explicit,
e.g., Keynesian theory in Sam-
uelson's economic text; Skinner's

7
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theory in Bijou ..K1 Baer's Child
Developrnent; behavioristic or ge-
stalt theories in 1 2 3 4 5psychology texts.

III: Conceptual Density
18: Ideas are introduced, defined or

clarified, integrated with seman-
tically related ideas previously
presented in the text, and exam7
ples are given before additional
ideas are presented.

19: Tlv, vocabulary load is appropri-
ate. For example, usually only one
new vocabulary item per para-
graph occurs throughout the text.

20; Content is accurate, up to date,
and not biased.

IV. Metadiscourse
21. The author talks directly to the

reader to explain how to learn
from the text. For example, the
author states that some informa-
tion in the text is more important
than other information.

22. The author establishes a purpose
or goal for the text.

23. The authbr_ supplies collr Tal in-
formation for putting events into
context.

24. The text points out relationships to
ideas previously presented in the
text or to the reader's prior knowl-
edge.

V. Instructional Devices
25; The text contains a logically orga-

nized table of contents:
26: The text has a glossary that de-

fines technical terms in under-
standable language;

27; The index integrates concepts dis-
persed throughout the text;

Selection of Materials
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28. There are overviews, preposed
questions, or graphic devices such
as diagrams, tables, and graphs
throughout_ the teXt that emphasize
what is to _be learned in the chap-
ters or sections.

29. The text includes marginal anno-
tations _or footnotes that instruct
the leader.

30: The text contains chapter summar-
ies that reflect its main ints.

31. The text_ has_ problems or ques-
tions at the_literal, interpretive.
applied, and evaluative levels _at
the end of the chapter that help the
reachr understand knowledge pre-
sented in the text.

32. The text contains _headings and
subheadings that :divide the text
into categories that enable readers
to perceive the major ideas.

33: The author provides information
in the text or at the end_ of the
chapters or text that enable the
reader to apply the_ knowledge in
the text to rzw situations.

34 The author uses personal pro-
nouns that make the text more in-
teresting to the reader.

Total

Score
Add the numbers circled.
Score range: 34 to 170 points

Mterp relation of Scores
A score door to 34 implies the
text is friendly; scores closer to
170 suggest the text is unfriendly.

.1 9
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Field Jests. Because no evidence is available, little can be said
about the research evidence supporting field tests as a procedure for
selecting textbooks. Few discussions of how to conduct field tests
are available. This section, which distinguishes between field test
tryouts and field test inventories, necessarily will be brief.

Field test tryouts consist of classroom trials using materials
being considered for selection. Teachers use samples of the materi-
als to conduct lessons as part of their everyday classroom routine.
The difference between a field test tryout and regular instruction is
that with tryouts teachers pay especially close attention to their stu-
dents' reactions to the rnaterials. If the students correctly answer
questions about much of the material, teachers have reason to be-
lieve the level of difficulty is appropriate. If students comment that
the materials are interesting, then teachers have more positive data
to consider. Trying out materials for an extended time is recom-
mended.

Rather than trying out materials in several lessons; field test
inventories can be conducted. These inventories are patterned after
gr-oup reading inventories, also termed content reading inventories
(Readence, Bean, & Baldwin, 1986; Roe, Stoodt, & Burns, 1983).
The difference is that the outcomes of field test inventories are used
to make decisions about selecting materials, whereas the outcomes
of traditional reading_inventories are used to make decisions about
instructing students. Field test inventories consist of a set of 10 to 20
questions derived from a portion of the text being considered for
selection. Students read the portion of text and answer On questions
on their own. Materials are considered suitablefor instruction if the
students correctly answer about 75 per.:ent of the questions. The
following is a sample field test inventory presented by Roe and his
colleagues (1983, p. 288).

Sample Field Test Inventory*

Vocabulary

1. What is meant by the term diplomacy?
2. Define secede. Define allies.

*.From 11.D. Roe. B.D. Stoodt._and P.C. Rurns;_Secondary ScbootRewfing Instruction: The
Content Areas, second_ edition. Copyright 1983 by Houghton Mifflin. Reprinted by permis-
sion of Houghton Mifflih.
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3. What is a synonym for the word treaty?
4. Divide the word confederation into syllables.
5. Write the definition of the word relations as used in the

passage.
6. What did the author mean by "keeping their grip on the

Northwest'?

Literal Comprehension
I. What job did John Jay have in the Confederation govern-

ment'? -(IDe tail)

2. Why did the English remain in forts along the Great
Lakes? (Detail)

3. Why was the Treaty of Paris important to the people of
Tennessee and Kentucky? (Detail)

4. List, in order, the sequence of steps in the discussion of
problems with Spain. (Sequence)

Interpretive Comprehension
I. Do you agree with the directive of Congress to Jay in

1786? Why or why not? (Evaluation)
2. What do you think the people began to want from their na-

tional government? What makes you think this? (Inibrence)
3. Why did the U.S. Under the Articles have so much diffi-

culty in dealing with other nations? (Conclusion)

A great deal of teacher judgment is involved in field test try-
iouts and nventories. To repeat, there iS a clear need for research

based insights and guidelines into procedures for textbook selection
in the content areas.

Qualifications
Two qualifications should be kept in mind about the teXtbOok

selection procedures described. First, checkliStS and field teStS seem
to be useful for evaluating teXtS on a SomeWhat general level: They
are not designed to pinpoint all the specific strengths and limitations
of texts. Materials typically are uneven in their coverage of aSpects
of the curriCulurIl. For instance, a U.S. hiStOry text might present
westward expansion quite well but treat Reconstriction superfi-
cially. The presentation of certain topics might be inaccurate or in-
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complete: Teachers need to be sensitive to the Shortcomings of the
texts as they guide their studentS throUgh them.

Second, selection procedures need to emphasize consider-
ations about the instructional design as well as the ilistructiOnal con-
tent of texts: The checklist and field test procedureS preSented here
are appropriate for determining whether Students find materials un-
derstandable. CheckliStS and field tests were not presented as proce-
dures for determining whether the materials adequately cOvered the
content and skills expected of students in a particidar School district.
For example, a U.S. history text might present excellent higher or-
der comprehension questiOnS but virtually ignore the nature of the
pluralistic societY in the United States. If a strong treatment of
multicultural education were considered erucial for Meeting the ob-
jectives of a school district's curritulum, then the U.S. history text
would have a serious shortcoming. Remember, textbook selection
Should be based 011 concerns for instructional content as well a8 in:
structional design:

Summary
In summary, some powerful forceS lead to the prevalence of

textbooks. Given the prevalence and authority of textbooks, proce-
dures are crucial for selecting the best ones. Although the absence
of research into this issue is extremely diSconcerting, the use of
checklists and field tests seemS to comprise the best procedures:
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Donna E. Alvermann

Integrating Oral and Written
Language

How can teachers integrate oral and written language
instruction?
In the everyday use of the word integration, as in the integration of
the language arts, you might think the word means a bringing to-
gether of elements that otherwise would not be joined naturally. On
the other hand, like Atwell (1983; p. 23), you might believe that
integrating the language arts is a superfluous process, given that
"language is always whole...that readers are also speakers, listen-
ers; and writers; and that to be any one of these means you will be
all of them."

Semantics aside, the holistic view of language as a communi-
cative process provides a convenient and reasonable framework in
which to explore ways of integrating oral and written language in-
struction. It is important for teachers to foster students' ability to
communicate as social beings and to read, talk, listen, or write as
the occasion demands, not as a discrete skills lesson dictates.

There is a three part answer to the question, "How can teach-
ers integrate oral and written language instruction9" The first part
describes the research basis for the oral language and reading con-
nection; the second part does the same for the writing and reading
connection; and the third part contains two strategies (whose com-
ponent activities are based in research) for helping teachers inte-
grate oral and written language instruction.
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Speaking and Reading
There is strong correlational evidence of the relationship be-

tween children's oral language competency and their achievement in
reading (Loban, 1963; Ruddell, 1965). Beyond the correlational
data, however, there are few studies that explore the nature of the
cognitive relationship between listening and reading or speaking and
reading (Crafton, 1983; Pegolo, 1983). Research on the relation-
ship between speaking and reading primarily has been &One With
younger children (Ashton-Warner, 1963; Cochran:Sniith, 1984;
Han-sell, 1984; Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984).

Aside from the large process-product studies in which class-
room interaction was investigated for its mediating influence on
achievement (e.g. Brophy,_ 1979); there are few studies that look at
how teachers verbal patterns differentially affect Secondary stu-
dents' ability to interact in _group discussions over assigned content
readings (Alvermann, Dillon, & O'Brien; n.d.; Berglund, 1985;
David Son, 1985; Padak, 1985; Wilkerson, 1985). AlthOugh these
studies suffer from limited generalizability becauSe of the small
number of students involved in each of the investigations, the results
are fairly uniform.

In general, secondary school students' discussion -of What
they have read is limited to short answerS (sometiineS only two to
ten words); and their responses are directed to the teacher, rather
than to one another. Recitation, rather than discussion, is a more
accurate descriptor of most classroom interaction. ExceptiOnS do
exist, however. In one study, there was an exception to the recitation
mode when the teacher used teacher/student generated lessons as
opposed to teacher manual generated lessons (Wilkerson, 1985).
Another exception was reported in a study by Walberg, Schiller, and
Haertel (1979). Both studies showed that suident centered discus-
Sion is advantageous to learning. The implication is that the degree
of students' oral participation in completing textbook related tasks
can color what and how much they learn from reading.

Writing and Reading

Several research studies conducted at the secondary school
level have Shown that the better the reader, the better the writer and
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vice versa: Other studies have demonstrated the positive effectS Of
writing instruction upon reading development. Explanations of Why
Writing instruction has an impact on reading development have var-
ied frbin those that claim writing influences sight word recognition
to those that view writing as a memory enhancer. Still others have
suggested that writing instruction improves reading comprehension
becauSe reading and writing are reciprocal processes that involve
the structuring of meaning (Applebee, 1984; Gebhard, 1983;
Shanahan; 1980).

Further reading and writing relationships have been sug-
gested, bOth from a theoietical perspective and from empirical evi-
dence. Sriiith (1981) has argued that reading and writing fluency are
learned as a result of experiencing the processes involved, not as a
result of having been taught how to read and write per se. Petro Sky
(1982) hag argtied that students should be encouraged to make pub-
liC their thinking about how they respond to what they are required
to read:

Others have viewed reading as a monitoring process that en-
ables writers to make decisions about where they will go next in
ebhgttucting meaning (Murray, 1982). In addition to developing
self-cOnfidenCe in the writer, reading for the purpose of monitoring
also can aid comprehension of the text. Shank lin's view (1..i82) of the
writing process casts reading in an important role. She points out
that writerg rriugt read the text they have created for several reasons:
(1) aS a Means of confirming that what they have written is what
they intended to write; (2) as a revisionist strategy for constraining
what is forthcoming in terms of text production; (3) as a meanS Of
diScoVering one's own thoughtsof reflecting on the old in hopes of
diScbvering the new; and (4) as a solution to the bottleneck caused
by short term memory limitations:

The writer-reader relationship also has been examined from
the View of writing and reading as plan based speech acts. That is;
tektS are produced by writers who have plans for how they can best
communicate with readers; likewise, readers develop plans for mak-
ing sense out of what writers are trying to communicate. Specifi-_
cally, Tierney (1982, p. 78) has identified three overlapping sets of
concerns of both writers and readers as follows:
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Writers for what and how the text might be negotiated by
readers;
Readers for what writers are trying to do; and
Readers for what they as readers need to do (for purposes
of accomplishing a task or achieving an understanding).

In summary, writers and speakers do not just produce lan-
guage for readers and listeners. Rather, writers; speakers, readers,
and listeners all engage in reciprocal processes aimed at creating
understanding through shared responsibilities of communication. To
quote Nystrand and Himley (1984, p. 198), "When readers under-
stand a text, an exchange of meaning has taken place; Writers have
succeeded in speaking to readers."

Strategies that Help Teachers Integrate Oral and Written
Language Instruction

Whether spoken or written, language is a highly complex and
interdependent system for communicating ideas and needs. By its
very nature, language learning implies that reading; writing, speak-
ing, and listening are inextricably tied. Here, the purpose is to pro-
vide two strategies that integrate, rather than isolate, the four
language arts described. Although neither strategy has a strong em-
pirical base in terms of its effectiveness; each incorporates several
activities grounded in current theory and research;

Listen-read-discass: A content reading strategy. The Listen-
Read-Discuss (1..7n-D) strategy was developed by Manzo and Casale
(1985). It provides teachers with an instructional format that uses
students' prior knowledge; optimizes the effectiveness of minilec-
tures; and approximates the steps of a Directed Reading Activity
(DKr): In the DRT, readers are motivated to read, exposed to relevant
vocabulary, guided in their interpretations of the reading; and pro-
vided with the appropriate practice or followup activities. The steps
of the L-R-D follow:

1. Choose a particularly well-organized and well-written
portion of the text to introduce this strategy.

2. Provide students with a minilecture about that portion of
the text.
Direct students to read the pages in the text that cover the
material they heard in the minilecture.
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4. Involve student8 in a postreading discussion of the as-
signed tekt in which basic understandings are clarified and
more critical issues are raised: Following is a list of que8=
tions suggested to evoke the type_of diScu8Sion Specified:

What did you underStand best from what you read?
What did you understand least from what you heard and
read?
What questions or thoughts did thiS leSSon raiSe in your
mind? (p. 733)

Free response and opinion proof: A readmg and writing strat-
egy. The theoretical rationale behind the free response and opinion
proof strategy developed by Santa, Dailey, and NelScin (1985, pp.
347-351) is based on four welFreSearched principles: (I) Students
need to use their background knowledge to comprehend what they
read; (2) students must learn to monitor their comprehension; (3)
reading and writing require similar cognitive processing; and (4)
peer editing of students' written productS enhanceS critical evalua-
tion and thoughtboth central to the reading and writing process;

The four steps of the free response and opinion proof strategy
follow.

1. Free response. Introduce Students to free reSponse with a
literary or content selection that generates diversity of
opinion as well as emotional reactions from students. One
selection that has been used successfully with_junior high
and high school students is the short Story "Old Horse."
Give student8 the Story With key vocabulary and ideas un-
derlined or italicized to stimulate student reaction and dis-
cussion.

Begin with questions to help studentS uSe the;: Own
background knowledge in thinking about the selection.
For example, "Are there any teachers you will never for-
get? Why? Have you ever been called obnoxious names?"
Then let students examne the title and predict why thiS
particular character is called Old Horse. Before reading,
tell students that every time they come to an underlined or
italicized phrase or word; they should stop reading and
write their reactions in the margin. Anything they jot
down is correct: no one is going to be judgmental.
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After students have finished reading and responding,
lead a discussion focusing on their free responses. Free
discussion and divergent opinions are encouraged with the
teacher remaining the impartial facilitator so student re-
sponses become the catalyst for discussion.

When the discussion has run its logical course, discuss
the effectiveness of free response as a reading procedure,
leading students to note that the technique generates a
lively_discussion going far beyond mere recall of informa-
tion. In fact, inferential, evaluative, and analytical think-
ing are the rule. Help students understand that free
response encourages active involvement in reading and
the integration of their own background knowledge with
the selection's message.

2. Opinion proof Following free response, begin the writing
component by introducing students to an opinion proof
writing guide. Students should examine their free re-
sponses to determine any common theme or opinions. In
using "Old Horse," suggest that readers write in the left=
hand column of the guide (see Example I following the
story) an opinion about Old Horse. Next, have students
reread the selection, underlining evidence to support their
particular opinions. Any opinion is correct as long as it
can be substantiated with evidence or inferences generated
in the selection;

3. Writing. Students then write notes from their free re-
sponses and from the ideas they have underlined. When
completed; students use the information to write about the
selection. The opinion statement on the guide becomes the
main idea of the paragraph, and the notes become the sup-
porting details.

At this point, use the framed paragraph as part of in-
struction in writing; Framed paragraphs take many forms
depending on the assignment and the writing needs of stu-
dents. (Example 2 relates to "Old Horse.")

4. Peer editing. The fina'i step in this strategy is peer editing.
Develop with the students a checklist specifying criteria
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for editing their paragraphs; For this assignment, the
checklist might include: Does my paragraph contain a
main idea statement? Do I have evidence to support my
main idea?

After developing the criteria; the students divide into
editing groups of two or three and read one another's para-
graphs. In addition to enjoying one another's writing, stu-
dents suggest revisions based on these checklist criteria.
For example, students determine if paragraphs contain
well-developed main ideas or opinion statements. Then
they evaluate whether the opinion statements are convinc-
ing, given the evidence presented in the body of the paper.
Student editors also offer suggestions regarding mechan-
ics and spelling. After editing, the authors can revise be-
fore submitting the draft for teacher evaluatio.i.

Old Horse*

Old Horse was the algebra instructor at the school where I
teach. I don't remember his real name any more. But he had
a long face with big, square teeth, and so the students called
him Old Horse.

Perhaps they would have liked him more if he hadn't
been so sarcastic. With his cutting remarks Old Horse
could force the most brazen student to stare at the floor in
silence. Even the faculty had a healthy respect for his sharp
tongue.

One day a boy named Jenkins flared back at old
Horse, "But I don't understand this," said Jenkins, pointing
to a part of a problem on the board.

"I'm not surprised," said Old Horse. "But do try to
think a little today."

"But you don't help me enough," said Jenkins.
"I'm doing the best I can considering the material I

have to work with," said Old Horse.
"You're trying to make a jackass out of me, said

Jenkins, his face turning red.

"Old Horse:* Oliver Andresen, Luther Life, 1959; 71. Reprinted by permission of the author.
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"But, Jenkins; you make it so easy for me," Said Old
Horseand Jenkins' eyes retreated to the fir or.

Old Horse retired shortly after I came. Something
Wefit Wrong with his liver or stomach, and SO he left. Nb
(Me heard from him again.

One day, however, not too long before Old _HOrSe
left , a new boy came to school: Because he _had bud( teeth
ahd a harelip, everybody callerinitnRabbit. Nd One .leeMed
tO like Rabbit much either. Most of the time he kbod by
hiniSelf chewing his fingernails:

Since Rabbit came to school in the Middle of Oeto=
bet, he had make up work to do in algebra every day after
Sehool. Old Horse was surprisinglyLpatient durihg_ theSe
sessions He Wbuld explain anything Rabbit asked. Rabbit,
ih ttirfi, always did his homework._In fact, he came early to
ClaSs, if he could manage it Then after the lessoh, he WOUld
Walk With Old Horse to the parking lot:

Ofie Friday because of a faculty meeting Old librge
didift Meet with Rabbit. That afternoon I walked with Old
HOrse._We were passing the athletic field when suddehly he
StOpged ahd pointed. "What's the matter with that Ofier he
aSked. He was referring to Rabbit; standing alone theWing
hiS fingernails While watching some boys pass a fobtball.

"What dd you mean?" I asked:
"Why drieSn't he play ball; too?" Old Horse de=

rnanded.
"Oh, you know how it is. He came in later thah the

Others, ahd besides"
"Besides what?"
"Well, he'S different you know? He'll fit in sooher bt

later."
"Nb, nO, no. That won't do. They_mustift_leave him

out like that."
Then we had to break off the conversation becatiSe

Rabbit had hurried Over to join us: With a smile he walked
beside his teaCher, asking him questions:

Suddehly bite of the boys from the athletic field
called out, "Yea, Old Horse! Yea, Old Horse!" and then he
threw back hiS head afid went; "Wheeeeeeeeeee!" like a
horse's whinny.

Rabbit's face reddened with embarrassment. Old
Horse tOssed hiS head but said nothing:
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The next day the students from my fifth hour class
came to my room awfully excited. Old Horse had gone too
far, they said, he ought to be fired, When I asked what had
happened, they said he had picked on Rabbit. He had called
on Rabbit first thing and deliberately made him look ridicu-
lous.

Apparently Rabbit had gone to the board with confi-
dence. But when he began to put down some numbers, Old
Horse said they looked like animal tracks in snow. Every-
body snickered, and Rabbit got nervous.

Then Old Horse taunted him for a mistake in
arithmetic. "No, no, no. Can't you multiply now? Even a
rabbit can do that."

Everyone laughed, although they were surf3rised.
They thought Rabbit was Old Horse's pet. By now Rabbit
was so mixed up he just stood there, chewing his finger-
nails.

"Don't nibble!" Old Horse shouted. "Those are your
fingers, boy, not carrots!"

At that Rabbit took his seat without being told and
put his red face in his hands. But the class wasn't laughing
any more. They were silent with anger at Old Horse.

I went in to see Old Horse after my last class. I found
him looking out the window.

"Now listen here " I began, but he waved me into
silence.

"Now, now, now, look at that. See?" He pointed to
Rabbit, %,,,ilking to the athletic field with one of the boys
who complained about how mean Old Horse had been.

"Doesn't he have a special class with you now?" I
asked after a moment.

"He doesn't need that class any more," said Old
Horse.

That afternoon I walked with Old Horse to the park-
ing lot. He was in one of his impatient moods, and so I
didn't try to say much. Suddenly from the players on the
athletic field a wild chorus broke out, "Yea, Old Horse!
Yea, Old Horse!" And then Rabbit, who was with them,
stretched his long neck and screamed "Wheeeeeeeeeee!"

Old Horse tossed his head as if a large black fly were
bothering him. But he said nothing.
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Example I
Opinion proof writing guide

Opinion statement Evidence to prove my opinion

Old Horse waS sensitive. He was patient with Rabbit.
He wanted Rabbit tp belong:
Old Horse forced Rabbit to dislike him.
He put himself down for the sake of Rabbit.

Example 2
Framed paragraph

Old horse was One reason I feel this way InadditiOn, Finally, . Therefore,
An example of student response:

Old Horse was a very sensitive teacher. One reason i feel this way was because Of
his ability to Understand Rabbit. Rabbit was not liked by the other StUdents in his
class because he was a friend of Old_HOrSe's. In addition, aldiforse understood
Rabbit's need to be..:ome a part of a group of friends, and Old HorSe knew that he
was part of the problem. Finally, Old Horse _forced Rabbit to dislike him so that he
could become accepted by the other students: Therefore! Old HorSe was a very
sensitive man. He even satrifited hiniself for the sake of his student

How can teachers talk with Students about their reading?
How cati Students talk with one another?

A legitimate concern of secondary school teachers is how to
help students learn from text using the discussion method Their
concern is Supported by two comprehensive eduCational reform
studieS: A Nation at Risk (National Commission of Excellence in
Education; 1983) and A ptace called school (GOodlad; 1984); Also,
the National Assessment Of Educational Progress (n.d.) recently re-
leased its report on the trends in reading achievement over the past
four national assessments from 1971-1984. Like the tWo rep-arts that
preceded it; the NAEP report called for reading instruction that
places an increased emphasis on higher 1e el reading and thinking
skills. One of the activities recommended to foster the development
Of theSe SkillS is the discussion of information drawn from students'
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reading experiences. As Smith, Carey, and 14arSte (1982; p. 25)
have noted; discussion helps to "soften the boundaries between the
language of text and the language of the environnieut."

Unfortunately, despite the expressed concerns and research
that indicate learning is related positively to higher frequencieS Of
student talk relative to teacher talk (Brophy, 1979), reading methods
textbooks generally do not provide the preserviee or inservice
teacher with suggestions about how to conduct a discussion. Singer
and Donlan's Reading and Uarning from Text (1985) is the one ma=
jor exception; the authors of that text devote an entire chapter to
discussion;

Definitions of Discussion
Some early pedagogical writers equated discussion with con-

versationan informal chat carried on in a free mariner with no
ovet tbnes of formal instruction (Landon, 189_9)._ reacherS who
iiSed thiS method encouraged students to speak freely on whateVer
topic they wished; the teacher's role was one of directing and guid-
ing students' thoughts by asking them frequent questions, often for
the_litirpose of holding their attention. Later, disclassim WO de=
scribed as a "cooperative attack on a common set of problems; Med
on a common set of data; materials; and experiencesr' (3loorn; 1954;
p. 38). Stanford and Stanford (1969; p, 16) added a dimension, "to
gain feelings of acceptance and belonging." In a definitive work on
diScuSSibri entitled Education, Democracy, and Disaission, BridgeS
(1979; p: 15) posed what he termed the necessarY and sufficient
conditions for specifying that individuals are engaged in a discus-
sion. Individuals "are putting forward more than one point of vieW
on a Stibject...[and] are at least disposed to examine ahd to be re=
sponsive to the different points of view put forward, With the inten-
tion of developing their knowledge; understanding and/or judgment
on the matter under discussion?' Finally, discussions_ean serve sev-
eral instructional purposes. They can be used to induce subject thaS=
tery; to bring about a change in attitude; or to engage students in
problem solving (Gall & Gall; 1976). For purposes of this chapter,
discussions are defined in terms of Bridges' criteria.
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Planning and Implementing a Discussion
Planning and implementing a discussion have been coMp?".d

to playing a board game, such as Monopoly. Just ag in most gates,
it is usually the cards you choose and the moves you Make that gov,
ern the outcome of the game. So it iS With the effeetiVe planning and
implementation of discussion. Neither students nor teachers can
play the game effectively if they merely rehash what was read. A
more effective game plan calls for taking into account Six aSpects of
an effective discussion: reeducating teatherS and Stiidents on what
effective discussions look like and What ibles they play in them;
planning a discussion, taking into account the purposes of the as=
Mgnment and the content of the text; selecting group roles; thoOsing
appropriate discussion strategies; guiding and thOhitoring the dis-
cussion; and assessing the discussion. These aspects are described
here.

1. Reeducating teachers and students. Teachers and stUderitS
need to put aside the notion that discussions are "nict dAtras" if there
is time; Granted, discussions usually are leSS effieient timewise than
lectures or question and answer sessions; but they can be made more
efficient with proper planning: An important aspect of the reedUCA=
tion process is helping students learn kJ- ligteri and reSpdrid to others'
points of view Turntaking need not be liMited to the raising of hands
when students are reeducated aS to What their responsibilities and
roles are during discussions. Students must be willing to study text=
book assignments prior to class time, to react tO and interact with
other students; and to rely on the teacher tinlY as a group member
who can intervene to refocus the discussion to keep it on track. In
short, students cannot remain passive participants if discussion is to
be effective. Teachers; too; need to be reeducated about the discus-
sion process; Ideally, the teacher's tole thangeS frOni information
giver or examinerroles typicallY aSSOciated with lecturing and rec-
itationto resource person or facilitator This change from a direc;
tive to a more nondirective role is the inverse of the Student rOle
change .zcommended (Alvermann, Dillon, & OTHen, 1986).

2. Planning a discussion. Planning an effective discussion
beglus with determining the purpose of the reading assignment and
Making a decision about how many students will be in the diScus-
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sion group. For example, a large group discussion might be more
beneficial if the teacher's purpose is to have students engage in prob-
lem solving: Planning a discussion also involves specifying one or
more of the following objectives:

Tap the resources students bring to their school subjects.
Provide students with the time necessary to formulate their
own applications of abstract principles.
Obtain immediate feedback on how well students are un-
derstanding a lesson's objectives.
Provide students with instruction and practice in how to
think about particular subject matter.
Build students' confidence in their ability to evaluate the
logic of their own ideas and the ideas of others.
Promote student awareness of the need to formulate prob-
lems and questions based on information gained from
reading or listening to a lecture:
Foster the notion that new ideas may challenge and some-
times change one's previous ideas (McKeachie, 1978).

3: Selecting group roles. Groups are composed of individ-
uals who possess different skills and interests: The teacher's respon-
sibility is to see that the group functions as a whole. To be effective;
a discussion must involve each student. Often the teacher may have
to serve as a facilitator of group discussions to ensure that quiet or
passive students have an equal opportunity to express their ideas. If
the facilitator sets the tone of a discussion by putting forth a critical
issue or posing a provocative questioli, students will follow through.
At some point, however, the discussion will begin to wander, and
the teacher will need to redirect or refocus the students' talk. AS
long as the teacher keeps a low but supportive profile; the discussion
Will belong to the students. (For a more detailed discussion on
grouping, see Chapter 10.)

4. Choosing appropriate discussion strategies. Professional
articles and methods textbooks used in teacher education courses
frequently feature strategies designed to help students discuss their
background experiences in relation to the material they are assigned
to read: Although empirical support is slim for many of these strate-
gies, some have a strong intuitive appeal. Three strategies are de-
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scribed here. They Were selected on_ the basis of their judged
usefulnesS in helping students read and think critically through
whole Jass discussion.

Modeling after Posner et al.'g four step model of conceptual
change instruction (1982), Hynd and Alvermann (1986) developed a
conceptual change discussion strategy teachers can use When stu-
dents hold incorrect ideas about a concept and are unwilling to relin-
quish those ideas; even when they are refuted in their textbooks.
This situation occult frequently when students are asked to read text
that presentS Some highly counterintuitive information for &am-
ple, NeWton's laws of mction. There are four siLps to the conceptual
change discussion strategy. The example here makes use of the con-
fusion surrounding the medieval impetus theory vs. Newton's theory
of motion. ImpetuS theory states that an object maintains its forWard
motion because of an inner force acquired when the object was set
in motion. According to impetus theory, therefore, a ball that is
whirled in a circle at the end of a string will continue to traVel ih A
circle if the String breaks. Newton's theory of motion StateS that an
object ccintinues to move forward until another force acts on it to
change its velocity Steps in the conceptual change discussion strat-
egy follow.

Develop Student dissatisfaction with the misconception in a
prereading discussion in which you elicit from students
their predictions about the path a stone will take if dropped
from shoulder height by a person walking forward at a
brisk pace. ASIc students to sketch what they think Will
happen. Next, have them read an appropriate section of the
text assignment to see if Newton would agree with their
predictions.
Determine through discussion whether the new (correct)
concept is understandable. StudentS could demonstrate
whether they understood the textbook explanation by re-
constructing their sketch from the previous step: (Note: A
dicticiriary definition or illustration of a parabola may be
helpful.) Students may not be willing to relinquish their
belief in impetus theory yet. At this point, it is only impor-
tant that they can represent correctly the path the stone
would take according to Newton's theory
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Determine if the new concept is plausible. Be car
however, that students do not think they are alone in their
misconceptions. The teac'.zr could help students reconcile
the text information from their previous concepts of mo-
tion theory by reading aloud to them a portion of an ency-
clopedia article on the myths surrounding the medieval
impetus theory. Discuss why many people today still find
it difficult to give up their belief in the impetus theory.
Invent a situation for making use of the new concept. The
objective here is to help students convince themselves of
the usefulness of Newtonian mechanics in explaining
something of real world importance to them. Athletes
would find Newtonian principles of motion important in
understanding their various activities. Students could be
asked to predict, for instance, where a ball carried at
shoulder height by a basketball player will land if it is
dropped while the player is walling forward at a brisk
pace. Or they might be asked to predict where rescue
equipment or vital supplies would fall if they were dropped
from an airplane or pushed off a cliff to people waiting be-
low Students asked to think about these situations might be
convinced of the need for learning Newtonian principles.

Unlike the discussion strategy, the content prompts strategy is
useful when unstructured or nondirective discussion is the objec-
tive; Members of Eileen Francis' Discussion Development Group in
Edinburgh, Scotland, have used the content prompts strategy for
over thur years in their work in developing free and open discus-
sions over both controversial and noncontroversial issues (Francis,
n.d., p. 3). The strategy works like this:

Prior to the scheduled class period in which this strategy
will be intrciluced, type or print a number of statements
(prompts) about the topic to be discussed. Fold the strips
and place them in a box; from which each member of the
group draws an equal number of prompts. For example,
statements ab Ut he topic "Causes of Juvenile Delin-
quency" might include the following:

Parents let teenagers get away with too much today.
Most delinquents are lonelythey commit [bad] acts be-
cause they have few friends.
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Rising unemployment is the problemteenagers have
feelings of hopelessness and injustice.

Allow students a few minutes to think about each of the
statements they drew.
After about five minutes of thinking time, encourage stu-
dents to participate in an open discussion of the issue. At
this point, the content prompts come in handy. While not
all students will want to use them, the shy, less assertive
members in the class may find the prompts useful as cata-
lysts to get their own ideas before the group.

Another discussion strategy, Group Reading for Different
Purposes (GRDP), involves initially assigning the same reading mate-
rial to all students, then breaking the group into subgroups for the
purpose of assigning the smaller groups different tasks to complete.
According to Dolan and his colleagues (1979), the objective of the
CiRDP strategy is for each subgroup to devise a set of questions for
the class to answer as a whole. They suggest the following tasks be
placed on 3" x 5" index cards and distributed to the various groups.

List three statements of fact and three of opinion. Then
during whole group discussion ask the class to determine
which is which.
List the important topics in the passage and ask the class to
weigh which four are the key ones.
Present two arguments to support alternative explanations
to a particular issue raised in the text assignment. Ask the
class to determine which argument is the stronger.
Devise a set of questions that can be answered only
through reference to several paragraphs in the '..ext, then
call on members of the class to answer specific questions.
Test a textbook author's assertions by referring to other
sources. Then ask the class to decide whether the textbook
author's assertions are credible.

a List three salient points whose importance is not affected
by the order in which they are presented in the text. Then
list three with a sequence of presentation that is crucial.
Present the points randomly to the whole class and let the
members categorize them.
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5. Guiding and monitoring the discussion. The following
discussion tips provide a practical approach to guiding or facilitating
group talk once it is initiated (Artht It, 1984).

Establish the relevance of the day's topic to students' needs.
Personalize the discussion by using concrete, individual-
ized examples and questions.
Actively involve every person in the class, either through
eye contact or verbal means. Let each student know that
you are aware of his or her presence.
Frequently call on students to review and restate concepts.
Be patient. Allow time for students to discover and express
ideas:
Be a user, not an abuser; of humor in the classroom.
Laughter is sometimes the best medicine.
Be vulnerable. Share yourself and your experiences with
the class and encourage students to reciprocate.
Be comfortable with one another: Make time to get to
know your students as individuals, not just as names in a
grade book.
Clearly establish the pecking order in your class.
Create an overall environment in which both physical and
emotional settings are conducivv: to learning.
Controlled combustion is a must to clear the air. Don't hes-
itate to allow controversy to enter a discussion. Just as
sparks ignite a fire; controversy provokes discussion that
may lead to the discovery of new ideas.
Look at questions not only in terms of the level of student
thinking to be developed (e.g., inferential), but also in
terms of when and where to use them during a discussion:
Timing is important.
Be a positive and productive leader. Keep the discussion
constructive and channeled to pertinent issues.
Acknowledge the worth of all responses, as well as the
contributions of all responders.
Close a discussion by allowing time for wrap-up proceed-
ingS.

6. Assesstng the discusston. After a large group discussion,
teachers and students need to determine the effectiveness of group
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as well as whether the purpose for holding the discus-
sion was met. If a video or audiotape is made of the group, share it
with students: Quite often, when individuals who have blocked a
free flowing discussion see themselves in a group situation, they are
better able to adjust their roles in future discussions. Also, teachers
and students have a better appreciation of how a discussion func-
tions once they have analyzed it (Alvermann, Dillon, & O'Brien,
1986).

Accommodating Individual Differences within a Discussion
Adapting the discussion method to accommodate the widely

divergent reading levels within the typical classroom is a challenge,
but not an insurmountable one: The discussion approach "makes the
status structure of the classroom salient and allows it to become the
basis of the prestige and power order within the interacting class-
room group" (Cochran-Smith, 13. 184). The simplest and most effec-
tive way to deal with this problem is to group heterogeneously and
impress upon students that there is no single ability relevant to all
learning situations. Therefore, individuals must not be judged on
preexisting status characteristics. For example; a student who does
not do well on tests still should be viewed as having the ability to
contribute to a class discussion.

As discussion leaders, teachers must remain alert to the pos-
sibility that they may tend to give low ability students less time to
answer questions than they do high ability students (Cohen, 1984).
For instance, reading instruction at the elementary school level has
been shown to vary systematically for students of different ability
levels, as well as for members of different socioeconomic and ethnic
groups (Anang, 1982). Whether these findings generalize to teach7
ers and students at the secondary school level cannot be determined
from the existing research.

Teachers can accommodate students with widely divergent
reading levels during a discussion of previously assigned text mate-
rial by skillfully coordinating questions with students' interests. Stu-
dents are aware that teachers ask different levels of questions; e.g.,
they appear to adopt the same patterns to communicate with their
teacher as they do to recall information from text in the presence of
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their teacher (Mosenthal & Na, 1980). In a related line of research,
low anxiety students performed better than high anxiety students in
classes where discussion was the predominant teaching method. In
lectui.e method classes, however, high anxiety students did better
than low anxiety students (Dowaliby & Schumer, 1973). Implica-
tions for instruction would seem to point to an adjustment (either up
or down) in the amount of structure a discussion leader would im-
pose to match students' anxiety levels.

Summary
The correlational relationship between oral language compe-

tency and reading achievement is strong and well-documented.
Writing instruction, too, is known to have positive effects on stu-
dents' ability to comprehend what they have read. Reading plays a
central role in the writing-reading connection. Writers are them-
selves their very first readers. Both writers and readers share over-
lapping concerns for how meaning will be negotiated from texts.
Strategies are available for helping students integrate their reading,
writing, speaking, and listening processes. The discussion method,
in its many variations, is a legitimate approach to fostering teacher-
student and student-student interaction in the secondary school
classroom. To use the discussion method effectively, teachers must
consider: purpose and content, a means for selecting appropriate
roles for group members and appropriate discussion strategies, a
plan for guiding and monitoring the discussion, and a means for
assessing the discussion process per se.
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10 Mark W. Conley

Grouping

What are the mechanics ofgroup Wit* in the classroom?
Considerable research exists about how to use small group instruc=
tion in the claSSrOdm. Most of this research has been centered at the
elementary level where ability based, small groups focus on learn-
ing to read strategies (Duffy & Rodhler, 1986). In secondary class-
rooms; the focus is On reading to learn; or strategies that devel-op
concepts and thinking beyond the text (Singer & Donlan, 1985).
Small group instruction can be rare at the secondary level, even
though group work ean_have a poSitive effect on concept develop-
ment and achievement (John-Son et al.; 1976)

If small grOup instruction facilitates learning, why iS group
work missing in many secondary classrooms? One reason is that
group work can be difficult to manage. Teachers, as well as stu-
dents, require specific typeS Of training if small group instruction is
to be effective. This chaPter discusses the types and purposes Of dif-
ferent cla-sSroom groups; details the problems associated with man-
aging small group work, and suggeSts Some specific approaches for
managing group work during Content reading lessons:

aassroom Groups and Their Purposes
Early content reading textbooks recommended placing stu=

dents in groups accdrding to ability (Herber, 1970). Less able stu-
dents were to be given lower level, literal tasks while more able
students were to complete higher level, applied tasks. The idea be-
hind these groupings was to help the teacher serve students with a
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range of ability levels according to their capabilities. Research has
shown that homogeneous groups are ineffective in challenging
group members to achieve beyond their current capabilities (Webb,
1982).

Some content reading texts emphasize heterogeneous group-
ings, mixing students with different levels of knowledge and abili-
ties within small groups: The principal method of forming these
groups is "random grouping" (Herber, 1978). although many teach-
ers opt for other methods of achieving a heterogeneous mix in the
groups (Conley, 1983). For example; some teachers designate abil-
ity levels for their students (low-medium-high) and then mix stu-
dents representing each level in each of the groups. Other teachers
add concerns about behavior problems to the selection process.

A frequent criticism of heterogeneous small groups is that the
brighter students do all of the work for the other students. Research
on group composition has shown, however, that mixed groups thrive
on individual differences. Since low ability s%idents are more accus-
tomed to lower level, literal tasks, they become good fact finders
within the groups: They often end up teaching high ability students
to discriminate important details, srice high ability students can
gloss _over literal types of information. Higher, applied 1.-n el tasks
are often accompanied by debate. On these tasks; low ability stu-
dents can teach high ability students to engage in creative thinking
beyond the text. High ability students teach low ability students to
think about and substantiate their opinions. Consequently, in hetero-
geneous, small group discussions, students of varying knowledge
and abilities can guide one another's learning (Webb & Kenderski,
1984).

In content reading, small group instruction is viewed as a
"guidance strategy?' That is, discussion within small groups should
guide students in using their prior knowledge to construct meaning.
Placing a mix of students in a small group creates pressure for dis7
cussion: Some students will have information that others lack. If
study guides require group discussion and agreement, students will
need to share whatever knowledge they have available so the groups
can make a decision (Herber; 1978).

6
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In th,: research literature on grouping, many methods and
purposes are assc -:iated with small group instruction: One of the
most familiar approaches involves implementing principles of coop-
erative learning: One of these principles is that students achieve
more when they are exposed to tasks that require them to make co-
operative decisions (Johnson & Johnson; 1978). Among the varia-
tions in cooperative learning is the Teams-Games-Tournaments
(TGT) approach (DeVries & Slavin, 1978). In the TGT approach,
students prepare one awl as a team to compete against other
teams in academic contei. Another variation (Slavin; 1977) is
called Student Teams Act' ment Divisions; where students pre-
pare one another to succeed sts of their knowledge of academic
content. Students within each division receive the same team score.
A third variation, called Small Group Teaching; engages students in
cooperative inquiry (Sharan & Sharan; 1976). Teachers select an
initial topic that students refine into subtopics. Small groups con-
duct research and collectively prepare a report that is judged by the
rest of the class. These variations have been shown to have a posi-
tive effect, both on achievement and on students' attitudes toward
instruction (Slavin; 1980).

Cooperative learning groups are similar to those currently
used in content reading but with some important differences: Coop-
erative learning and content reading share the goal of fostering
group cooperation so that students learn to learn from one another.
Differences center on ways of achieving this goal. Because coopera-
tive learning focuses primarily on group interaction; its procerkzes
tend to be more elaborate than those in content reading. In .;ontrast,
content reading balances group work with a concern for reading that
translates into a much simpler approach to group interaction. For
example, cooperative learning emphasizes individual student roles
more than content reading does. A cooperative learning group may
involve four or five roles; while a content reading group may have
only a leader (Conley, 1985).

Research suggests care in combining cooperative learning
with certain types of academic tasks (Slavin, 1980): For example;
academic tasks requiring low levels of cognitive activity, such as ac-
quiring basic knowledge, can be easily combined with more compli-
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cated cooperative learning approaches. More comPlex academic
tasks, such as problem solving, work best in the context of sinipler
cooperative learning approaches. Since content reding often in-
volves tasks requiring higher levels of cognitive activity, such as rea-
soning, it is probably best to use simpler forrns or cooperative
learning in conjunction with content reading (ConIcY; 1985).

Another type of grouping involves the use of Competition, To
engage in group competition; students in a group rtr.ist perceive that
their success depends on the failure of students in other groups.
Most classrooms are replete with examples of canDetitive group
tasks that include tests and contests in which students compete With
one another, rather than cooperating toward a coinnion goal. One of
the more important principles to emerge from research on grouping
has been that a balance of cooperative, competitive, 4rid individual
experiences can positively influence students' social, einotional, and
intellectual development (Johnson; 1981). Overuse of any form of
grouping can interfere with these types of developrnellt,

Content area teaAers often find it difficult to irltegrate differ-
ent types of group learning with content reading (Conley, 1985),
This difficulty is important since effective small group instruction
rests on the ability of the teacher to create and innintain a clirnate
conducive to small group learning (Vacca, 1977).

Problems in Managing Small Group instruction
In a study of content area teachers trying out sa1411 group and

content reading instruction for the first time, a coRltrion concern
was what they called "the problem of letting go" (Conley; 1985).
Teachers in the study were referring to their own anxiety in allowing
small _group instruction to occur without frequent teacher interven-
tion. Each expressed concern over whether students knew enough
about grouping to conduct p. 3ductive small group discussions. A
well-meaning teacher soma:sues will approach a group to cheek on
progress only to prescribe tne group's decisions and point out essen-
tial information. When this happens, students are no loriger respon-
sible for cooperating to make their own decisions, the principal
advantage of work in small groups. While teacher rnollitoring is im-
portant in guiding students during small group discussions, too
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much teacher intervention limits opportunities. for StudentS to learn
to function independently (Conley, 1986).

Students' lack of awareness of the purposes and procedures
for Working in groups is the major contributor to the problem of
managing small groups; In addition, students may lack the motiva=
tion to engage in small group work (Johnson, 1981). Research on
cooperative learning discusses the need for clearly defined rewards
With any type of grouping (Slavin; 1980).

Many other variables can hinder studente group Work. By itS
nature; group work tends to_place on the student greater reSponsibil-
ity for learning (Slavin, 1980). Students who have gmwn comfort-
able Sitting in rows and letting the teacher or other students take
responsibility can be reluctant to work in small grbupg. Poor learn=
ers may exhibit some initial reluctance becau§e they have rarely
found success in other classroom situations. In homogeneous
groupS, Students may compete with one another, whether the groups
are composed entirely of low or high ability students (Webb, 1982).
In heterogeneous groups, students may be contittnt to let one or two
of the smarter students do all of the work. Higher level students of-
ten may be willing to do all of the work because they car, go faster
and complete tasks their own way Students may have diffitulty
completing any academic task within the groupS, preferring instead
to talk about anything but the lesson at hand (Conley 1985).

To help students work productively in small groups, some
teachers train them in procedures for cooperative learning. For ek=
ample; in the study of teachers' first experience§ With Small group
instruction and content reading; one teacher led her students
ihrough a grouping unit to acquaint them with the procedures in=
volved in effective group work; Students learned group roles and
procedures so thoroughly that they experienced difficulty in talking
about the content reading guides. Instead, discussion was domineed
by cOncerns about students group_roles: The cooperative learning
procedures created a new dilemma: how to integrate principles of
group learning with content reading and, at the Same time, help stu-
dents focus on content (Conley, 1985).

In Short, the teacher who wants to incorporate small group
instruction into content reading instruction is faced with becoming
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comfortable with small group instruction and with showing students
how to work effectively in small groups.

Suggestions for Managing Small Group Instruction
Another important principle of small group instruction is that

it takes time to learn how to learn in groups. It is also important to
consider how you and your students can learn to function produc-
tively within the groups.

Teachers and small group learning. leachers can become
comthrtable with small group instruction through a combination of
knowledge, thoughtful monitoring, and professional support.
Teachers who possess knowledge about small group instruction gen-
erally have an easier time working with small groups (Singer &
Donlan, 1985).

By using groups and listening to students' discussions, teach-
ers can learn about different aspects of small group instruction;
leachers can selectively record small group discussions to learn
about students' comprehension of essential principles, the suitability
of grouping and academic tasks, the social characteristics of small
groups, and the effects of teacher intervention. Researchers recom-
mend sharing the recordings with students to add to their knowledge
about the purposes and procedures for grouping (Barnes & Todd,
1977).

Some approaches to grouping during content reading assume
that small group instruction works best with active teacher monitor-
ing. For example, Herber (1978) suggests that teachers should en-
gage in a number of activities during monitoring, from initiating -
and regulating discussion to helping groups make decisions; They
also can listen without interfering in productive discussion. For
teachers accustomed to leading whole class discussions, an active
role in small groups can seem natural and comfortable.

Research suggests that the amount of monitoring may not be
as important as what teachers say when they approach the groups.
Barnes and Todd distinguish between "tight" versus "loose" teacher
direction during monitoring. Under tight direction, the teacher of-
fers directives and asks questions that get students to recall previ-
ously learned content. With this type of monitoring, the focus is on
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understanding content. LOOSe teather direction is characterized by
inquiry and explOration. The teacher may be more interested in the
ProceSS students use to conduct discussion than in the conclusions
students reach:

Overemphasis of either type of monitoring can lead to less
than effective group learning. Leading students to the content with-
out showing thern how to make decisions about the content fails to
give students opportunities to become independent ih gtdup learn
ing When students discover their teather playing "Guess what's in
my head?" small group discussiOn Foses its purpose and students be-
come adept at extracting information from the teacher without
thinking: At the other extreme, teachers can emphasite grdiip proc-
esses to the extent that both ceihtent and group taSkS becoine poorly
defined. Teachers Who ate effectiVe monitors may rarely approach
the groups. When teachers do intervene; they strike a balance be-
tween directing students to the content and helping them thOhitbt the
discussion process (Conley, 1986).

This balancing aet Can be troublesome to a teacher accus-
tomed to more direct involvement in student learning: Teachers
need to gradually pull away from being at the center of instruction if
students are to learn how to function in Small groUpS (Singer &
Donlan, 1985). Monitoring can be eSpecially useful in establishing
this gradual process.

When students are new to grouping, it is important to exer-
cise frequent monitoring. Active monitoring at early stageS func-
tions to remind students of the purposes for group work and helps
them stay on taSk. Thach-ers need to communicate positive feelings
about the groups and show students that their responses will be
taken seriously (Barnes & Todd, 1977).

Later, teachers should be cautious about interfering unless
students ask for help, moVe clearly off task, or find themselves un-
able to make a decision. Teachers should determine a specific
group's need and then help the group progress. Sometimes, clarify=
ing the task at hand is all that is required. Other times, the group can
benefit from additional information; it is important to help thegroup
see how the information was derived (Conley; 1986).
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The frequency of monitoring varies with the difficulty of les-
sons and students' familiarity with small group instruction. StUdentS
require greater or lesser amounts of assistance, depending on the
difficulty of lesson concepts. The need for monitoring becomes less
frequent as teacher and students become accustomed to working in
small groups (Conley, 1986).

Another way of helping teachers become comfortable with
small group instruction involves the creation of professional support
groups (Johnson et al., 1984). Like cooperative learning groups,
professional support groups operate on the principle that everyone in
the groups succeeds by helping one another. Professional support
groups are started by teachers who are interested in small group in-
struction. Activities include reviewing the literature on small group
instruction, locating available resources, conducting and sharing
lessons; and developing a questioning attitude abbut how principles
of small group instruction relate to other instructional approaches.

Gathering knowledge, monitoring small groups, and partici-
pating in professional support groups can help teachers better under-
stand their roles in small group instruction. Teachers also need to
help students learn to work in small groups.

Students and small group learning: Attention to purposes for
grouping and to student roles in groups is the key to success in small
group learning. In addition, t is important to start at a simple level
and work up to greater levels of sophistication and student responsi-
bility while teaching students to work in groups:

In the research on grouping, emphasis is placed on helping
students së clear purposes for grouping. Some of this research sug7
gests the use of rewards as one way of developing purposes for small
group learning. Cooperative learning involves interpersonal re-
wards: Students can find satisfaction in achieving success as a group
(Johnson, 1981). Because these rewards are more intrinsic than ex-
plicit; it may be necessary to spend time explaining the benefits of
cooperative learning: Some teachers prefer to make rewards explicit
by grading group discussions, awarding prizes for group coopera-
tion, or chartr,g group achievement (Yacca, 1977).

Students need to learn about their roles and responsibilities
while working in small groups. They need time to develop an aware-
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ness of how the groups_operate, and how to conduct a meaningful
discussion (Singer & Donlan, 1985). StudentS Who give and receive
explanations during discussion tend to achieve more than students
who do not participate fully (Webb, 1984); Teachers can explain
that the main function of the groups is to help students share infor-
mation and ideas; a process that works best with makitnum partici-
pation. Taping discussions so studentS can liSten to themselves is
one way they can examine their oWn participation (Barnes & Todd,
1977).

Proponents of cooperative learning suggest that Students
adopt specialized roles while working in groupschecker, encour-
ager, and decisionmaker (John Sian & JOhnson; 1975). Assigning
these roles helps students focus on the processes involved in cooper-
ative learning. As suggested earlier, overemphasiS on group proc-
esses can limit students ability to deal With mdre complicated
cognitive tasks (Conley, 1985). Small groups must have someone to
function as a group leader (Singer & Donlan; 1985). Group leaders
can be taught specific approaches to directing discussion, including
emphasizing participation and asking higher order queStions.

Group roles are influenced by the Size and composition of a
groUp. Groups that grow too large tend to disperse into subgroups,
and students experience difficulty in assuming coherent roleS Within
the resulting groups. Some research recommendS that groups grow
no larger than eight (Barringtion & RdgerS, 1968). Herber (1978)
suggests that five is the optimal group size. In one study; studenN
who began in a group of five ended up forming groups of two and
three that were less successful than groupS that remained intact
(Conley, 1985).

Groups of varied composition engender greater participation
than homogeneous groups (Webb; 1982): As suggested earlier, a
mix of ability and knowledge within small groups tendS to encour-
age cooperation. Teachers can use random grouping to choose stu-
dents or use their own criteria to create an "ideal mix" (Conley,
1983).

Group learning needs to be carefully phaSed in if Students are
to learn how to fl...)ction in small groups. Singer and Donlan (1985)
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recommend three phases in implementing small group processes
while reducing the role of the teachet.

Phase I The teacher models the discussion he/she wants stu-
dents to adopt in their groups.

Phase 2 Students become aware of the traits in the teacher's
discussion and try discussions of their own.

Phase 3 Students gain enough expertise in conducting dis-
cussions to manage their own discussions indepen-
dently.

Integrating cooperative learning with content reading requires simi-
lar attention to carefully phasing in each element of instruction
(Conley, 1985). For example; students should learn to become fa-
miliar with some of the complex cognitive tasks in content reading
(like reasoning) before they attempt complex forms of cooperative
learning combined with complex content reading tasks:

There are no existing guidelines for how long this phasing in
should take. Many teachers report that it takes at least one semester
before they and their students become comfortable with working in
small groups. The adjustment time can be decreased if other teach-
ers at the same grade level in the building use small group instruc-
tion; or if students have experienced small group instruction
previously (Conley, 1985).

Summary
Group work can increase students achievement and encour-

age positive feelings about learning. With appropriate knowledge
and practice, teachers can use group work to help their students be-
come more successful. Teachers and students can become comfort-
able and productive in small groups by carefully phasing in small
group instruction. Monitoring students' progress and participating
in professional support groups help teachers learn to work in
groups. Students learn by becoming aware of the purposes and pro-
cedures for small group instruction.

7. 4
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11 Mark W. Conley

Teacher Decisionmaking

How can teachers use information about students,
textbooks, and instruction to facilitate learning from
secondary school textbooks?
In much of the current research, the classroom is described as a
highly complex environment (Shave lson, 1983; Shave lson & Stern,
1981). Secondary teachers face problems posed by differences in
students, gaps and changes in the curriculum, changing community
and school mandates, and the need to preserve stable classroom rou-
tines (Cuban, 1984). Along with this emerging picture of the class-
room has come the realization that teachers' classroom decisions can
be incredibly difficult.

In this environment, teachers often seek the security of cover-
ing content without considering the knowledge, skills, and motiva-
tion students need to learn successfully from secondary school
textbooks (linger, 1982). Together, these variables make up knowl-
edge about how students learn. This chapter reviews and adds to the
variables discussed previously to facilitate better decisions about
how to help students learn from secondary school textbooks.

The Nature of Classroom Dedsions
The Figure depicts one way of thinking about the conditions

that influence the decisionmaking process of teachers. In this
model, teachers make initial judgments about varying instructional
conditions, including the relation of students' available knowledge
and motivation to the textbooks and instructional tasks about to be
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A Model of Teacher Decisionmaking*

Conditions p Teacher Judgments Teacher Decisions

Information about Se Hers/Intentions/ Planning Decisions
Students Expectations Writibg objectives

Choosing instruction
Nature of the Conceptions about Selecting methods
Text/DiXtipline Reading and Text Of 6faluation

Nature of Conceptions about Interactive Decisions
Instruction Instruction Maintaining activity

flow
Grouping and
pacing

*(Adapted from Shavelson & Stern, 1981)

encountered: Influenced by a teacher's expectations and available
knowledge, these initial considerations lead to planning deciSions
that reflect a teacher's best guess about what should occur in the
classroom. Because of the changing nature of classroom instruction,
teachers often adapt their plans during lessons. These adaptations
are termed "interactive decisions." Ideally, teacherS make deciSions
throughout this cycle by taking into account all of the conditions;
they consider students; textbooks, and instructional options before
making sound judgments and instructional decisions (Shavelson &
Stern, 1981).

In reality, the constraints imposed by the time and quantity of
Subject matter to be taught can influence teacher& ,lecisions; they
may seek relatively stress free routines to carry out their instruc-
tional goals (Cuban, 1984). For instance, Goodlad (1984) found
that teachers expected students to read and study outside of class
without teacher preparation or assistance.

Although this practice results in more time for lectures and
other oral presentations during class time, it deprives. Students of
instruction in how to learn from text. There are other problems in
relegating the textbook to out of class reading. While the practice
encourages stability in the classroom, it can also foster an emphasis
on factual learning at the expense of critical or creative thinking.
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At another extreme, teachers can overly attend to the behav-
iors of their students. Most models of teacher decisionmaking depict
the teacher as constantly reacting to student behavior in order to
preserve classroom stability. An emphasis on students; however; ig-
nores the fact that teachers' decisions result from complex judg-
ments about the classroom environment, including the availability
of students' prior knowledge and the appropriateness of a particular
text or instructional strategy. Effective decisionmaking cannot occur
when teachers give up their decisionmaking responsibilities e3 the
textbook or any other condition of the classroom. It can occur, how-
ever, when teachers are able to fully consider what they know about
students, texts; and instruction (Anderson; 1984; Clark & Peterson,
1986).

Knowledge about students. Students vary widely in the
amount of prior knowledge they bring to a task, in their ability to
learn, in what it takes to motivate them, and in their use of meta-
cognitive skills: These terms and their role in teacher decisionmak-
ing are the topic of this section. For any given lesson, there may be
wide variations in the prior knowledge students have available. In
teaching a science fiction unit, some students may have little rele-
vant knowledge; while others have acquired considerable expertise
through independent reading. Science fiction fans may be successful
in this unit, but may be unsuccessful in a unit on poetry, particularly
if all they read is science fiction. Likewise, some students may pos-
sess greater prior knowledge about certain skills or the organization
of different texts (Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980).

It is important to supplement and use students' prior knowl-
edge during a lesson. Singer and Donlan (1982) investigated the ef-
fects of enriching and activating students' prior knowledge about
stories. Students in the study were taught elements of storieschar-
acter, goals, outcomes, themesto broaden their prior knowledge.
Then, students were taught to use prior knowledge in asking ques-
tions to predict what came next in a story. At the end of six lessons;
the students were proficient in generating good instructional ques-
tions. In addition, they comprehended elements of complex stories
much better than a control group.

Students vary widely in ability. Recent research on reading
disability points to both mental processing and social factors that
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contribute to the difference between good and poor readers (John-
ston; 1985): Often; low ability readers suffer from an overreliance
on one type of reading process at the expense of others. In contrast,
proficient readers are able to flexibly apply different reading proc-
esses according to different tasks and purposes (Stanolich; 1980).

Variations in ability can be classified according to speed and
"power" distinctions. Speed refers to the actual words per minute a
student reads and power refers to the extent to which a student is
able to comprehend. Slow, nonpowerful readers are virtual nonread-
ers who experience considerable difficulty in completing required
reading. Slow, powerful readers can successfully comprehend re-
quired reading, but_only if given enough time. Fast, nonpowerful
readers are often referred to as students who "read pretty." They de7
code words successfully but experience problems in understanding
what they have read. Fast, powerful readers can decode proficiently
and are highly successful in getting meaning from text. All of these
readers can have difficulty in readingeven the fast, powerful read-
ers if they do not develop flexibility (Singer & Donlan; 1985).

Motivation is a third area in which students vary. Brophy
(1983, p. 2) defines student motivation to learn as "a function of the
value they place on reaching the goal and their expectancy of being
able to reach it if they make tile effort." This definition emphasizes
the intrinsic value a student places on an instructional task and on
the degree to which the student has the knowledge and skills to com-
plete the task. Students may be reluctant to read because they lack
interest or sldll. Secondary schooling may contribute to students'
lack of interest by failing to offer functional reading tasks generally
valued by society, such as reading for leisure or for work (Harste &
Mikuled(' 1984). Some students are able to overcome lack of inter-
est or de. ;,..ecies in skills because they intrinsically place a high
value on a:-le to read:

Meta.: T;;-inen is r, term originally coined to describe stu-
dents consci.,,., of how they learn (Baker & Brown,
1984). Stude are r wognitively aware of the reading proc-
ess typically , ,;te apc,. 'priate strategic behaviors when com-
pleting a realik ,.. ;Paris, 1985). That is, they take into account
their own prior :7.ow!.: .1.e, including their own repertoire of read-
ing strategies; :notivation in completing a reading task.
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Teachers who take into account the importance of metacognition in
learning from print have a clearer understanding of why it is possi-
ble for students to possess adequate prior knowledge, ability, and
motivation, and still be unable to comprehend what they read.
These are the students who vary in their metacognitive awareness of
what they can do to read successfully.

Knowledge about the text. Text structure and text content are
two important areas when considering how textbooks influence what
students learn. Text structure can refer to the way either expository
or narrative texts are organized (Black & Wilensky, 1979). Well-
organized expository texts possess identifiable superordinate and
subordinate ideas (Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 1980). In addition, they
often exhibit clear organizational patterns, such as cause-effect,
compare-contrast, time-order, and enumeration (Vacca, 1986).
Well-organized aarratives usually contain predictable categories of
information, including setting, beginning, reaction, attempt, out-
come, and ending (Mandler & Johnson, 1977).

Text content influences a reader's understanding to the extent
that the reader is familiar with that content. For example, Langer
(1984) studied the influence of different levels and types of topical
knowledge on what readers comprehend from text. Not unexpect-
edly, readers who possessed greater content knowledge compre-
hended better than readers with limited content knowledge.

Problems can occur when the text violates a reader's expecta-
tions for structure or when the content is partic larly unfamiliar.
When a text conflicts with a reader's expectations, it is referred to as
an "inconsiderate text" (Armbruster, 1984). Inconsiderate texts may
violate a reader's expectations in any number of ways, from omitting
important components of a text's structure to inserting inappropriate
tasks and presenting incoherent content. When the gap between
what students know and what the text says is especially wide, in-
structional decisions must be made to reduce the gap and foster
learning.

Textbooks can be used as part of the decisionmaking process.
There is research to suggest that teachers can use the text to redirect
students' attention to tle. Topic when discussions go astray, to guide
students to informati ,n they overlook, and to resolve disagree-
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ments. The text also can be used as a resource for dealing with stu-
dents' unexpected responses and for getting students to think about
what they are learning (Alvermann, 1984). Used carefully, the text-
book can facilitate rather than replace thoughtful teacher decisions:

Knowledge about insttuction. Ideally, inrAruction should lead
to _students' independent use of textbooks. According to Herber
(1978), this goal can be accomplished if teachers learn to function
as colearners guiding students; yet encouraging them to contribute
ideas. Recent research suggests that effective instruction is charac-
terized by greater teacher direction early in instruction, with a grad-
ual shift in emphasis to more teacher-student collaboration, and then
by student independence (Langer; 1984). This approach is referred
to as "scaffolding" (Vygotsky, 1978).

Instructional _scaffolding requires teachers to make decisions
about the degree of support they need to provide to help students
learn from text: The instruction or scaffold is gradually withdrawn
so that students can independently apply what :' learned.
The goal is to provide appropriate support 31: S indent
ownership of the content and processes stress, on,
Within this framework; two types of strategies S. ':010 sw-
dents develop independence in learning.

One type of strategy involves prereang. prerea:1
ing strategies usually focus on planning or preparac,n for .nstruc.
hon. Strategies for students are those a teacher uses during Jass to
prepare students for what they are about to read. The most effective
prereading strategies are those that continually give teachers infor-
mation while activating students' prior knowledge and motivating
them to learn the required skills. Langer's (1986) prereading plan
(see Chapter 12) is an example of this kind of prereading strategy.
Other strategies that perform the same functions include advance
organizers, semantic maps, structured overviews, and brainstorm-
ing activities (Vacca, 1986):

Some prewriting strategies also prepare students for learning
from textbooks (Britton, 1978). For example, students could con-
duct a miniresearch study ou their own culture before learning about
ancient or foreign cultures: The assignment could acquaint them
with both the stnicture (research and report writing) and the content
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(culture) of what they are about to learn. Besides motivating and
actiVating prior knowledge; these strategies tell the teacher what
students are learning as a lesson progresses. The teacher can keep
track of individual differences throughout a lesson and make neces-
sary adjustments to help students build important concepts and
function independently.

The other type of strategy used in scaffolding involves guided
reading: Guidance strategies include the_use of study guides and
teachers' questions during discussions. Effective study guides help
students use the text to construct meaning; rather than merely repro-
duce meaning (Herber; 1984). Considerable debate exists abiont the
best ways to use guides to engage the reader w_th the text. Some of
this debate centers on what types of tasks should appear on the
guides. FOr eXample, some argue that questions should appear when
saidents are learning from mxt: Others emphasize the use of State:.
ments. Herber (1978) suggests using statements in a lesson just
prior to using questions. Students do not always know what is re-
quired ih response to a question, and questions car lead to the teach7
er'S ideas and not the student's: With statements, students are asked
to decide whether the statements are supportable based on available
evidence. Once students have demonstrated that they can identify
relevant inforMation, teachers can move to questions. This encour-
age§ greater student responsibility in interacting_ with the text.
Greater responsibility and appropriate guidance foster students'
awareness of what they can do to read indepen&tntly.

How teacherS Lige questions during discussion is also critical
in helping students develop independence in learning from text=
books (Conley; 1986): An important issue concerns the effects of
asking lower and higher order questions (Redfield & Rousseau;
1981; RoSeriShine, 1976). Researchers have recently analyzed the
effectS of questions relative to students' grade levels and abilities.
Their findings suggest that lower order or literal questions are supe-
rior for promoting basic skills among young children from low so-
cioeconomic backgrounds. On the other hand; a diet of higher
Order, applied type questions is superior for developing thinking
ability among average and above average students entering high
school (Gall; 1984).
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Despite cleat support for asking high schbbl Students higher
order questions; secondary teachers usually do not do so (Good lad,
1984). In general, teachers tend to ask three lower order questions
for each higher order queStiOn. How&er, these patterns vary among
teachers: The aim of some teachers is to get students to respond with
the right answers in the shortest time possible. Student references to
page numbers or short one or two word answers are considered suf-
fleient evidence that students have understood and are ready for the
next question. Other teachers use questions to provide students with
an opportunity to use their prior knowledge, to become immersed in
the substance of the text, and to generate new ideas (Conley; 1986).

Knowing when to fcillOW up Oh a previously asked question is
governed in part by where the students are in the process of respond-
ing to that question. A summary of the general five step process
students use to answer questions follows (Alvermann, 1986; Gall,
1984).

1. Attending to the question. Slower learning and younger
students are most successful when responding to narrow
questions that are easily answered (Rosenshine; 1976).
Because literal questions hold the attention of these stu-
dents, secondary teachers unfortunately can develop pref-
erences for these lower order questions.

2. Deciphering the question: Once students have attended to
the queStion, they must determine its meaning: Because
teachers frequently compose questions on the spot, stu-
dents may have difficulty inteipreting what teachers are
asking. Many times students will feign a lack Of knoWl-
edge rather than request clarification; Repeated occur-
rences of this pattern in the context of higher order
questions may eventually drive teachers toward the more
easily phrased and less ambiguous literal question. In-
stead, teachers should work to clarify their original ques-
tions.

3: Generating a covert response. Once a question has been
interpreted; the student must activate relevant prior
knowledge or think about the question based on textbook
information. Thinking about a question, or generating a
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covert response, is a process that takes time. Most teach=
ers wait for only one second before repeating the queStion
or moving on to the next student (Rio Vire, 1974). If teachers
would wait for several seconds, students would tKve a bet-
ter chance of generating a higher level itsponse. Instead,
students are forced to respond to rapid fire queStioning
that often results in responses at 16Wer cognitive levels
than the original question intended (Mills et al, , 1980).

4. Qenerating an overt _response Students who have gorie
through the different steps of the question anSWering proc-
ess have no guarzotee that they Will be given an opportu-
nity to respond. Depending 6n the teacher's bias in calling
on sttidents, some may get to respond only to literal ques-
tions while others may always be called on tei AnSWir
questions requiring higher level thinking. Teachers should
vary the response opportunities individual students re-
ceiVe during discussion.

5. Revising the response Whether overtly given Or covertly
thought; a student's answer may be wholly acceptable to the
teacher, partially acceptable, or &in totally unacceptable;
Teachers need to provide explanations in order to offer effec-
tive ldback and correct any student mWonceptiOnS. For
higher order questions, effective feedback iS often difficult to
offer, since explanations are more cOMplex at higher levels
than those at lower levels. Again, the type of question and
student response combine to create pressure td aoc only
lower order questions. Teachers need to giVe carefill thought
to the types of feedback they can oMr for higher order ques-
tions.

Given the process of oral questions and responseS, Secondary
teachers face a special challenge: how to incorpOrate higher order
questions into their classroom discussions. Biiilding an awareness of
how and why students respond is one way teachers can begin to
break the tendency to focus on factual level questions. AnOther Way
involves allowing adequate time for studeritS tO go through all of the
processes necessary in forming a responSe. Additionally, teachers
need to spend time offering feedback and explanations for why some
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responses are more appropriate than others. In following these rec-
ommendations, teachers can learn to ask questions that get students
to generate ideas learned from text.

Summary
Effective teacher decisions are those guided by knowledge

about students, textbooks, and instruction. Good teacher decisions
are based on a balanced consideration of all three factors. Teachers
need to incorporate into their classroom decisions stud. -its prior
knowledge, ability, and motivation. It is important for teachers to
show students how to use their own resources to read successfully.
Textbooks should support rather than replace teacher decisions.
Teachers can use textbooks as a tool in building bridges between
what students know and what they need to know. Effective decisions
about instruction help students move from depending on the teacher
to learning to use textbooks independently. By phasing in greater
sophistication and more student responsibility, teachers can help
students make their own decisions about learning from secondary
school textbooks.
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12 Donna E, Alvermann

Metacognifion

What is metacognition? What are some metacognitive
strategies for teaching students to be active readers?
Metacognition; according to Flavell (1976), refers to an aiarene-ss
of, and an abilit, to capitalize on, one's own knowlej,re thought
processes as thL, are applied to some specific task: It i. , a general
knowledge that guides readers in monitoring their comprehension
processes through the selection and implementation Of Specific Stiat=
egies to achieve some predetermined goal. Although the term meta-
cognition is relatively new, the reading sidlls to which it refers have
been discussed since the turn of the century (Dewey, 1910).

In an effort to separate two (not neceSatily independent)
phenomena associated with metacognition, Baker and Brown (1984)
divided metacognitive activitieS into different clusters; The first
cluster is concerned with the learner's awareness of any mcompati-
bility between available knowledge and the complexity of the taSk at
hand; and the second cluster is concerned With the actiVe self-moni-
toring of cognitive processes While reariing. Deployment of appro-
priate strategies is directly related to metacognitive awareness of
limitations and effective monitoring. According to Baker and
Brown; the choice of strategies will vary depending on Whether the
goal is to read for meaning (comprehension) or for remembering
(Studying). Reading for meaning generally includes the metacogni-
tive strategy of comprehension monitoring, while reading for re:
inembering usually includes organizing important information in
preparation for a test (e.g. , self--checking Under§tanding of the mate-
rial or developing an effective repertciire of stuoy strategies).
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Reading for Meaning
Thorndike (1917, p. 330), in discussing the results of his

study of reading as reasoning, suggested that somprehension diffi-
culties may arise if the reader fails "to treat the responses made [to
incoming information from text] as provisional and to inspect, wel-
come, and reject them as they appear." In effect, failure to test un-
derstanding of what is read while reading is a behavior reflective of
poor comprehension monitoring.

Theorists have assumed that there are certain essential and
definable skills; which; when translated into pedagogical strategies;
can induce active comprehension monitoring in less competent
readers. With the current emphasis on teacher led direct instruction,
it is not uncommon to find in professional journals numerous ac-
counts of successful attempts at teaching students a variety of meta-
cognitive strategies (Baurnann, 1984; Slater, Graves, & Piche,
1985). The following strategies are representative of that larger
body of literature.

A Prereading Plan a'Re19; PReP is a strategy for helping the
reader anticipate what prior knowledge or background information
will be needed to understand new information. This diagnostic strat-
egy is particularly helpful to teachers who want to kilow what kind
of a match they can expect between their students' background
knowledge and the knowledge to be presented in a textbook assign-
ment. Langer, who developed the PReP activity, suggests following
this three step plan:

1. Initial associations with the concept. In this first phase the
teacher says; "Tell anything that comes to mind when:::"
(e.g., you hear the word congress). As each student tells
what ideas initially came to mind, the teacher jots each
response on the board. During this phase the students
have their first opportunity to find associations between
the key concept and their prior knowledge. When this ac-
tivity was carried out in a junior high school class, one
student, Bill, said "important people." Another student,
Danette, said "Washington; D.0

2. Reflections on initial associations. During the second
phase of the PReP the students are asked, "What made you
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think of::;[the response given by a student]? This phase
helps students develop awareness of their network of asso-
ciations. They also have opportunity to listen to one an-
other's explanations, to interact, and to become aware of
their changing ideas. Through this procedure they may
weigh, reject, accept, revise; and integrate some of the
ideas that came to mind. When Bill was asked what made
him think of important people, he said, "I saw them in the
newspaper:' When Danette was asked what made her think
of Washington, D.C., she said; "Congress takes place
there."

3. Reformulation of knowledge. In this phase the teacher
says; "Based on our discussion and before we read the
text, have you any new ideas about...[e.g., Congress]?"
This phase allows students to verbalize associations that
have been elaborated or changed through the discussion.
Because they have had a chance to probe their memories
to elaborate their prior knowledge; the responses elicited
during the third phase are often more refined than those
from phase one. This time Bill said, "lawmakers of Arnec-
ica" and Danette said "U.S. government part that makes
the laws" (Langer, 1982; p. 154 ).

Although research exists that suggests Mei) is an effective
strategy for raismg available background knowledge in students as
young as sixth graders; the strategy is probably most valuable for its
diagnostic information to teachers (Langer, 1984). pReP can assist
teachers in determining whether (and for whom) direct concept in-
struction is necessary prior to making a textbook assignment. For
example; students who have demonstrated that they can draw analo-
gies or make conceptual links between what they know and what is
new are probably ready to read the assignment. On the other hand;
students who have very little background knowledge are candidates
for prereading concept instrJetion. That is, they need the teacher's
help to see relationships between what they know and the new mate-
rial to be presented in the text It is debatable whether PReP is a me-
tacognitive strategy students will transfer from one setting to
another. Currently, the strategy is best suited to teacher directed les-
sons involving students in groups of ten or fewer.

Metacognition
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Lookback or rereading strategy When a reader uses compen-
;;atory or fixTup comprehemion strategies during reading; we infer
,Ilat the reader recognizes meaning haS been disrupted or lost and is
in the process of trying to regain it. We know that older and be.ler
readers spontaneonsly use the lookback or rereading strategy when
they recognize that a comprehension prObleni eXiSts (Alessi; Ander-
son, and Goetz, 1979; Garner & ReiS, 1981). Alessi and his col-7
leagues reported a facilitatiVe effect for computer manipulated
lookbacks on college freshmen's comprehension of text. In their
study, students in the lookback group who reSponded incorrectly to
questions inserted in an artificially conStructed text on physiological
psychology were automatically branched back; via computer, to the
appropriate segment of text where the correct answer could be
found. Since these results were obtained under laboratory condi-
tions and by using artificially conStructed text with mature readers,
three important questions remained: Would using naturally occur-
ring text produce the same results? Assuming readerS can learn to
incinitor their own comprehension failures, Won. ld it be feasible to
expect that high school students could be trained to look back to the
correct places on their oWn? Would these findings generalize to both
good and poor comprehenders?

These questions were addressed in a Study by A.Ivermann and
Van Arnam (1984) in which they conStructed graphic organizers to
represent the author's organizational plan for two naturally occur=
ring passages from a hiStory text. The graphic organizers, some-
times referred to as structured overviews (see Chapter 5, Figure 1);
Were only panially complete in that certain key terms were pur-
posely omitted and replaced by Skits or uniformly drawn rectangles.
Tenth grade history students were_expected to use their_content area
textbooks to find the information that would correctly fill the empty
slots. In effect; the graphic organizer waS uSed as a textbook learn-
ing aid for inducing students to look back in their texts when the
teacher asked them questirons they could not answer from memory.
The graphic organizer was described to the studentS as a road map
that would help them find the misSing information in the shortest
time. The low ability comprehenderS, but not the high ability com-
prehenders, were helped by the graphic organizer. This finding of
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differential effects for low ability readers and high ability readers is
common among several compithension monitoring instructional
studies. Its implication for classroom practice is that attempting to
teach gocid readers new metacognitive strategies may be unneces-
sary and, in some cases, may even interfere with previously learned
strategies Poorer readers, on the other hand, typically do not have
(or at least do not use) task specific strategies and are helped by
adjunct_aids that induce these strategies.

Good comprehenders consistently demonstrate more vonta-
neous lookback behaviors than do poorer comprehenders (Garner,
1980; Garner & Reis; 1981). Garner and Kraus (1981, p. 12) con-
cluded that "It...seems important to get on with the business of at-
tempting to generate appropriate interventions to assist upper grade
poor comprehenders in improving their monitoring facility." One
such intervention is a text lookback checklist that grew out of a study
by Garner and her colleagues (1984). The checklist helps students
remember why, when, and where they should look back in previ-
ously read material. It is best used following a three day training
sequence that is described in an article by Reis and Leone (1985).
Although the training sequence is too detailed to include here, the
text lookbook checklist is provided in the Figure.

Ted Lookback Checklist

I. Why should I took back?

I will look back to pages I have read so I can locate information I don't remem-
ber.

2. When shculd / look back?
I will look back when I think the questions ask about what the author or article
said.

I will not look back when the questions ask me what I think.

3. Where should I look?

I will scan the article and look for key words and phrases.

I will then reread sentences and entire paragraphs if necessary (Reis & Leone.
1985; p. 418):
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Self-questioning_ strategies. A va:iety Of Self-questioning
strategies exist for helping studeritS bee-bite deli* readers and thus
overcome some of the obstacleS to comprehension: One particularly
appealing strategy, QueStion-Answer-Relationships (OARS), fOr
helping students ask questions about what they read as they read;
Was developed by Raphael and Pearson (1982) fdr use in an instruc-
tional training study involving fciurth, fifth; and eighth grade stu-
dents. Specifically, the students were taught how to judge whether
qUeStions could be answered from the text or whether the responses
to the questions had to be generated by the Students. For instance,
textually explicit questions were thcise that could be answered di-
rectly from _the text. In dealing with these questions, students were
taught to ask, "Can the answer be found right there?" By compari:
son, "Can the answer be found only when I think and search?" was
the question th were taught tci aSk ih identifying inferences drawn
from two or more stateinents in the text: "Do I have enough informa-
tiOri to answer the question on my own!' WaS the -clUeStion students
were twight to ask when the answer they Were Seeking could not be
found in the text but could be foriinilated based on their past experi-
ences and background knowledge. Raphael and Pearson found that
students trained in the self-questioning strategy did bettcr than un-
trained students in identifying the questibii type§ ahd giving correct
answers: Thus, both their awareness of the relationship between
questions and answers and their comprehension improved.

Another self-questioning strategy is Wit, Which Stands for
survey, question, read; recite; and review (RObinScih, 1961), sOR is
a student centered textbook Study: SyStem, like the Question-An-
swer-Relationship strategy deveroped by Raphael and Pearson 5o3R
differs from the Questfon-Answer-Relationship strategy in tWo im-
portant ways. One; sQ3R assumes that studehtS already have learned
how to answer textually explicit and tekttially implicit questions;
thus; it is an appropriate follow tip Strategy to the one recommended
by Raphael and Pearson. Two, sQ3R is a linear system; that is, the
Steps of surveying; questioning, reading, retitihg, and reviewing
must be followed in order from the firSt tO the last.

Students who use this system have been taught first to survey
a reading assignment to get a general idea of what the paSSages are
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about. Then they turn the headings and subheadings (often set off in
boldface print) into questions: Next they read to answer their ques-
tions. They recite (either aloud or by taking notes) their answers to
the questions. Finally, students review their answers by rereading
parts of the text or their notes to verify that they have remembered
the information correctly: Although sQ3R has been called "the most
widely advocated and emulated textbook study system" (Stahl &
Henk, 1986, p. 366), Fry (1972) warned that usually students will
not learn how to use it, nor will they continue to use it, if teachers
do not involve them directly in the learning process: That is, to be
effective as a metacognitive self-questioning strategy, 5Q3R must be
taught by methods other than the lecture method alone. Stahl and
Henk (1985) describe in detail three methods shown to be effective
in teaching students to use sQ3R. These methods involve teaching
the individual steps of the system before integrating them; teaching
the system as a whole but only in response to a qudent demonstrated
need for such a system; and teaching the system as a whole several
times a week and then giving students independent practice activi-
ties in using sQ3R.

A third self-questioning strategy, one that has gained wide-
spread recognition because of its demonstrated transferability, is Re-
ciprocal Teaching of comprehension monitoring strategies
(Pali ricsar & Brown, 1985). Based partially on Manzo's Re Quest
procedure (1969), Reciprocal Teaching makes use of four separate
cognitive activities: summarizing, clarifying, quest;oning, and pre-
dicting. Each activity is used in the context of a real reading situa-
tion. For example, summarizing is used as a self-review activity; it
is used to_state to yourself, the teacher, or to a group what was un-
derstood frorn a particular reading. Clarifying occurs only when the
student's interpretation of the text is unclear or when the text itself is
unclear. Questioning is not solely a teacher directed activity. Stu-
dents also are encouraged to generate questions that might appear
on a test or that arise naturally in the summarization activity de-
scribed. Pint. r, predicting is an activity designed to motivate stu-
dents to engage actively in the comprehension of the next portion of
the assigned reading.
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Rea,ling for ;3- -,16.

Tncreasingin iing research literature, studies appear
SuggeSting that Students wt.° generate outlines c-i take noteS While
reading (or shortly after Trading) textboOk material enhance their
retention of that materi, :t) fi Study of ninth graders' ability to com-
prehend and recall eight F.;ssages from a history textbook, Slater,
GraveS, and Pich6 (1985) found that students who filled in an but=
line grid while r".tading a text passage accompanied by a structural
organizer remembered more of what they had read. However; when
these same student:, had acceSs to the structural organizer without
the outline grid, their comprehension was facilitated but their recall
Of the information was not. The technique Slater and his colleagues
used did three things to help studentS be dWare cif and remember
what they read: (1) it gave StudentS advance warning about the type
Of text Structure they would encounter; (2) it told students how to use
that Structure (e.g., cause-effect in locating the ca,ises and their ef=
fects), as well as the related topics and Supporting details; and (3) it
provided an outline grid for students to complete as they read. The
cause-effect structural organizer and its accompanying outline grid
used by Slater and his colleagues (pp. 192-193) are provided here.

Cause-Effect Structural Organizer

When reading nonfictional material, understanding the ,t-
thor's organization has three important advantagcs.it pr
vides you with clues to remember much more of what you
read. It helps you recall more of the major ideas in whatyou
read; and it helps you to remember all of this information
for a longer period of time.

Authors can organize their writing in several ways.
One way of organizing a passage iS to list causes and their
effects. A cause and effect passage conSiStS of a number of
causes and_ a number of effects with suppotting information
related to each cause and effect. Additionally, a cause and
effect passage may include related topicS and supporting in-
formation for these topics.

For example; you might read a passage about the
causes and effects of the increase in fitel costS in the United
States. A cause might be the greater demand fo, fuel. Sup-
porting information about the greater demand r.::c fuel might
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include (1) details about hOw much the demand for
increased up to the preSent and (2) details about 1- ,. much
the demand for fuel will increase in the future.

An effect might be increased fuel costs. Suppuning
information about increased fuel costs might include (1) ec-
tails about hi:KV much fuel -costs have kcreased and (2) de-
tails about hoW this increase in fuel costs reduces the
distance people can afford to travel.

A related topic might be that of how fuel increases
are forecast. Supporting information about how fuel in-
creases are forecast might include (1) details about how fuel
increases are forecast for air transportation and (2) details
about how fuel increases are forecast for ground transporta-
tion.

[The following outline ShowS the organization of the Rising
Fuel Costs passage just described.]

Rising Fuel Costs in the United States

1. Cause: Greater demand for fuel
Support: HoW much the demand for fuel has

increased up to the preSent
Support: How much the demand for fuel will

increase in the future

2. Effect: Increased fuel costs
Support: How much fuel costs have in-

creased
Support: How this increase in fuel costs re-

duces the disance people can af-
ford to travel

3. Related
Topic: How fuel increases are f-,recast
Support: Details about how fuel increases

are forecast for air transportation
Support: Details about how fuel increases

are forecast for ground transporta-
tion

[Following is the set of directions for using the outline grid
that Slater et al. provided the subjects in their studyJ
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The OS-Sage you will read consists of a Cause, ef-
fects, and related topics. It consists of 1 cauSe With support-
ing inforniation, 3 effects with supporting information, and
9 related topicS with supporting information.

As you read the passage; look for the cause, the ef-
fects, the related topics; and the supporting information.
Causes, effectS, or related topics are usually found in the
first sentence Of each paragraph; and supporting informa-
tion...is uSually found in the remaining sentences in a para-
graph.

Starting on the next page; you will fuld a blank out-
line. FollOWing the outline; there is a prose paSSage. As you
read the paSSage, write down in phrases Or Sentences the
cause, the effectS, and the related topics Of the passage and
the supporting information on the outline. Do this as you
are reading, not after you have finished reading. Every
blank on the outline represents a sentence in the passage.
The order Of the blanks on the outline is the Same as the
order Of the Sentences in the passage._ Note that you must
flip back and forth from the passage to the outline as you are
filling out the outline.

Gold in California Outline Grid
1. CauSe:

Support:
Support:
SuppOrt:
Support:

2. Related Topic:
Support:
Support:

3. Effect:
SUfvort:
Support:
Support:

Notetaking haS been shown to increase studentS' ability to re-
member what they haVe read (Anderson & Armbruster, 1984). Ac-
cording to Sanacore (1984), students who use study strategies likenotetaking are metacognitively aware of the processes involved in
studying to remember. They know from past experiences that the
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completeness of their notes is related to achievement; however, re-
Search Shows that StuctentS typically are poor notetakerS. College
freShmen may record AS little As 11 percent of the important infor=
mation; moreover; upper level A students may record only 62 per-
cent of the key ideas from a lecture (Hartley & Marshall; 1974;
LOcke, 1977).

Experimental Studies comparing facilitative effectS on re=
membering by students who review their own notes only versus stu-
dents who listen to a lecture and then review notes provided by the
instructor, favor the latter _(Cierwa, 1985). However, reviewing the
instructor's notes may not be the best procedure for students to use.
According to other research, students who review both their own
notes and the instructor's notes remember more than do students
who review one or the other (Annis & Davis, 1975).

What differences exist between proficient and less
prOficient readerS in their uSe Of nietacognitiile strategieS?

Becoming a successful readerone who is able to learn inde-
pendently from textrequires proficiency In monitoring for com-
prehension And remembering. The Se two self=regulatory
mechanisms are fbund more often in the older and better reader's
repertoire of skills than in the younger and less able reader's reper-
toire. Also, readers of any age and ability level are more likely to
take responsibility for applying these skillS When faced With taSkS
that are neither too difficult nor too easy (Wagoner; 1983).

Reseal .!rs havc,' studied a number of metacognitive activi-
ties crucial to :.prehending and remembering text. Ten of the ac-
tivities are liS4,ci With brief surninarieS of the reSearch findings
pertinent to each activity (Baker & Brown, 19E4).

1. Generally, advanced readerS understand the demands of
different taSks and are able to diScriminate among those
demands in selecting an approach to complete a specific
task. They are also able to judge whether their knowl-
edge level will permit them to successfiilly complete a
reading taSk.

2; Good readers are capable of adjusting their reading be-
havior3 to suit their purpose for reading (e.g.; they skim
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for the gist of a selection but read carefully for the de=
tails); Poor readers do not exhibit this fleXibility.

3. The focusing of attention on relevant information in text
int-deases with age. Secondary school students are better
at identifying what is important than are elementary
school students.

4. At the secondary school level, better readers spend more
time studying less logical passages than do poorer read-
ers. The fact that poorer readers do not spontaneously
monitor a r;.ssage for its logical structure dOeS not mean
they are in,. apable of doing so With relevant instruction.

5. Poor readers at the high School level may have the back-
ground knowiedge needed to understand a text but lack
an awareness that information learned in other claSSeS
and outside of formal schooling can help them inttxpret
what they read. Despite their ability level; many readers
unquestioningly accept information presented in their
textbooks.

6; Good comprehenders are fleXible in their uSe of the three
cue systems (meaning cueS, %Ord order cues, and letter-
sound association cues) of the English language that sig-
nal inconsistent information in text. Less able readerS
either fail to notice such inconSiStencieS or concentrate
on the difficult words and pay little attention to whether
the tekt as_a whole is making sense;

7. As might be expected; older students are more adept at
spotting inconsistencies in text than Are younger Stu-
dents. They know when a tekt iS ambiguous, when it
doeS not present sufficient information; or when it con-
ta kns conflicting ideas. However, even junior and Senior
high school readers report inconSiStencieS in relation to
their own prior knowledge rather than tO the logical in-
consistencies within the text.

8. Knowing when you have failed to understand a portion of
text is only part of the comprehension monitoring phaSe;
you also must know what strategies to apply when com-
prehension is disrupted. One of the simplest ways to re-
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trieve loSt Meaning is to reread for clarification. Another
way is to continue reading, with the expectation that the
author will soon provide the needed information. Fi-
rally, :omprehension failures may be resolved by using
rior knoWledge and background experiences to draw in-
fereaces about what the author meant to convey.

9. As in so many of the activities listed, develoPinental dif:
ferences play a major role in students' ability to decide
whether their goals for reading a particular text have
been met or whether they have studied Sufficiently tO
pass a test on the information read; Rather than COntinti-

ing secondary school students' reliance on external
forces (e.g., parents, teachers) to tell them whether they
have met their goals, they need instruction in how to as-
sess their own level of understanding. ThiS May be ac:
COmplighed by showing students how to engage in
gelf:quegtioning and helping them perfect their ability to
ask the right questions.

10; Strategy training has been shown to increase cOmprehen=
sion for less skilled readers: One study found no differ-
ence ih tomptehension between skilled and less skilled
readerS, When the less skilled readers received strategy
training in the use of story parts as an aid to compre-
hendir (Short & Ryan; 1984);

The research literature suggests that developmental and profi-
ciency differences among students appear in response to matters
other than those related to knowledge about what strategieg tb apply
(Wagoner, 1983). DiVesta, Hayward; and Orlando (19791, fdi in-
stance, fOund that middle school and high school students se1'
fix-up strategies on the basis of their confidence in their own aullity
to derive meaning from print. Less mature read-erg were More likely
to attribute comprehension failures to their own inabilitie§ dr gfcii-t=
comings.

In another study, junior high students who were all within the
average stanines on a reading achievement teSt Were aSked to rank
themselves as being high or low in their ability to ccmolété an eSSay
or remember information about what they had read. Aiv-cimann and
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Ratekin (1982) foUnd that when these stlideajiS Fobres on an essa3
and free recall rnesure were adjusted for prior reading achieve
ment, the self:perceived high proficiency greup performed signifi-
cantly better than the Self:perceiVed lOW pioficiency group. There
was also some:evidence to suggest that students' self:perceptions af-

ted their choice of strategic activities. That iS, students who
ought of themselves as having little br nd ability to deal with the

criterial tasks reported reading carefully and slowly more often than
students who rated thernSelves as having 1-igh proficiency in dealing
with those tasks.

Summary
Metacognition refers ;.; awateheSS of on:..'s own knowledge

and thought processes ir% a Specific task; Metacognition is
what r ic s know about themselves, about the text they are to read,
about the sequirements of the task they must cOrnplete to provide
evidence pi their learning; and about whether they have the neces-
sary strategic kne wfr r tb cOMplete the task successfully.

Metacogniti egies in reading generally divide along the
imaginary line that separates reading for meaning (Comprehension)
from reading for remembering (studying). Reading meaning in-
cludes comprehension rnonitOring strategies such as PReP,
lookbacks, and self-questioning. Reading for remembering includes
(among many other Self-monitoring activities) strategies for orga-
hi2ing important information such as outlining arid notetafring.

Students awareness of toinprehenSiOn problems and their.

success in applying fix:Up Strategies are known to vary acros ige
and ability level. Although differences in age atid ability level have
been shown to infltience how effectively Orie tiSeS Metacognitive
stral.;gies; these differences may tibt be AS liMiting as once thought.
The ct that less able readerS db not spontaneously ;apply a meta-
cogniiive strategy, Stich as self-questioning; does not mean they are
incapable of doing so with relevant instruction.
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PART FIVE
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13 Pamela B. Lutz

Staff Development

HOW can content area teachers be eneiti-A to respond to
the reading needs of students?
While thiS question can be interpreted to have different meanings;
our answer serves as a way to talk about Staff development research
and how that research can be USed by a variety of school people to
help all classroom teachers reSpöfid to their students' reading needs.

To energize content area people to respond to the reading
heeds of students we must help them underStand What teaching read-
ing in the content areas means and then equip them with the skills to
do the job. Content area teachers see themselves as specialist: in
particular disciplifieS. They have chosen to be trained in s bjects
that interest them and that they war t their studentS to learn (Herber
& Nelson-Herber, 1984)._ Reading ifiStriietiöti is not their area of
specialty; they view teaching teading as someone else's responsibil7
ity. Why should they be interested; then, in knowing how to respond
to their students reading needs? No content area escapes the need
for reading skills; most course content iS pre-nted in written form,
usually a textbook. If the teacher Wants to gct information from the
printed page to siudents, students must know how to learn from
their reading not just how to recognize wordS but how to unt.r-
Stand the words they read.

Nobody likes to be ekpected rti do something they are not
comfortable doing. Content area teachers are no different. How ever,
given the opportunity for study and practice, they tan help their stu-
dents improve their reading. An effective inSerVice education pro-
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gram can make learning opportuntties available: In fact; it is
lifficult to imagine a successful content area reading program with7
out a staff development component. High school teachers' lack of
formal training in reading instruction requires that they learn how to
help their students read after they've ccmpleted their preservice
training:

Teachers are not the only personnel who can benefit from a
staff development program. Principals or superintendents con-
cerned about low reading scores on achievement tests cwt use the
information that fellows as they work with a reading specialist to
develop an inseryice program for content area teachers. Rc iing
specialists who have been asked to devise a plan of inservice can use
the chapter as a guide for how to plan and conduct a series of effec-
tive inservice sessions: Their expertise in reading; along with mate-
rials from other chapters in this book, will help them determine
what to cover in the sessions. Content area i2achers, frustrated by
their students' inability to understand difficult concepts in their text-
books, can use this r.ikapter. Many times; content teachers would
like to help their students; but hate to give up classroom time to
teach reading skills. Beside.s, they don't know how to teach reading.
They have had little or no formal limning that wouid cause them to
think differently (Farrell & Cirrincione, 1984; Siedow; 1985): With
the information in this ampler; content teachers can be the catalyst
for change in their school. 7 hey can begin the process that will en-
ergize 'o help their students learn from text.

.vill 11;st review who must be involved in a con-
tent z G program. Discuss:on then wi focus on the re-
sc greh . development for information about how to organize
and impiea.lent an effective inservice program.

What roles do the principal, the renditig teacher/specialist,
and the content area teacher play in the implementatien of
a secondary schoti! 2ading program?

Each of these p...ople is critically important to the success of a
content area reading pr ;ran.; The operation of a secondary school
reading ).ograin like thc: one envisioned in this book and by others
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(Herber, 1978; Nelson & Herber. 1982; Singer & Donlan, 1985)
requires substantial change from what now exists in many schools.
1_1;1r focus is not on remedial instruction and pull out programs for
stit r rrforming beim, expected levels. Instead, the program
sugL,est,,u t focuses on all students and is taught by all teachLrs.
The comer: of the program is determined by the individual course
curriculum; the skills taught are those esset,tial to understanding the
material (Herber; 1978): Students needino additional help attend
special classes that operate as a supplement to the basic program. A
program of this kind necessitates the involvement of administrators,
reading specialists, and content area teachers; staff development iF a
central part of the total effort (Nelson & Herber, i982).

The support of school administratorsboth superintendents
and principalsis crucial to the success of a content area reading
program. Administrators control two factors necessary for program
success: staff time and school budgets: Decisions made in these two
areas affect the operation of the program. Teachers must be given
time to interact with one another and to develop or adapt cur:iculum
materials as they study differnt teaching strategies (7:elson & Her-
ber, 1982). _i his time costs money; but the payoff is great. Studies
show that administrative encouragement of inservice training often
corresponds with higher student achievement (Educational Research
Service, 1983).

Principals are especially important in the success of the pro-
gram. Their knowledge of a school's staff and its students, along
with their role in the allocation of resources, gives them primary
responsibility for staff development and imp ',velnent (Lipham;
Rankin, & Hoeh, 1985). Principals in succci: 'ttl ccoclis give prior-
ity "tr, classroom carryover from inservice rL and to ex-
changes of ideas among staff (Educational Resear..1 Service, 1983,
p. 29). Nelson and Herber (1982) contend that providing nurturing
conditions and facihtating personnel are two management chal-
lenges faced by those who opera; successful content area reading
prograt As;

Reading specialists play quite a different role in a content
area program. More and more, reading specialist; and supervisors
are being asked by content area teachers to provide information
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about the teaching of reading (Dupuis, 1984). The reading specialist
can serve as a: resource to content area teachersproviding _inser-
vice training, developing materials, and consulting (Bean & Wilson,
198 1) Perffirming as a resource for fellow teachers is a different
role for reading specialists. It requires them to use information and
skills that traditionally are not a part of their education (Siedow,
1985). Little is known about what the reading specialist does in this
new role. Bean and Wilson (1981; p. 1) offer a description of read-
ing specialists that incorporates the resource role:

The functions of the specialists might be viewed on a contin-
uum. Remedial reading teachers at one end of the continuum
have little opportunity to interact with teachers....Conversely,
reading specialists who function as resource people may never
work with children. These specialists spend much of their time
on both informal and formal staff development. Between these
extremes, one may find...specialists assuming resource roles
as well as instructional ones.

The reading specialist serving as a resource person helps con-
tent area teachers apply to their curriculum materials the reading
skills related to their subject. Nelson and Herber (1982) say this
involves:

appropriate use of information resources,
dt.:moustrations of instructional strategies,
obsetwations of teachers' demonstrations,
analysis of and advice on teachers' construction of instruc-
tional materials,
participation in curriculum revision, and
participation in program evaluation.

Finally; a content area reading program cannot be successful
without supportive and active classroom teachers. The program will
not work if teachers do not attend training sessions, if they do not
pply the new information to their own course content, if they do

iC practice the strategies and get feedback from their colleagues;
and if they do not add the strategies to the instructional repertoire
they use in .heir own classrooms. A series of inservice sessions de-
signed to give teachers the opportunity to learn about, attempt, and
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modify new practices can result in the successful infusion of reading
inStruction in content area classes (Siedow, 1985).

What art. some ways of organizing and in-, o:. menting
inservice procmams on secondarv .clu,n1 reading?

One k?.arn from the research about how to change
school 1 .tc:', A:.d teacher behaviors is that change is a process,
not an e i; findings consistently show that staff development
within school districts is frequently "a hodgefodge of incompatible
workshops and courses" (McLaughlin & Berman; 1977; p. 191)
These fragmented, piecemeal efforts are "generally ineffective and
poorly conccr..ed, lacking a conceptual framework" (Wood, Thom!):
son; & Russell, 1981, p. 60). Many staff development efforts con-
tinue to be little more than one shot, day long workshops (Boyer,
1983).

A syvemmatic; long term program of staff development iS
needed if sig-,ificant improvement in teacher behaviors is to take
place (Cole, 1979; Vacca, 1981; Wood et al., 1981). Until schools
begin thMking of staff development in these terms and begin operat-
ing systems of staff development; one shot, unrelated programs will
be the norm (Wood et al.).

Before reviewing ways of organizing and implementing a
Staff development program, think of an inservice session you at-
tended that you felt was particularly useful: What three things about
that experience impressed you? Now think of a session you remem-
ber feeling was a complete wast..: of time. What three tt,ings needed
improvement? Remember these two different training e. ,'.riences as
you read this chapter. Mentally compue your own expwie "Ts with
the characteristics of effective training supported by re.:: ch.

Models for Long Term Efforts
While research literature describes various models that can

be used as a framework for a schoolwide inservice plan (Dupuis,
Askov, & Lee 1979; Siedow, 1985; Sparks et al.; 1985; Vacca;
1981; Wood, Thompson, & Russell; 1981); only two will be re-
viewed here; Scii,ols located near a college or university may want
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to investigate the possibility of a joint effort, where university staff
can help design and implement an inservice plan based on these or
other mddels. Such programs ;ypically combine the resources of the
university ary! lhc schno! ;o ...iicourage teacher-directed improve-
ment eft-01;s (119. & Lee, 1979; Sparks, 1984). Univer-
sity faculties are good v%i._ es to look for presenters or session
leaders in a specialized ah.a.

Table I presents features of two staff development models.
White the two models vary in the number of steps or phases, they
share some common elements that are associated with effective staff
development efforts. The two models:

base inservice sessions on assessed needs;
occur in phases, with actual training following a period of
asses:' -,ent and planning;
not only evaluate the total program, but collect evaluaticn
data throughout and use the data in program operation;
have the flexibility to respond to immediate or changing
concerns;
involve teachers in all phases;
include followup activities;
view the school as the !ocus of change; and
focus on changing teacher; not student; behaviors (Hutson;
1981; Korinek; Schmid; & McAdams, 1985; Siedow,
1985).

Staff development programs are typically thought of as train-
ing sessions. Table 1 demonstrates that the actual training sesswns
constitute only one phase of a carefully plaaned and evaluated pro-
gram of inservice.

During steps leading to the training, school faculties develop
Eiotivation and commitment to the program; assess needs and atti-
tudes of teachers, super:isors, and administrators; and establish
L;oals of the inservice program. Piscussions of how to develop and
use checklists and questionnaires in needs assessment are beyond
the scope of this chapter. However, examples specific to contont area
reading are available (Siedow, 1985; Vacca, 1981). This planning
stage is important to the program's success; during this time schools
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Table 1
Two StafT Development Program Models*

Model A Model B

Readitieg.4

Mobilize support
Develop generalized, written

4-5 year plan; including
Oak

Planning

Establish inservice objectives
congruent with goals

Identify available resources
Plan inservice activities

Design and Planning

Assess needs, attittideS.
Interests; and resources

Determine program goak
and objectives

mainhig-
.E
_E Conduct inservice plan

Collect formative and summative
evaluation datat."

Implementation

Conduct the program

Implementation

ProvIde followup assistance to
help teachers use new skills

Give administrative support
and recognition

Collect evaluation data on
extent of use in classroom

Maintenance

Monitor continuously
Generate new data and needs

to use in repeat of cycle

Evaluation

Evaluate sessions themselves
Evaluate effect of proc-ess on

classroom practice
Evaluate effect of program on

student attitudes and
performance

Model A Wood, Thompson. & Russell. 1981.
Model Es \laced, 1981.

can develop a cltmate receptive to growth and change In fact; this
climate is crucial to any successful school improvement effort.
Joyce and his colleagues (l9S3, p. 65) contendand research by
others confirmsthat "anless a local school environment is conge-
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nial to sensible innovation; even minor school improvement objec-
tives, whether locally or externally generated, will have hard
sledding." An organized and formal planning phase is frequently
forgotten in the design of staff development programs (Wood et al.,
1981).

The steps following inservice sessions are also important:
Both models recommend looking at what happens in th(s issroom
to see if teacher practices have changed. Evaluation of Olt sessions
themselves is also recommended.

Any staff development program that follows one of these
models will be a long term effort. The point of describing program
models, instead of limiting ourselves to actual training sessions, is
to stress tha necessity of the school's long term commitment to
change (Vacca, 1981). There is support for the belief that inservice
program designs should be complex and ambitious. Such projects
are less likely to be trivial and routine and to suffer from we've-
tried-thatbefore complaints; and are more likely to have effect
on practice (Hutson, 1981).

Characteri.,.ics of 1:::tfrctive Training
The heart of the inservice plan lies in the actual training ses-

sions. How can rese:ach help to make inserv;ce se.;sions more effec-
tiVe?

Critical *- the success of the training sessions is a careful
match between what you want to achieve and how you go about it;
Insci vice sessions typically are designed to do one of three things:
give ihformation. develo,- skills, or change behaviors (Korinek,
Schmid, & McAdams, 1985). Aproblem exists when there is a mis-
match between the goals of mservice and the type of session pre
sented. If th::- goal is to get content area teachers to attend to their
students' reading needs7-to change teachers' current behaviorsa
program that relies solely on infor.ation transmission is inappro-
priate; Increasing teachers' knowledge of a practice will not cause
them to change their behaviors. So care must be taken to ensure that
the goals of the particular inservice session are clear and specific

'It session appropriate for achieving those goals.

1(2
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Characteristics of the three types of inservice can be exam-
ined closely. Korinek, Schmid, and McAdams (1985) reviewed the
literature to determine the most frequently used types of inservice.
From more than 100 reports, they selected 17 as adequate for meet-
ing the purpose of their Survey. Table 2 compares the features of the
three inservice types they identified.

Type 1, information transmission, is designed to do little
more than increase knowledge about a particular subject. However,
it does have its uses. Many times, as teachers are learning a new
approach or instructional technique, a presentation of theory can
help them understand its underlying rationale or conceptual baSe
(.1bycé & Showers, 1980; Joyce, Hersh, & McKibbon, 1983). Lec-
tures and discussions are among the most common forms of this

. .

type of inservice. The problem associated with information trans-
miSsion is that it is frequently used to the exclusion of other typeS
more appropriate to the goals of the training. Inservice sessions of
this type appear to be both the most common and the most unpopu-
lar with teachers (Korinek, Schmid, & McAdams, 1985).

Type 2, skill acquisition, is appropriate To- strengthening old
Skills Or learning new ones. The ability to demonstrate the skill doeS
not ensure that a teacher's classroom behavior will change.

Type 3, behavior change, includes sessions from both 'Type 1
and Type 2. It is different from Type 2 in its explicit commitment to
changing behavior. Each part of the program is built on careful A8:.
sessment, clear objectives, observation, and record keeping. It is
the most costly, time consuming, commitment laden, and least used
of the three types. It is also the only one that provides "a reasonable
chance of changing teacher practice" (Korinek, Schmid, &
McAdams, 1985; p. 36).

Joyce and Showers (1980, 1982, 1983) would say that onsite
coaching is also necessary before a change in teaching behaviors
will occur. They have identified four components of training that
"virtually guarantee the successful implementation of almoSt any ap-
proach" (Joyce & Showers, 1980; 1982, p. 5). The components in-
clude theo*, demonstration by others, practice and feedback, and
coaching.
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Table 2
Features of Three Inservice Education 'Fipes

Feature

Inservice Type

1. Information 2. Skill
Transmission Acquisition

3: Behavior
aid*

linie Frame

Location

°intent

Audience Size

1-3 hours per
session

Available meeting
or conference
SiteS

Generally un-_
related, self-
contained,
independent
topics

No upper limit

Presentation Lecture; demon-
Style stration or

Evaluation

panel with
passive audience
participation

Rating of useful-
ness or
enjoyability

Multiple sessions
of 2-3 hours

Ususally school
based; occasion-
ally conference
sites

Most_presenta-
tions part of
sequence, some
independent
topics

Determined by
ratio of session
leaders to
participants

Demonstration,
practice, feed-
back, active
participation

Demonstration of
the skill

Multiple sessionS
of varying
lengths

School based
home; school or
district

Interdependent
presentations
linked by com-
mon purpose

No upper limit

All styles; both
active arid
passive
participation

Measurement of
change in teach-
ing_ behavior and
degree to which
project objectives
met

Korinek, Schinid, & McAdams, 1985.
Used with permission of the Journal of Research and Development in Education.

Coaching is the key to the effective transfer of training from
the workshop to the classroom; Combinations of the first three
training componentsif they are high quality_are sufficient to en=
able most teachers to develop a new skill. Unfortunately, develop-
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ment of a skill does not ensure its use in the classroom. In their
studies of how and if people trPrisfer training from the workshop to
the workplace, Joyce and Showers (1982) conclude that, with
coaching; most teachers will begin to use newly acquired skills in
their classrooms.

What is coaching? Coaching is defined as teams of teachers
working together to study new skills and polish old ones: Coaches
provide companionship; give technical feedback, help determine ap-
propriate use of the new skill, help to gauge student response to the
new technique, and provide emotional support as teachers try new
skills in front of students (Joyce & Showers; 1982; 1983): In early
reports; Joyce and Showers were unable to provide data to support
their notion that teams of peers would be the most practical choice
as coaches. More recent research, however, supports that view
(Showers, 1984; Sparks, 1984, 1986).

Table 3 shows the percentage of teachers who will use new
skills in the classroom after exposure to the different training com-
ponents identified by Joyce and Showers. A presentation of theory,
or an information transmission insei.vice experience, results in
classroom application for relatively few teachers; "perhaps as few as
10 percent" (Joyce, Hersh, & McKibbon, 1983, p. 143). 1 he per-
centage increases as other components are added, but look at the
dramatic difference coaching makes. With coaching, 75 percent or
more of the teachers will take the new skill back to the classroom.
None of the training components alone is powerful enough to bring
about classroom behavior changes for most teachers. Coaching
without an understanding of the underlying theory, opportunities to
observe others in demonstrations, and occasions to practice with
feedback will accomplish little (Joyce & Showers, 1982; Joyce,
Hersh, & McKibbon, 1983). When the components are combined,
teachers acquire and use new skills (Joyce & Showers, 1980, 1982).

One final point: Learning to use a new skin frequently creates
discomfort: Trying out a new teaching behavior during a training
session is different from using it in the classroom. For one thing, the
training environment is controlled; students aren't there. Practicing
a new skill in simulated conditions before small groups of students
is recommended as part of a successful training program. Joyce and
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Table 3
Training Components and Levels of Impact*

Training
Components

Levels of Impact

Pcrccntagc of
Implementation

in the
Classroom*

Knowledge
Mastcry

Skill
Acquisition

Classroom
Application

Theory m;ddle
to high

low very low 5 10%

Theory plus
demonstration

high low to
Middle

very low 10%

T cory,
demonstration.
plus practice
and feed-
back

high high very low 5 20%

Theory,
demonstration;
practice,
feedback;
plus coach-
ing for
applicatim

high hi6,11 high 5 75%

* Joyce, Hersh, & McKibben. 1983.

Showers also discuss a second stage of learning that is necessary
after a neW Skill has been acquired during training. They call this the
transfer of training; it occurs when teachers try to uSe the new Skill
in the classroom: It is risky, and teachers frequently feel awkward.
Classroom conditions require the teacher to know how to adapt the
rieW -skill to students, apply it to subject matter, modify or create
instructional materials, organize students to use it,_and blend it with
other instructional approaches. Behaviors the teacher already prac=
tices with some degree of fluency may actually get in the way of
USing the neW Skill (Joyce & Showers, 1982, 1983). Until teachers
feel as comfortable using the new skill as they did uSing_their old
ones; they will experience some degree of discomfort. The more
disruptive the new skill is to existing teaching behaviors; the greater
the diScomfort. Teachers can be helped through this period of dis-
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Tabk

Characteristics of and Strategies for Effective Inservice Leaders*

Content Delivery Personal Influence

Involves participants actively

in the topic

use brainstorming

encouqic open-ended

_discussion

facilitate group interaction

fOi.c directly

(through examples) to the

da-s-sitioM

use tole pki-rig and

simulation activities

prepare visuals and

handouts

conduct demonstration

teaching in classroom

videotape actual ksson

Displays aipitive -attitude

and a pleasant disposition

interact with teachers pdor

to presentations (know

people's names)

keep teachers on task

during small group work

listen.for and respond to

reactions throughout and

'after a session

maintain a sense of humor

Is sensitive to the

environment.or_dynamics

within the group

plan gkoe

ion't allow, them to

dominate the program

digress from prepared

presentation to respond to

a teachable moment

respond to body language

ProfesibitAl COmpetence

Is well informed and well

organized

know why and how-to

teach reading in content

areas

share.the outline oragenda

for the sessions, diher

orally or in writing.

provide a bibliography of

sources for furter study

Pas a prpose in mind and

adheres to the task at hand

keep the session on

schedule

continue informally for

those who want to dO so

1'7

Strüturál kraniethent

Arranges to assess the needs

of the group in advance

conduct premeeting survey

conduct assessment on the

spouhrough large or

small group

brainstorming,

anticipating certain needs

in advance

Provides options in

organization matters,

espedally if things go wrong

know where to get more

chairs orhow to move to a

larger room

40t fegible

alternatives for truly

d4riintled participants

allow them to leave with

dig*



Provides materialS or ideas

for materials

help teachers adapt a

tettin4Uelo fa their

students' needs

COndiict_iierie-s of

materials-producing

workShops

* Vkc-a,1981,

Answers questia dife-c4 Conveys explanations elearlS1
and 0'164

respect.the audience; if you *lain directions fully
want the '''''' iii return avoid as ....... too mtieh



tress by giving them advance notice of the transfer problem; helping
them achieve high levels of skill proficiency during training; and
designing the training program to help them develop an understand-
ing of "how the model works, how it can be fitted into the instruc-
tional repertoire, and how it can be adapted to students" (1982; p.
6). Joyce and Showers (1982, p. 7) frequently quote a college foot-
ball coach they interviewed to illuminate the parallels between the
transfer of skills in teaching and in athletics. The coach tells his in-
coming first year players:

There are going to be so many things_in your head that your
muscles just aren't going to respond like they should for
awhile....You've got to understand that the best way to get
through this is to relax, not worry about your mistakes, and
come to each practice and each meeting anxious to learn.
We'll generally make you worse before we make you better.

His words are also good advice for teachers who are learning new
SkillS. Cobing can help teachers through the transition.

Effective Practices by Inservice Leaders
The effectiveness of inservice leaders can affect how teachers

feel about their staff development experiences. Vacca (1981) asked
more than 150 classroom teachers to recall some of their inservice
experiences. Her request was to list effective and ineffective behav-
iors of inservice leaders. She categorized the behaviors into four
areas: content delivery, personal influence, professional compe-
tence; and structural arrangements. She then suggested appropriate
strategies that inservice leaders might use as they practice the effec-
tive behaviors. Table 4 shows the four areas; the behaviors of effec-
tive inservice leaders; and the various implementation strategies
suggested by Vacca. Do your experiences hold true with what Vacca
found to be effective? Her results can be helpful to content area
teachers who find themselves taking a leadership role in developing
a content area reading program at their schooi.
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Summary
Many times, secondary school teachers are bewildered by the

need to help their students understand printed text. Their lack of
formal training in reading instruction necessitates their learning
these skills after they become teachers. Involvement in a staff devel-
opment program is one way they can acquire skills to help all their
students learn from text. Research shows that systematic, long term
staff development programs are infrequently found in schools. Ef-
fective staff development efforts occur in stages, with actual training
sessions as only nne part of a carefully planned and evaluated pro-
gram of inservice. When training is followed by teams of teachers
working together as coaches to study new skills and polish old ones,
teachers are more likely to use the new skills in the classroom.
Characteristics of inservice leaders themselves also affect the suc-
cess of staff development efforts. Research has identified effective
behaviors that can be used by content area teachers who find them-
selves taking a leadership role in a staff development program.
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